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FEDERAL CIRCUIT RULE 28(a)(12)(B) STATEMENT
U.S. Patent No. 9,747,651
1. A rule capable intelligent automated assistants (IAA) system for use with
remote wireless handheld computing devices and the internet, comprising:
a) at least one hospitality software back-office application with at least
one IAA-based interface and enabled to execute one or more rules while
communicating via free format messaging and at least one interface with fixed
format messaging communications with web browsers for communicating bidirectionally with two or more different remote wireless handheld computing
devices;
b) a master database containing data and parameters of the at least one
hospitality software application pursuant to a master database file structure with
predefined formats and specific fields and which is accessible through a
database application programming interface (API);
c) at least one computer server, with associated data storage capabilities
for the at least one hospitality software application, and the master database;
d) at least one application software based communications control
module (CCM) integrated with the hospitality application software and enabled
to interface with at least one communications protocol;
e) at least one web server enabled by the CCM to concurrently
communicate via the internet with two or more different remote wireless
handheld computing devices;
f) at least one wireless handheld remote computing device with at least
one IAA mobile application and user interface with free format messaging that
enables access to and communications with the back office hospitality software
application and its IAA-based interface;
g) at least one other wireless handheld remote computing device which
uses a web browser based user interface with fixed format messaging to access
and communicate with the back office hospitality application software;
h) at least one external application programming interface for fully
integrating via the internet the hospitality back office software application with
one or more non hospitality software applications;
wherein the system elements are enabled to communicate bi-directionally
in real time via the back office hospitality application software and the database
API and the communications control module while utilizing the parameters and
data of the master database file structure in interfacing the back office hospitality
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software application between and with the two or more remote wireless
handheld computing devices with their different user interfaces while
maintaining consistency with the master database.
3. A rule capable intelligent automated assistants (IAA) system for use with
remote wireless handheld computing devices and the internet, comprising:
a) at least one hospitality software back-office application with at least
one IAA-based interface and enabled to execute one or more rules while
communicating via free format messaging and at least one interface with web
browsers with fixed format messaging communications and with at least one
mobile software application interface with fixed format messaging
communications for bi-directional communications with three or more different
remote wireless handheld computing devices;
b) a master database containing data and parameters of the at least one
hospitality software application pursuant to a master database file structure with
predefined formats and specific fields and which is accessible through a
database application programming interface (API);
c) at least one computer server, with associated data storage capabilities
for the at least one hospitality software application, and the master database;
d) at least one application software based communications control
module (CCM) integrated with the hospitality application software and enabled
to interface with at least one communications protocol;
e) at least one web server enabled by the CCM to concurrently
communicate via the internet with three or more different remote wireless
handheld computing devices;
f) at least one wireless handheld remote computing device with at least
one IAA mobile application and user interface via free format messaging that
enables access to and communications with the back office hospitality software
application and its IAA-based interface;
g) at least one other wireless handheld remote computing device which
uses a web browser based user interface with fixed format messaging to access
and communicate with the back office hospitality application software;
h) at least one other wireless handheld remote computing device which
uses a mobile hospitality software application based user interface with fixed
format messaging to access and communicate with the back office hospitality
application software;
i) at least one external API for fully integrating via the internet the
hospitality back office software application with one or more non hospitality
software applications;
P a g e ii | iii
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wherein the system elements are enabled to communicate bi-directionally
in real time via the back office hospitality application software and the database
API and the communications control module while utilizing the parameters and
data of the master database file structure in interfacing the back office hospitality
software application between and with the three or more remote wireless
handheld computing devices with their different user interfaces while
maintaining consistency with the master database.
6. The system of claim 1, wherein the hospitality application includes food/drink
ordering, integrated with a customer frequency/rewards application.
9. The system of claim 1, wherein a mobile application operating on a wireless
handheld computing device is used to interface with the back office hospitality
software application.
10. The system of claim 1, wherein a frequent customer mobile application
operating on a wireless handheld computing device is used to interface with the
back office hospitality software application.
11. The system of claim 1, wherein the system is configured to enable one or
more staff members to utilize only a wireless handheld smart phone for
substantially all of their interactions with the back office hospitality software
application.
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INTRODUCTION

The District Court made a series of cascading, compounding and ultimately
fatal errors in reaching its incorrect § 101 ineligibility ruling. The court improperly
presumed ineligibility by assuming the new continuation-in-part ("CIP") U.S. Patent
No. 9,747,651 (the "'651 patent") asserted claims – claims 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, and 11 (the
"Asserted Claims") – were directed to the same subject matter of the prior U.S.
Patent No. 8,146,077 ("the "077 patent") claims and then worked backwards to
justify that presumption. Undeterred by the evidence, facts and the law, it did so by
redrafting and distorting the Asserted Claims to align them with those of the prior
'077 patent, following and adopting the reply brief of Olo Inc. ("Olo") and then
adopting Olo's late, improper and incorrect claim construction of "real time" to
shoehorn back into the Asserted Claims the clearly disclaimed subject matter of
"synchronous communications." The District Court then concluded that the new
'651 patent's Asserted Claims were directed to this disclaimed subject matter,
ignoring the fact that during prosecution, all instances of "synchronization" were
deleted

from

the

claims;

thus,

the

inventor

had

entirely

disclaimed

"synchronization."
This is not a dispute about the level of abstractness of a court's "directed to"
determination; rather, that claims simply cannot be "directed to" disclaimed subject
matter. Nor can the actual "directed to" focus of the Asserted Claims, i.e., the new
P a g e 1 | 58
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material in the CIP patent – the IAA system – including the inventor's specific
"directed to" prosecution statement, and the preambles' construction as limiting, and
all of the CIP subject matter, claim elements and supporting expert declaration be
simply ignored and dismissed as if they were merely junk DNA. However, it is the
DNA of the new CIP material that supports the Asserted Claims and teach their many
innovations.
Once made, the District Court's claim construction and "directed to" errors
were fatal to the entire Alice analysis. The legally correct claim constructions,
including the limiting preambles, mandate that the Asserted Claims are directed to
the new IAA system, just as the inventor stated and Ameranth argued, and not to the
disclaimed "synchronization" argument as Olo argued. It was Olo's burden to prove
ineligibility and for Ameranth to oppose/rebut Olo's arguments, and by Olo's basing
its entire ineligibility arguments on the incorrect "directed to" focus of the Asserted
Claims, Ameranth needed only to prove Olo incorrect, and it clearly is incorrect as
explained herein. It was not Ameranth's burden to prove eligibility since that
presumption exists; it only had to disprove Olo's argument of ineligibility.
Since the court misunderstood the true focus of the Asserted Claims and that
they are not directed to its ill-perceived "synchronization" focus, the entire Alice
Step 1 analysis and dismissal of the Asserted Claims' improvements to computers
were wrong. Further, since the District Court's Step 2 "something more" analysis
P a g e 2 | 58
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was relative to its incorrect "synchronization" abstract idea from Step 1, it rejected
the Asserted Claims' inventive concepts relative to its own disclaimed
"synchronization" abstract idea instead of with respect to the claimed IAA system.
Thus, the District Court improperly ignored Ameranth's actual, IAA-related
inventive concepts at Alice Step 2 too and incorrectly concluded that Ameranth's
expert contradicted the '651 patent, when in fact it was the court's own flawed
premise that contradicts. The new '651 patent Asserted Claims are based upon the
extensive new IAA system material disclosed in the CIP specification that teach and
claim intelligent computer improvements that enhance and improve existing/core
legacy computer systems, not prior human activity. Despite its having the burden,
Olo provided zero evidence to the contrary and surely no clear and convincing
evidence to overcome the Asserted Claims' presumption of validity. This rushed
and error-filled ruling was simply a second rejection of '077 patent claims, not of the
actual '651 patent asserted claims that are clearly eligible. In fact, not a single actual
asserted claim was actually considered as a whole. The correct claim construction
and true automated and intelligent advancements of the Asserted Claims compel
eligibility. For these and many other fatal errors, reversal is compelled.
II.

STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

There have been no other appeals before this or any other appellate court
stemming from the civil action giving rise to this appeal.
P a g e 3 | 58
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

Appellant, Ameranth, Inc. ("Ameranth"), brings this Appeal from the United
States District Court for the District of Delaware (the "District Court") to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in accordance with 28 U.S.C. §
1295(a)(1). See FED. R. APP. P. 4(a)(4)(B)(i).
This is a case arising under the United States Patent Laws and jurisdiction
exists in accordance with and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1338(a) and 1400(b).
Ameranth is appealing the order of the District Court dismissing this case pursuant
to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) and finding the Asserted Claims to be unpatentable under
35 U.S.C. § 101. The order is final because final judgment was entered on October
13, 2020. Appx1-18.
This appeal has been timely taken within thirty (30) days of the entry of final
judgment pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2107. Appx802.
IV.
1.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Whether the District Court erred by (a) construing the Asserted Claims

to include subject matter that was not claimed and had been disclaimed during
prosecution; and (b) compounding that error by determining that the Asserted
Claims are directed to old material specifically disclaimed, rather than the new
material to which the Asserted Claims are directed.
2.

Whether the District Court erred in ignoring the standards of Fed. R.
P a g e 4 | 58
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Civ. P. 12(b)(6) by failing to view the new material provided in the continuation-inpart patent-in-suit's specification and the supporting expert declaration attached to
the complaint in the light most favorable to Ameranth, when deciding the motion to
dismiss and invalidating the Asserted Claims under 35 U.S.C. § 101.
3.

Whether the District Court erred in finding the Asserted Claims to be

directed to an abstract idea; and, alternatively, whether the District Court erred in
ignoring Ameranth's inventive concepts for transforming any purported abstract idea
into a patent-eligible application.
V.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This matter is the appeal of a patent infringement suit involving certain claims
of the "'651 patent", in which the District Court granted a motion to dismiss, finding
that the Asserted Claims are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 101. Following entry
of judgment, Appx1-18, Ameranth timely appealed to this Court. Appx802.
VI.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

A. The Conception of the Claimed IAA Computerized Improvements to
Legacy/Core Hospitality Systems
The '651 patent teaches through many specific examples to guide the person
of ordinary skill in the art ("POSITA") and the Asserted Claims claim, improvements
and advances to the operation of prior deployed/core legacy hospitality
computerized systems.
As recognized by the inventor and confirmed by expert Dr. Ricardo Valerdi,
P a g e 5 | 58
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the '651 patent's intelligent automated technologies related to wireless protocols,
communication conversions, such as free format messaging and fixed format
messaging, were in their infancy and being researched but not commercialized for
practical applications, including the hospitality industry. This was in part because
there were issues with computer processing power, wireless connection speeds to
the internet, and the inability to perform natural language processing. As explained,
with evidentiary citations, in Dr. Valerdi's declaration attached to the complaint:
The field of intelligent automation was still in development in
the mid-2000s, with researchers citing, among others, challenges in the
areas of monitoring and diagnosis.1 The complexity of such automation
systems resulted in the development of industry standard IEC 614992
to address challenges in validating architectures for industrial
automation systems.3 Despite the progress in defining generic
architectures and guidelines for intelligent automation systems,
implementation problems remained.4 For example, the combination of
intelligent interfaces using human speech and systems that used
intelligence did not exist and intelligent system applications, including
intelligent automation, at or from remote wireless handheld computing
devices was virtually nonexistent due to the very limited computing
power and the lack of high-speed wireless connectivity that existed at
1

Gilabert, E., & Arnaiz, A. (2006). Intelligent automation systems for predictive
maintenance: A case study. Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing,
22(5-6), 543-549. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rcim.2005.12.010
2
IEC 61499-1:2012, Function blocks - Part 1: Architecture
3
Vyatkin, V., Hanisch, H. M., Karras, S., Pfeiffer, T., & Dubinin, V. (2006). Rapid
engineering and re-configuration of automation objects aided by formal modelling
and verification. International Journal of Manufacturing Research, 1(4), 382-404.
https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/abs/10.1504/IJMR.2006.012252
4
Vyatkin, V. V. (2006). The potential impact of the IEC61499 standard on the
progress of distributed intelligent automation. International journal of manufacturing
technology
and
management,
8(1-3),
107-125.
https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/abs/10.1504/IJMTM.2006.008801
P a g e 6 | 58
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the time.
Appx162 at ¶ 24; Appx522 at ¶ 24.
The '651 patent specification, the Asserted Claims, and their intelligent and
automated innovations in 2005 solved this technical challenge of enhancing the
legacy computer networks/systems. As an example, the Asserted Claims claim a
rule-based intelligent assistant that incorporates communication conversions, such
as fixed and free format technologies, and their use on remote wireless handsets to
make intelligent decisions using hospitality and non-hospitality applications bidirectionally. Appx86 at 21:45-22:29; Appx87 at 23:14-24:21, 24:30-32, 24:37-44.
This approach is rooted in computer technology which improved the prior computer
networks and was non-conventional. Appx166 at ¶ 33; Appx168 at ¶ 38; Appx174
at ¶ 48; Appx529 at ¶ 40; Appx530-531 at ¶ 45; Appx537 at ¶ 55; see also Appx9596 at ¶ 16-17, 19; Appx446-447 at ¶¶ 16-17, 19.
The intelligent assistant teachings are oriented to a restaurant reservations
embodiment, i.e., the automated reservations assistant, Appx83 at 15:7-11, as
exemplary, but are applicable to other hospitality embodiments such as food
ordering. Additionally, as specifically claimed in claim 6, and as is explained by
below, a POSITA, along with their knowledge of the food ordering ontology, would
understand how to set up, program and design the system including using the layered
architecture of Figure 10, the restaurant POS system for, e.g., the food recipe and
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prep times, (center/top) and the claimed non-hospitality applications, e.g., Google
Maps via e.g. the web hub and on line reports/coordination, via the claimed external
API.
For example, viewing claim 6 as a whole informs a POSITA as to the specific
ontology rules, Appx159; Appx519, as to that hospitality embodiment (i.e., customer
food/drink ordering), Appx77 at 3:65-4:1, from remote handheld devices, Appx84
at 18:63-66; Appx86 at 21:9-11, 19-21, for e.g., delivery/pickup, thus applying
recipe and "Prep Time" considerations, Appx80 at 9:43-46, and distance via the
external API to fully integrate with non-hospitality applications such as Google
Maps, Appx76 at 2:26-38, tracking guest frequency and calculating rewards. Id.;
Appx78 at 5:24-27; Appx75.
The new CIP material to which the Asserted Claims are directed provides
many specific working examples which guide the set up and programming. Appx75;
Appx82 at 13:7-11; Appx82-84 at 13:36-18:62. This combined with the POSITA's
knowledge of the ontology for the particular hospitality application fully teaches
how to set up and program the IAA system. "An ontology is a set of concepts and
categories in a subject area or domain that shows their properties and the relations
between them. In the hospitality industry, this might include date/time/place/party
size/party name." Appx159 n.3; Appx519 n.3.
In stark contrast to the '077 patent claims and predecessor patents that required
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transmitting menus to remote handheld devices and/or keeping the menus
synchronized, the claims and the prosecution history of the Asserted Claims patent
evidence that that subject matter was disclaimed, and the Asserted Claims claim a
computerized intelligent automated assistant ("IAA") technology system that learns,
assists and applies that learning to improve and enhance existing computerized
systems. See, e.g., Appx96 at ¶ 20; Appx94 at ¶¶ 9-10; Appx447-448 at ¶¶ 20-21;
Appx445 at ¶¶ 9-10; Appx220-225; Appx231; Appx585-590; Appx596.

As

explicitly stated in the '651 patent, "It is further noted that, in various embodiments,
various of the operations discussed above may be implemented in a manner that
enhances existing systems (e.g., web- based systems) such as, for instance, existing
systems for reservation, appointment, orders, and/or waitlisting." Appx84 at 18:4549 (emphasis added).
These computerized improvements and enhancements to existing/core
systems are achieved, in part via the claimed "application software based
communications control module." Appx86 at 21:56-60. This improves the
existing/core systems by allowing them to be easily updated to work with a new
communications protocol and without modifying the code/programming of the
existing/core system. Appx78 at 5:27-32; Appx75. Indeed, as explained in the '651
patent, the "application software based communications control module" is "a layer
that sits on top of any communication protocol . . . and can be easily updated to work
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with a new communication protocol without modifying the core hospitality
applications." Appx78 at 5:27-32 (emphasis added); see also Appx75.
The Asserted Claims' IAA systems make and execute intelligent decisions
based on specific criteria and rules from what it knows, learns, and/or receives about
or from a user or from non-hospitality applications by applying the rules using IAA
technology programmed into the IAA system. Appx82 at 14:12-30; Appx84 at
17:44-53.
The '651 patent teaches and the Asserted Claims claim IAA system rules that
are executed by the system to make intelligent decisions and provide optimal results
to the users. A person of ordinary skill in the art reading the claims and specification
of the '651 patent would understand the type of rules to be programmed and how to
implement those rules into the IAA system. Appx537-538 at ¶ 56; Appx174 at ¶ 49
The field of intelligent automation was still in development in
the mid-2000s, with researchers citing, among others, challenges in the
areas of monitoring and diagnosis. The complexity of such automation
systems resulted in the development of industry standard IEC 61499 to
address challenges in validating architectures for industrial automation
systems.5 Despite the progress in defining generic architectures and
guidelines for intelligent automation systems, implementation
problems remained. For example, the combination of intelligent
interfaces using human speech and systems that used intelligence did
not exist and intelligent system applications, including intelligent
5

Vyatkin, V., Hanisch, H. M., Karras, S., Pfeiffer, T., & Dubinin, V. (2006). Rapid
engineering and re-configuration of automation objects aided by formal modelling
and verification. International Journal of Manufacturing Research, 1(4), 382-404
(available
at
https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/abs/10.1504/IJMR.2006.012252).
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automation, at or from remote wireless handheld computing devices
was virtually nonexistent due to the very limited computing power and
the lack of high-speed wireless connectivity that existed at the time.
Appx162 at ¶ 24; Appx522 at ¶ 24.
The Asserted Claims specifically claim an IAA system that improves existing
computer systems and their operation by, among other things, including specific
hardware and software components that operate in an ordered combination within a
specific framework, as shown in Figure 10 of the '651 patent. Appx75.
For example, the Asserted Claims, Appx86 at 21:45-22:29; Appx87 at 23:1424:21, require:


at least one hospitality software back-office application with at least

one IAA-based interface that executes one or more rules;


a wireless handheld device having an IAA mobile application with a

user interface that communicates using free format messaging;


at least one interface with fixed format messaging that communicates

with a wireless handheld device with a hospitality software based application user
interface; and


a master database containing data and parameters of the at least one

hospitality software application pursuant to a master database file structure with
predefined formats and specific fields and which is accessible through a database
application programming interface (API).
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The at least one hospitality software back-office application with at

least one IAA-based interface is programmed to execute IAA-based rules queries
to/with the master database.
As claimed, a master database file structure with predefined formats and
specific fields, i.e., rules, are accessed by the software application and IAA-based
interface through a database application programming interface (API). Appx86 at
21:56-60; Appx87 at 23:27-31
A POSITA would understand how to program, store and then apply the rules
into the non-conventional, advanced master database since the query builder guides users through the creative process relative to setting up and programming the
specific fields and via the database API in all of the Asserted Claims. Appx167-172
at ¶¶ 35-41; Appx174 at ¶ 49; Appx529-535 at ¶¶ 42-48; Appx537-538 at ¶ 56.
Advanced querying is supported. The database can be queried on
virtually all fields. Queries can be built using SQL syntax for
experienced users or can be created using a query builder which guides
users through the creating process. Advanced error handling is
supported. Errors occurring at run time can be trapped. . . . The
advanced database functions produce well-designed databases that
accommodate growth and scalability.
Appx81 at 12:7-19 (emphasis added).
For example, the IAA system may apply intelligent rules based on a select set
of criteria and may return a best matching result or results to the user based on a
select set of criteria. Appx82 at 14:12:30.
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The IAA system also may include rules that rank and apply search results
based on the criteria:
It is noted that, in various embodiments, the user might be able
to specify multiple desired entities. For example, the user might be able
to specify that he desires to make an appointment and/or reservation
with each of multiple specified entities. …For instance, in various
embodiments the user might be able to rank specified entities, and an
appointment and/or reservation could be made on behalf of the user
with the highest ranking entity for which an appointment and/or
reservation could be successfully made.
To illustrate by way of example, the user might specify three
restaurants, ranked "1", "2", and "3", with "1" being the most desirable.
Appx82 at 14:12-30.
Intelligent systems as in the Asserted Claims' IAA systems may make choices
by using information previously known about the user to make decisions such as
"the computer might, alternately or additionally, choose the multiple entities in
accordance with previously established (e.g., stored) user unique lists (e.g., a list of
the user's 15 favorite restaurants)." Appx83 at 16:20-23.
Additional rules applied by the IAA system may determine how the system
communicates with the user and/or entity. Appx84 at 17:44-46.
For example, a rule might specify that the entity and/or the user is not
to be telephoned and/or be sent messages before and/or after certain
hours of the day. As another example, a rule might specify that one
mode of contact (e.g., telephone call) is to be employed as a means of
contact for certain hours of the day, while a second mode of contact
(e.g., instant messaging) is to be employed as a means of contact for
other hours of the day.
Id. at 17:45-53.
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Annotated Figure 10 below shows an embodiment of the IAA system and
further helps guide a POSITA as to how it works. As shown in the annotated figure,
at step 1, a request for a reservation may be received from a handheld device with
an IAA mobile application with an interface using free format text messaging
depicted by "WAN Wireless Growth 2000+." As shown, communications occur via
the Ameranth/Middleware/Framework/Communications Controller ("CCM") which
is a layered software architecture. The communication between the entities is bidirectional and is set up in the master database center below as shown.
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As in the Asserted Claims, Appx86 at 21:45-22:29; Appx87 at 23:14-24:21,
24:30-32, 24:37-44, once the free format message is understood at step 2, converted,
and routed, Appx80 at 10:53-59, the IAA-based system executes a set of intelligent
rules based in part on the contents of the message, id. at 10:54-11:2, and other nonhospitality based applications, e.g., internet content providers, via the external
application programming interface (API), Appx76 at 2:30-34, at step 3.

The

hospitality software in connection with the IAA-interface queries the master
database (step 4), and if necessary, the non-hospitality applications (step 5) to
determine if the an optimal result matches the received criteria. Appx82 at 14:1230. If not, at step 6, the hospitality software in connection with the IAA-interface
may suggest alternatives that best match the criteria. Appx83 at 16:20-23. At step
7, the CCM may send a reservation response to the POS, id. at 16:66-17:4, and at
step 8, the response may be sent to user. Id. at 16:62-66.
As confirmed by the specification, the criteria may be passed between the
IAA interface on the wireless handheld with the IAA mobile application and the
IAA-based interface:
As another example, such automated messaging might involve
automated text messaging (e.g., automated wireless text messaging)
and/or automated instant messaging (e.g., automated wireless instant
messaging) wherein some or all of the information provided by the user
is automatically converted to text and/or data and conveyed to the
appropriate entity.
Appx82 at 14:39-44.
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The Asserted Claims require, and the '651 patent also discloses, that the IAA
system is a bi-directional system, as shown in Figure 10. Appx86 at 21:45-22:29;
Appx87 at 23:14-24:21; Appx75. For example,
[h]aving conveyed the desired appointment and/or reservation,
the computer might, for instance, seek one or more responses from the
entity. The computer might, for example, seek responses entered via
touch tone keypad via the call. Such entered response might, for
instance, be automatically converted via touch tone recognition
technology.
Appx83 at 15:15-46.
As noted in the '651 patent, the IAA-based system "makes note of," i.e., learns
and stores, choices and processes executed with an entity and into the file structure
of the master database and then intelligently applies the automated innovations of
the '651 IAA-based system inventions. Id. at 15:47-50.
Further and confirming the IAA learning (i.e., come to know, known by the
computer) and intelligence (i.e., updating statistics and reports) of the IAA system
and how it improves prior systems, the specification and the framework/architecture
of Figure 10 teaches: "'In various embodiments, one or more databases and/or
computers might come to know of the results of communicating with the entity, one
or more statistics might be stored, updated, and/or generated, and/or one or more
reports might be stored, updated, and/or generated (e.g., as shown in Fig. 10)."
Appx83-84 at 16:66-17:4.
Thus, the IAA system learns and obviates computing time pursuing options
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that a non-IAA enabled system would wastefully pursue, and the IAA system
intelligently avoids wasting computer resources, e.g., contacting entities and/or
pursuing options that it has learned would fail to accomplish the user requested tasks
but also intelligently and automatically pursuing another mode of contact, when the
first mode failed. Appx83 at 16:43-45, 16:66-17:4; Appx84 at 18:20-23.
B. District Court Proceedings
On April 16, 2020, Ameranth filed a complaint against Olo Inc. ("Olo"),
asserting infringement of claims 1, 3, 6 and 11 of the '651 patent. Appx93-262. Olo
filed a motion to dismiss under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) on July 22, 2020, seeking to
invalidate these four asserted claims. Appx263-264. On September 25, 2020, a joint
Stipulation for Leave to Amend Complaint was filed, wherein Ameranth sought to
assert additional claims – claims 9 and 10 – of the '651 patent as well as include
additional allegations regarding Olo's alleged infringement, and the parties agreed
to submit supplemental letter briefs regarding these two claims. Appx441-672. The
District Court held a telephonic oral argument during the morning of September 30,
2020, made no mention during the hearing whether the Stipulation for Leave to
Amend Complaint would or would not be granted, Appx683-798, and granted the
stipulation a few hours after the oral argument ended. Appx801.
The District Court erroneously held that 1) the Asserted Claims are "directed
to the abstract idea of 'communicating hospitality-related information using a system
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that is capable of synchronous communications and messaging,'" Appx13, 2) the
Asserted Claims do not improve computer functionality, Appx14, 3) the expert
declaration of Dr. Valerdi "contradicts the specification and therefore is not to be
credited," Appx14, and 4) the Asserted Claims are unpatentable under § 101.
Appx18.
VII.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The District Court erred in finding the Asserted Claims to be unpatentable
under 35 U.S.C. § 101, and committed reversible error in multiple respects.
The District Court dismissed and ignored the entirety of the new/different
claim elements in the Asserted Claims, new inventive thrusts, new CIP specification
material and the expert declaration supporting them. Its rush to judgment apparently
was based upon an improper presumption of invalidity due to this Court's recent §
101 ruling as to certain claims of Ameranth's earlier '077 patent. Indeed, the District
Court rewrote the Asserted Claims to align with those of the earlier '077 patent by
shoehorning back into the Asserted Claims clearly disclaimed subject matter of
"synchronous communications" instead of giving credence to the new, vastly
different and actual focus of the Asserted Claims, i.e. a rule-based IAA system.
The multiple computer improvements the Asserted Claims are actually
directed to, i.e., IAA systems, were wrongly ignored in the District Court's Step 1
analysis, since it mistakenly viewed them as "merely one feature," Appx30, by
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believing a parsed excerpt from the old subject matter found in the specification's
principle object of the invention controlled the "directed to"' analysis of the new
matter disclosed and claimed in the later-filed CIP. That, along with ignoring the
limiting preambles in the Asserted Claims, was clear legal error since the
specification must yield to the claim language. See, e.g., ChargePoint, Inc. v.
SemaConnect, Inc., 920 F.3d 759, 769 (Fed. Cir. 2019) ("[A]ny reliance on the
specification in the § 101 analysis must always yield to the claim language. . . . [T]he
specification cannot be used to import details from the specification if those details
are not claimed."). Indeed, the preambles of the Asserted Claims defined the IAA
system to which these claims are directed.
The District Court also ignored plausible factual allegations in the complaint
and its exhibits, in violation of what it was supposed to do when deciding a motion
to dismiss. Although the specification stated the "discrete programming steps" are
known does not evidence the claimed combinations were known and instead is a
statement that complied with the best mode requirement that existed at the time, the
District Court incorrectly decided to use the specification's general statement to
ignore all of the new CIP specification material, and the evidence and plausible
factual allegations supporting that in the complaint and its exhibits. The District
Court was wrong and should be reversed.
The

Asserted

Claims

are

directed
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automated/intelligent enhancement and improvement to existing/core

computer

systems using remote handheld devices because they were able to automatically
understand, convert, and execute both structured and unstructured data, were able to
concurrently execute both free and fixed format messaging through a variety of
communication conversions, and were able to make intelligent decisions by
accessing and applying intelligent automated assistants technology. The District
Court improperly ignored the express IAA based terms of the Asserted Claims and
re-inserted terms that were deleted during prosecution to find otherwise. It should
be reversed for doing so.
No record evidence exists that establishes the Asserted Claims' systems
including the framework and architecture as shown in Figure 10 of the '651 patent
and as a POSITA would understand them, measures of performance and
effectiveness, and technical requirements as disclosed, claimed and configured were
routine and conventional activity in July 2005. Yet, the District Court decided contra
without any evidentiary support. This compels reversal.
VII. ARGUMENT
A. Applicable Legal Principles
1. Standard of Review.
This Court reviews this matter de novo.

See Allergan, Inc. v. Athena

Cosmetics, Inc., 640 F.3d 1377, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2011); see also Phillips v. County
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of Allegheny, 515 F.3d 224, 230 (3d Cir. 2008) ("The standard of review for a
dismissal under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) is de novo.").
2. Legal Framework for Motions to Dismiss on the Pleadings.
When deciding motions to dismiss, courts look at the allegations of the
complaint to determine if "enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on
its face" are alleged, Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007), and
a claim is facially plausible "when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the
court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct
alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009). A court must accept all factual
allegations in the complaint as true and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of
the plaintiff. Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 93-94 (2007).
3. Legal Framework for the § 101 Analysis.
Only three narrow exceptions to the broad patent-eligibility principles of 35
U.S.C. § 101 exist – "laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas." Bilski
v. Kappos, 561 U.S. 593, 601-02 (2010) .

The Supreme Court reiterated its

reluctance to broadly apply these three narrow exceptions: "[W]e tread carefully in
construing this exclusionary principle, lest it swallow all of patent law. At some
level, 'all inventions . . . embody, use, reflect, rest upon, or apply laws of nature,
natural phenomena, or abstract ideas.'" Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int'l, 134
S. Ct. 2347, 2354 (2014) (quoting Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus
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Labs., Inc. 132 S. Ct. 1289, 1293 (2012) (internal citation omitted)).
Whether a claim satisfies § 101 requires viewing the claim as a whole, and
not individual limitations. Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 188-89 (1981); King
Pharms., Inc. v. Eon Labs, Inc., 616 F.3d 1267, 1277 (Fed. Cir. 2010) ("The Supreme
Court has stated that a § 101 patentability analysis is directed to the claim as a whole,
not individual limitations."). "[I]t is irrelevant that any individual step or limitation
of such processes by itself would be unpatentable under § 101." In re Bilski, 545
F.3d 943, 958 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
B. The District Court Erred When Construing the Asserted Claims
By misconstruing and then redrafting the Asserted Claims to align with prior
invalidated '077 patent claims, the District Court erred by adopting Olo's incorrect
"directed to" focus of the claims, which then resulted in an incorrect Alice analysis,
which subsequently resulted in an incorrect ruling. Without a correct understanding
of the claims, as here, the entire Alice analysis was null/void and a reversal is
compelled.
Ameranth argued to the District Court that claim construction – viewed
through the lens of a POSITA – is required before a § 101 analysis can be
performed.6 Appx303-304. It submitted the following proposed constructions:

6

"The specific skillset needed to build this type of system is in the areas of software
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 Preambles of claims 1 and 3: limiting
 "a rule capable intelligent automated assistants (IAA) system"
(claims 1 and 3): an integrated framework for a system that enables
intelligent choices while executing hospitality tasks in accordance
with established rules. ('651 patent at Title, Abstract, 13:36-18:62,
Fig 10.)
 "fixed format messaging" (claims 1 and 3): structured data, which
have clearly defined patterns making them easily understood by
computers. (Id. at 11:45-65, Fig 7.)
 "file structure with predefined formats and specific fields" (claims 1
and 3): file structure with predetermined criteria/rules for the
hospitality application which the IAA system applies. (Id. at 12:719, 17:44-53, 20:57-21:12, 21:27-34.)
 "free format messaging" (claims 1 and 3): unstructured data, which
does not have a pre-defined pattern. (Id. at 13:37-38, 14:12-24,
14:34-44, 16:32-38.)
 "application software based communications control module"
(claims 1 and 3): a layer that sits on top of any communication
protocol and can be easily updated to work with a new
communication protocol without modifying the core hospitality
applications. (Id. at 5:27-32, Fig. 10.)
Id.; see also Appx422.

The construction of "application software based

communications control module" confirms a computer improvement. Appx422.
During its oral argument rebuttal, attempting to overcome both Ameranth's
disclaimer and the limiting preamble, Olo first proposed that "real time" means
"synchronous within them" and that the District Court could simply "switch the
word 'synchronous' with 'real-time.'" Appx795, l.21-Appx796, l.2. Although the

development, communication conversions, database design, Application
Programming Interfaces, computer networking, and wireless communications."
Appx159 at ¶ 18; Appx519 at ¶ 18; see also Appx159 at ¶¶ 15-17; Appx519 at
¶¶ 15-17.
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District Court's Memorandum Opinion states it adopted Ameranth's construction,
Appx13 ("Ameranth has proposed certain constructions, and Olo agrees that I should
adopt those proposed constructions for purposes of evaluating the motion, and I am
doing so . . ."), that was entirely incorrect and, in fact, the court's Opinion did not
apply them. It improperly applied Olo's contradictory and incorrect construction.
Although the court alleged that it adopted Amerant's constructions, the court's
accepting and applying Olo's "real time" construction to shoehorn "synchronization"
back into these claims proves that they were not applied.
Had the District Court adhered to Ameranth's claim constructions, including
that the preambles are limiting, then it would have determined the Asserted Claims
are directed to rule capable intelligent automated assistants (IAA) systems. Instead,
the District Court decided the Asserted Claims are "directed to the abstract idea of
'communicating hospitality-related information using a system that is capable of
synchronous communications and messaging,'" id., confirming it adopted Olo's
proposed construction.
Olo's argument – and the District Court's "directed to" ruling – violates canons
of claim construction.

First, during prosecution of the Asserted Claims, see

Appx218-247; Appx583-612, the applicant deleted all references to synchronization
from the claims and removed the broader element of "information management and
synchronous communication system" in the preambles. When making the claim
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amendments, the applicant explicitly stated, "The claims are now focused on and
directed to the Intelligent Automated Assistant (IAA) aspect of the invention . . . ."
Appx231; Appx596.

Accordingly, the concept that the system could be

synchronized was disclaimed. Southwall Techs., Inc. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d
1570, 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1995) ("The prosecution history limits the interpretation of
claim terms so as to exclude any interpretation that was disclaimed during
prosecution." (citations omitted)); Spectrum Int'l, Inc. v. Sterilite Corp., 164 F.3d
1372, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 1998) ("[E]xplicit statements made by a patent applicant
during prosecution to distinguish a claimed invention over prior art may serve to
narrow the scope of the claim."); Standard Oil Co. v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 774 F.2d
448, 452 (Fed. Cir. 1985) ("[T]he prosecution history . . . limits the interpretation of
claims so as to exclude any interpretation that may have been disclaimed or
disavowed during prosecution in order to obtain claim allowance."); see also Amgen
Inc. v. Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc., 314 F.3d 1313, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
("Because the claims are best understood in light of the specification of which they
are a part, however, courts must take extreme care when ascertaining the proper
scope of the claims, lest they simultaneously import into the claims limitations that
were unintended by the patentee. The danger of improperly importing a limitation
is even greater when the purported limitation is based upon a term not appearing in
the claim." (citation omitted).).
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Second, the words "synchronous" and "real-time" both appear in the
specification of U.S. Patent No. 9,747,651 – as well as in the pre-amended claims,
Appx220-225; Appx585-590.

For example, pre-amended claim 37, which

subsequently became claim 1 of the '651 patent after it was amended, recited
"wherein the system elements are enable to operate together synchronously in real
time . . . ." Appx221 (emphasis added); Appx586 (emphasis added). Likewise, the
words "synchronous" and "real-time" both appear in claims in a related patent, U.S.
Patent No. 8,146,077 ("the "077 patent"). For instance, claim 13 of the '077 patent
recites "real time synchronous transmission." '077 patent at 18:65-20:17. If "real
time" meant "synchronous" or were synonyms, then these claim recitations would
not make sense or one of the terms would be rendered superfluous. See Ethicon
Endo-Surgery, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 93 F.3d 1572, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1996) ("If
the terms 'pusher assembly' and 'pusher bar' described a single element, one would
expect the claim to consistently refer to this element as either a 'pusher bar' or a
'pusher assembly,' but not both, especially not within the same clause. Therefore, in
our view, the plain meaning of the claim will not bear a reading that 'pusher
assembly' and 'pusher bar' are synonyms.").

Thus, "real time" cannot mean

"synchronous" per rules of claim construction, and the District Court erred. See also
SRI Int'l v. Matsushita Elec. Corp., 775 F.2d 1107, 1122 (Fed.Cir. 1985) (When a
patent claim "does not contain a certain limitation and another claim does, that
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limitation cannot be read into the former claim in determining either validity or
infringement."). Further, as this Court is well aware, through the ubiquity of the
"real time" term in computing, it is merely a speed of communications.
Third, although the '651 patent's specification contained new material to
which the claims are directed, the District Court incorrectly disregarded that new
material and imported the object of the invention from the old disclosure to change
the scope of the claims of the '651 patent to mirror those considered by the Court
regarding the '077 patent7: "The specification identifies the provision of an improved
information management synchronous communication system and method as a
principle object of the invention. For that, I would cite to column 3 of the patent at
lines 1 to 3." Appx47, ll.1-5. Yet, "all that appears in the specification is not
necessarily within the scope of the claims . . . ." Novo Nordisk of N. Am., Inc. v.
Genentech, Inc., 77 F.3d 1364, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 1996); see also McCarty v. Lehigh
Valley R.R., 160 U.S. 110, 116 (1895) ("[I]f we once begin to include elements not
mentioned in the claim in order to limit such claim . . ., we should never know where
to stop."); Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa' per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1248 (Fed.

7

Given that the objects of the invention corresponded to claims in a related patent –
and not the Asserted Claims of the '651 patent – the District Court failed to
"recognize that disclosed embodiments may be within the scope of other allowed but
unasserted claims." PSN Ill., LLC v. Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc., 525 F.3d 1159, 1166
(Fed. Cir. 2008).
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Cir. 1998) ("[A] party wishing to use statements in the written description to confine
or otherwise affect a patent's scope must, at the very least, point to a term or terms
in the claim with which to draw in those statements. Without any claim term that is
susceptible of clarification by the written description, there is no legitimate way to
narrow the property right."). The claim language on its face disagrees with the
District Court's conclusion and evidences error. HowLink Global LLC v. Network
Communications Int'l Corp., 561 Fed. Appx. 898, 907 (Fed. Cir. 2014) ("While a
written description may describe multiple embodiments, the patent is still defined
by the claims."). This Court should reverse the District Court, or at a minimum
remand this case so the District Court can properly adhere to tenets of claim
construction.
C. The Asserted Claims Are Patentable Under the Alice Framework
The District Court misconstrued and redrafted the Asserted Claims to align
with its claim misinterpretation, and then erred by adopting Olo's incorrect "directed
to" focus of the claims, which then resulted in an entirely incorrect Alice analysis.
Without a correct understanding of the claims, as here, a reversal is compelled.
In Alice, the Supreme Court formalized a framework to determine whether a
patent claims a judicial exception (i.e., an abstract idea, natural phenomenon, or law of
nature). 134 S. Ct. at 2355. A court must first ask "whether the claims at issue are
directed to one of those patent-ineligible concepts"; if so, then the court must ask,
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"[w]hat else is there in the claims before us?" Id. (emphasis added). While the
Supreme Court did not explicitly define the phrase "directed to," the wording of the
Alice test confirms that the focus must be on what is actually claimed, not a single
element of a claim.
When the facts are viewed, as they must be on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, in the
light most favorable to Ameranth, there are meaningful limitations that preclude the
Asserted Claims from impermissibly preempting "the basic tools of scientific and
technological work" and "thereby thwarting the primary object of the patent laws." Id.
at 2354 (quoting Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc. 133 S.
Ct. 2107, 2116 (2013)). On their face, the Asserted Claims are directed to an
improvement to the functioning of computer devices and computer environments,
specifically rule capable IAA systems that improve upon existing back office
hospitality applications and remote computer systems using handheld devices because
they provide the framework to be able to automatically understand, convert, and
execute both structured (i.e., fixed format) and unstructured (i.e., free format) data,
execute both free and fixed format messaging through a variety of communication
conversions, and make intelligent decisions by accessing and applying the IAA
technology described and claimed. Consequently, they claim patentable subject matter
under § 101.
The District Court ignored the scopes and elements of the Asserted Claims – as
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well as the prosecution history that showed synchronization was removed from the
claims – to analogize them to the earlier patent claims invalidated under § 101 in Apple,
Inc. v. Ameranth, Inc., 842 F.3d 1229 (Fed. Cir. 2016), and Ameranth, Inc. v. Domino's
Pizza, LLC, 792 Fed. Appx. 780 (Fed. Cir. 2019). Although the '651 patent is in the
same family as these other patents, it is a continuation-in-part of the '077 patent having
significant and substantial new teachings and disclosure, and the Asserted Claims are
directed to the inventions of the new disclosure.
D. The District Court Improperly Disregarded All the Plausible Factual
Allegations in the Complaint
The District Court also improperly disregarded Dr. Valerdi's expert declaration
and did not view it in the light most favorable to Ameranth. The evidence ignored by
the District Court confirms the Asserted Claims were not well-understood, routine
and/or conventional activity.
In Cellspin Soft, Inc. v. Fitbit, Inc., 927 F.3d 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2019), the Federal
Circuit held that
plausible and specific factual allegations [in the complaint] that aspects
of the claims are inventive are sufficient [to overcome a motion to
dismiss seeking in invalidate the claims under § 101]. As long as what
makes the claims inventive is recited by the claims, the specification
need not expressly list all the reasons why this claimed structure is
unconventional.
Id. at 1317. A fair comparison of Cellspin's allegations that the Federal Circuit
identified as being sufficient to overcome a motion to dismiss to the allegations in
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Ameranth's complaint, which incorporates Dr. Valerdi's well-reasoned expert
declaration, Appx94 at ¶ 11; Appx445 at ¶ 11, establishes Olo's motion should have
been denied. Yet, the District Court made its own contrary fact-finding – without
corroborating evidence, based upon its incorrect abstract idea and without viewing
the facts in the light most favorable to Ameranth – to disregard Ameranth's plausible
and specific factual allegations.
First, the District Court relied on (a) its incorrect opinion that Dr. Valerdi's
expert declaration contained statements that contradicted the '651 patent's statements
that the "discrete programming steps are commonly known," Appx82 at 13:14-16;
Appx78-79 at 6:63-7:39, and (b) Ameranth did not assert it invented the hardware
or operating systems used to implement the claims. Appx16; Appx18. However,
the District Court erred because neither of these mean that the unique combination
of steps as claimed were commonly known nor that the design of the framework and
architecture of the overall software system was commonly known. Indeed, the only
evidence before the District Court regarding the (non)conventionality of the claimed
combinations was the expert declaration of Dr. Valerdi. See McRO, Inc. v. Bandai
Namco Games America Inc., 837 F.3d 1299, 1314 (Fed. Cir. 2016) ("While the rules
are embodied in computer software that is processed by general-purpose computers,
Defendants provided no evidence that the process previously used by animators is
the same as the process required by the claims.")
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Dr. Valerdi's expert declaration, which included a definition of one of ordinary
skill in the art, Appx159; Appx519, and which the District Court ignored and
improperly failed to apply, described prior art, including evidentiary citations that
confirmed the correctness of his statements, Appx160-163; Appx520-525, and
explained that implementation problems existed at the relevant time, which
prevented the ordered combination inventions of the Asserted Claims from being
created. Appx166 at ¶¶ 31-33; Appx528-529 at ¶¶ 38-40. Based on his review of
that prior art, Dr. Valerdi explained the inventions of the Asserted Claims "overcome
the lack of cohesiveness between the independent parts by creating a new system
whose functionality is significantly greater than the parts individually." Appx172 at
¶ 42; Appx535 at ¶ 49.
As this Court ruled in Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green Shades Software, Inc.,
890 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (en banc):
Because the patent challenger bears the burden of demonstrating that
the claims lack patent eligibility, 35 U.S.C. § 282(a), there must be
evidence supporting a finding that the additional elements were wellunderstood, routine, and conventional. Relying on the specification
alone may be appropriate where, as in Mayo, the specification admits
as much.
Id. at 1356 (citations omitted).

That the specification stated the "discrete

programming steps" are known does not evidence the claimed combinations were
known, or the newly established rules, examples and programming guidance of the
new CIP material were known, and instead is merely a statement that complies with
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the best mode requirement that existed at the time. See Fonar Corp. v. General Elec.
Co., 107 F.3d 1543, 1549 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("As a general rule, where software
constitutes part of a best mode of carrying out an invention, description of such a
best mode is satisfied by a disclosure of the functions of the software.

This is

because, normally, writing code for such software is within the skill of the art, not
requiring undue experimentation, once its functions have been disclosed."). No
record evidence establishes the claimed combinations were routine and
conventional, and the District Court's using the '651 patent's compliance with the
best mode requirement to find the Asserted Claims routine and conventional is
wrong and violates the Rule 12(b)(6) standard that a court is to view the facts, and
all reasonable inferences therefrom, in the light most favorable to Ameranth.
Moreover, the District Court's conclusion "the claims here provide only
results[-] focused and functional language without providing any specifics as to how
to carry out the desired goal," Appx14, was wrong, since it misunderstood what the
claims were even directed to, and as shown above, in fact, the new CIP material
teaches a POSITA how to design, set up and program the IAA system. See id.
Second, without any evidence and merely with a stroke of a pen, the District
Court dismissively decided "many of the factual allegations on which plaintiff relies
are merely conclusory and do not need to be credited for this reason as well."
Appx16. Dr. Valerdi's declaration included multiple evidentiary citations, analysis
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and facts that are directly related to the Asserted Claims. Appx158 at ¶¶ 13-14;
Appx162-163 at ¶¶ 24, 26; Appx165-166 at ¶¶ 30-33; Appx168 at ¶ 38; Appx172173 at ¶¶ 42-47; Appx174 at ¶ 49; Appx518 at ¶¶ 13-14; Appx522-524 at ¶¶ 24, 26,
28, 29; Appx528-529 at ¶¶ 36-39; Appx530-531 at ¶ 45; Appx535-538 at ¶¶ 49-54,
56. Further, Dr. Valerdi's declaration is unlike the declarations in Domino's because
Dr. Valerdi's declaration is directed to claimed features. See Domino's, 792 Fed.
Appx. at 788 ("The declarations to a large extent are directed to unclaimed features.
For instance, the declaration of Dr. Michael Shamos, Ameranth's expert, emphasizes
that maintaining screen linkages was a core feature why the claimed inventions were
not conventional. Such a feature, however, is not recited in the claims.") When
Ameranth's allegations are actually considered, it is clear that they are not
"conclusory" and, instead, are in conformance with the binding precedent set forth
in the Federal Circuit's Cellspin decision. See, e.g., Appx446-447 at ¶¶ 14, 16, 19;
Appx518 at ¶¶ 13-14; Appx522-524 at ¶¶ 24, 26, 28, 29; Appx528-529 at ¶¶ 36-39;
Appx530-531 at ¶ 45; Appx535-538 at ¶¶ 49-54, 56; see also Appx95-96 at ¶¶ 14,
16, 19; Appx158 at ¶¶ 13-14; Appx162-163 at ¶¶ 24, 26; Appx165-166 at ¶¶ 30-33;
Appx168 at ¶ 38; Appx172-173 at ¶¶ 42-47; Appx174 at ¶ 49. The District Court
erred and should be reversed.
E. Step 1: The Asserted Claims Are Not Directed to Any Abstract Idea
When conducting the Step 1 inquiry, the Court "must focus on the language
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of the Asserted Claims themselves," and the Court makes two inquiries:
whether the focus of the claimed advance is on a solution to a problem
specifically arising in the realm of computer networks or computers,
and whether the claim is properly characterized as identifying a specific
improvement in computer capabilities or network functionality, rather
than only claiming a desirable result or function.
TecSec, Inc. v. Adobe Inc., No. 2019-2192, 2020 WL 6228460, at *10-*11 (Fed. Cir.
Oct. 23, 2020) (quotations and citations omitted). The District Court did not adhere
to this principle and erred.
Here, the Asserted Claims' innovations are a specific, significant enhancement
and improvement to prior existing/core hospitality systems to enable them to then
make intelligent decisions by accessing and applying intelligent automated assistants
(IAA) technology.
1. The District Court Ignored the Express Terms of the Claims and Reinserted Terms that Were Deleted During Prosecution
At Alice Step 1, the analysis necessitates "an accurate characterization of what
the claims require" and an accurate characterization is "crucial." TecSec, 2020 WL
6228460, at *12. As this Court held:
The Supreme Court's cases focus on the claims, not the
specification, to determine section 101 eligibility. As the Supreme
Court said in Mayo: "We must determine whether the claimed processes
have transformed these unpatentable natural laws into patent-eligible
applications of those laws." Mayo, 566 U.S. at 72, 132 S.Ct. 1289
(emphasis added); see also Alice, 573 U.S. at 221, 134 S.Ct. 2347
("[W]e must examine the elements of the claim to determine whether it
contains an 'inventive concept.'" (emphasis added) (internal quotation
marks omitted)).
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Similarly, we have repeatedly held that features that are not
claimed are irrelevant as to step 1 or step 2 of the Mayo/Alice analysis.
American Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, 967 F.3d 1285, 1293 (Fed.
Cir. 2020).
As discussed above but entirely disregarded by the District Court, during
prosecution of the '651 patent, the applicant deleted and disclaimed the prior
synchronous and information management focus of the claims8:

Appx220-221 (emphasis added); Appx585-586 (emphasis added); see also Appx791
at ll. 13-18 (Ameranth's counsel explaining to the District Court: "And, Your Honor,
looking at step 1 of Alice, attached to the complaint at Exhibit C is an amendment
to the claim. And as can be seen, this -- the applicant deleted all references to
synchronous and information management. So that shows that defendant's proposed
8

Amended claim 37 became claim 1 of the '651 patent.
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abstract idea is wrong.") Indeed, the applicant remarked in the Office Action
Response when amending the claims that "[t]he claims are now focused on and
directed to the Intelligent Automated Assistant (IAA) aspect of the invention."
Appx231; Appx596; see also Appx233 (Prosecution history evidencing the claims
are "directed to IAA functionality, based upon rules functionality, which improve
the communications and overall functionality of the claimed computer system when
considered as a whole and is thus further not an abstract idea."); Appx598 (same).
Nevertheless, the District Court ignored the express language of the claims
and improperly re-wrote them to reinsert disclaimed subject matter when deciding
the claims are directed to "communicating hospitality-related information using a
system that is capable of synchronous communications and messaging." Appx13.
Further confirming the District Court's error of focusing on the specification instead
of the claims, the District Court ruled "[t]he specification makes it clear that the
invention is not directed to those [IAA systems] components." Appx14. This is
reversible error.
And as is confirmed above, the preambles of asserted independent claims 1
and 3 are limiting and clearly identify the claims are directed to rule capable
intelligent automated assistants (IAA) systems for use with remote wireless handheld
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computing devices and the internet.9 Appx96 at ¶ 20; Appx86 at 21:45-47; Appx87
at 23:14-16. As evident from the Asserted Claims themselves and Ameranth's
proposed constructions, the properly-construed Asserted Claims are not a mental
exercise in merely passing data, nor fundamental economic activity, but are instead
an intelligent and inventive solution with a particular system architecture and
framework with layers that resolves problems rooted in computer network
technologies, such as the inability to (1) automatically understand, convert, and
execute both structured and unstructured data,10 (2) concurrently execute both free
and fixed format messaging through a variety of communication conversions, and
(3) make intelligent decisions by accessing and applying intelligent automated
assistants technology. This systemic architecture is computer-focused and solves
the problem of computers not being able to (a) understand and process both free
format and fixed format data and (b) apply intelligent rules to interpret and respond
to that data. See, e.g., Appx172-173 at ¶¶ 43-47; Appx95-96 at ¶¶ 13-14, 16-17, 1921; Appx535-537 at ¶¶ 50-54; Appx446-448 at ¶¶ 13-14, 16-17, 19-21.
Indeed, when a human hears speech, he or she does not execute one or more
rules while communicating via free format messaging and at least one interface with

9

The preambles of claims 1 and 3 define in greater detail and provide antecedent
basis for elements found in the body of their respective claims, and thus are
limiting.
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fixed format messaging communication with web browsers for communicating bidirectionally with two or more different remote wireless handheld computing
devices to access and communicate with a back office hospitality software
application having a communications control module and its IAA-based interface so
that bi-directional communication can occur in real time via the back office
hospitality application software, a database API for a master database, and the
communications control module. Thus, the Asserted Claims are necessarily rooted
in computer technology. Appx790 l.22-Appx791 l.12.
2. The Asserted Claims Improve the Functioning of Computers
As explained above, the Asserted Claims improved and enhanced the
prior/core hospitality computer systems with its intelligence and automation in
multiple respects. The IAA system learned, made its own decisions, made intelligent
choices thus improving computing efficiency, by eliminating steps and computer
actions, a non intelligent system would have had to have performed. See, e.g.,
Appx83 at 15:54-16:11,16:12-16:45; Appx83-84 at 16:66-17:9. The CCM and the
layered Middleware/Framework/Controller in the center of Figure 10 improved the
existing/core systems, through its layered architecture which eliminated the need to
write new code for new communications protocols to modify the prior systems that
the IAA innovations were improving and enhancing. Appx87 at 5:27-32. The CCM
is specifically claimed and its approved claim construction specifically includes the
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layered architecture and its benefit/improvement, just as the inventor defined the
term via its lexicographer definition.
Dr. Valerdi explained why "[a] POSITA would not have been able to develop
such an intelligent system prior to July 2005 without the disclosures of the '651
patent specification . . . ." Appx166 at ¶ 32; Appx528-529 at ¶ 39.
The Asserted Claims implement specific architecture, measures of
effectiveness and performance, and technical guidance and requirements, Appx529535 at ¶¶ 41-48; Appx166-172 at ¶¶ 34-41, and the specification and claims provide
concrete examples to the POSITA of the improvements and enhancements and
specifically how to perform them. Appx537-538 at ¶ 56; Appx174 at ¶ 49. A
POSITA can take that description and write the code to create the claimed
inventions. Appx169-172 at ¶¶ 39-40; Appx531-535 at ¶¶ 46-47.
The Asserted Claims and '651 patent's specification describe an IAA that is
capable of making intelligent decisions, (see Appx172-173 at ¶¶ 43-46; Appx535536 at ¶¶ 50-53, and the Asserted Claims enhance computer functionality. Appx165
at ¶ 30; Appx173 at ¶ 47; Appx528 at ¶ 36; Appx536-537 at ¶ 54; see also Appx84
at 18:46-47 (various of the Asserted Claims claimed operations are "implemented in
a manner that enhances existing systems . . . ."). No prior art discloses or renders
the specific inventive features of the claims conventional, and none of the prior art
understood, handled, or converted fixed and free format messaging to make and
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execute intelligent decisions by accessing and applying intelligent automated
assistant technology as explained in the claims (e.g., Claim 1: a, f, and g; Claim 2:
a, f, and g; and Claim 3: a, f, g, and h) or as described in the '651 patent's
specification. Appx162-163 at ¶ 26; Appx524 at ¶ 29. Thus, the Asserted Claims
are patent eligible. See Finjan, Inc. v. Blue Coat Systems, Inc., 879 F.3d 1299, 1302,
1305-06 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (finding claims eligible because the claims examined
"enable[d] a computer security system to do things it could not do before."); see also
Enfish, LLC v. Microsoft Corp., 822 F.3d 1327, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2016) ("[W]e find
that the claims at issue in this appeal are not directed to an abstract idea within the
meaning of Alice. Rather, they are directed to a specific improvement to the way
computers operate, embodied in the self-referential table.")
Examining all facts in the light most favorable to Ameranth and with the
correct claim constructions establishes the Asserted Claims improve the functioning
of computers and overcome a technological hurdle. Centered on solving discrete
technological problems via an innovative layered design and framework, e.g. how
to have a remote computer system understand and convert both fixed format and free
format messaging, concurrently handle both free and fixed format messaging
through a variety of communication conversions, and make and execute intelligent
decisions by accessing and applying intelligent automated assistant technology, the
Asserted Claims implement specific architecture, measures of effectiveness and
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performance, and technical guidance and requirements. Appx166-172 at ¶¶ 34-41;
Appx529-535 at ¶¶ 41-48.
3. The Specifics of How to Architect and Set Up/Program the Systems of
the Asserted Claims Exists Which POSITA Dr. Valerdi Confirmed
As discussed above, the new material of the CIP specification, including its
45 "for examples," detailed teachings/flow between the three different elements of
"the user," "the computer" and "the entity" and the framework/architecture of Figure
10, guide and teach a POSITA as defined by Dr. Valerdi how to design, architect
and program the IAA system. Specifications are written for the POSITA not lawyers
or judges. In re Nelson, 280 F.2d 172, 181 (C.C.P.A. 1960), rev'd on other grounds,
In re Kirk, 376 F.2d 936 (C.C.P.A. 1967) ("The descriptions in patents are not
addressed to the public generally, to lawyers or to judges, but, as section 112 says,
to those skilled in the art to which the invention pertains or with which it is most
nearly connected."). Further, by ignoring Dr. Valerdi's declaration and substituting
its own, non POSITA and uncorroborated opinion for one of ordinary skill in the art,
the District Court incorrectly decided the Asserted Claims "provide only results[-]
focused and functional language without providing any specifics as to how to carry
out the desired goal." Appx14. This was error.
Dr. Valerdi's well-reasoned declaration defines the level of ordinary skill in
the art for the Asserted Claims, Appx159; Appx519, and explains in detail both how
a POSITA understands the claims and how to make the claimed inventions in view
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of the claims themselves and the specification. Appx166-172 at ¶¶ 34-41; Appx529535 at ¶¶ 41-48. For example, Dr. Valerdi explained how the Asserted Claims,
specification and figures provide a roadmap for one of ordinary skill in the art to
make the claimed inventions and that "[t]he claims themselves also guide a POSITA
and provide a roadmap of how to build and integrate the disclosed computer system.
Namely, the '651 patent includes: architecture, measures of effectiveness and
performance, and technical guidance and requirements." Appx166-172 at ¶¶ 34-41;
Appx529-535 at ¶¶ 41-48.
The District Court's ruling was conclusory and the court wrongly dismissed
Dr. Valerdi's declaration as conclusory even though Dr. Valerdi's declaration
includes both a multipage table evidencing the technical requirements that "are
necessary to guide the implementation of the system and its associated enabling
technologies (e.g., databases, wireless communications, API's, unstructured data
conversion, and/or menu digitization)" by associating them with their corresponding
claim elements and specification citations, Appx169-172 at ¶ 40; Appx532-535 at ¶
47, and a table with citations to the specification while explaining:
The measures of effectiveness and measures of performance are
specified throughout the '651 patent as summarized in the following
Table. These are important in the implementation of the claimed
system because they indicate how the system should be built and tested.
The existence of specific measures of effectiveness and measures of
performance gives the developer clear objectives to implement the
system.
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Appx169 at ¶ 39 (footnote omitted); Appx531-532 at ¶ 46 (footnote omitted).
Dr. Valerdi thus provided analysis that explained why he is correct when
declaring:
The inventor, in the '651 patent, provided a concrete application that
improved computer technology and solved a variety of problems –
demonstrated in the hospitality industry – which can be applied to other
industries. The inventor did more than simply apply current technology
to an existing problem. As embodied in the claims, the innovations of
the '651 patent were a significant enhancement and improvement to
remote computer systems using handheld devices because they were
able to automatically understand, convert, and execute both structured
and unstructured data, were able to concurrently execute both free and
fixed format messaging through a variety of communication
conversions, and were able to make intelligent decisions by accessing
and applying intelligent automated assistants technology. The
specification and claims provide concrete examples to the POSITA of
the improvements and enhancements and specifically how to perform
them, as discussed above.
Appx174 at ¶ 49 (footnote omitted); Appx537-538 at ¶ 56 (footnote omitted).
A POSITA explaining where the Asserted Claims and specification informs
him how to create the claimed inventions is not conclusory.

The proper

constructions of the actual claim language of the Asserted Claims, including, e.g.,
this direct "how" guidance from the wherein clause of all claims (e.g., "while utilizing
the parameters and data of the master database file structure"), the specification, the
critical role of Figure 10, the knowledge of a POSITA, the prosecution history and
the uncontroverted and well-reasoned analysis provided by Dr. Valerdi in his
declaration confirm that the District Court is mistaken. In addition, just like the
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eligible claims in O'Reilly v. Morse, 56 U.S. 62 (1853), the Asserted Claims are
limited to the concrete structures of Figure 10 and described in the '651 patent, see,
e.g., Appx167-172 at ¶¶ 35-41; Appx174 at ¶ 49; Appx529-535 at ¶¶ 42-48;
Appx537-538 at ¶ 56. See American Axle, 967 F.3d at 1302 n.14 ("In O'Reilly [v.
Morse], the specification contains a number of detailed technical drawings and
corresponding descriptions, which all claims but claim 8 incorporated. In contrast,
claim 8 of O'Reilly specifically did not limit itself to the specification and for that
reason was, unlike claims 1–7, found ineligible." (citation omitted)).
Compelling reversal, just like in O'Reilly, it is indisputable that the detailed
technical drawing, i.e., the layered architecture and ordered combination of Figure
10, is directly incorporated into all of the Asserted Claims of the '651 patent via
Ameranth's proposed constructions, which the District Court said it adopted:
Ameranth's "communications control module construction" as "a layer" and the "rule
capable intelligent automated assistants (IAA) system" construction as "an
integrated framework" specifically limit the Asserted Claims to the Figure 10
architecture since the only instance of the term "framework" in the entire patent is
in the center of Figure 10, and which was specifically added by the inventor in July
2005 as part of the claimed IAA inventions. A POSITA would view it just this way,
and Dr. Valerdi did so. But Judge Stark improperly ignored this.
The complaint's allegations at ¶¶ 14-17, 19-21, Dr. Valerdi's specific, factP a g e 45 | 58
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based analysis, and the successful Magellan first ever IAA-based deployments
described in the complaint, Appx97 at ¶ 23 ; Appx449 at ¶ 24, are not contradicted
by the Asserted Claims or the specification nor any Olo evidence, and the District
Court was wrong to ignore and reject them at the motion to dismiss stage.
F. The District Court Erred by Misconstruing and Then Redrafting the
Claims to Align with the Prior '077 Patent in Order to Rely on the Apple
and Domino's Cases
The District Court ignored the '651 patent's CIP material and incorrectly
decided the Asserted Claims "are similar to those of the related patent[s] that have
already been found abstract by the Federal Circuit" in Apple and Domino's. Appx14.
Domino's and Apple involved different patents from 1999 having different
disclosures.

The invalidated claims in Domino's and Apple were directed to

transmitting menus to remote handheld devices and/or keeping the menus in sync.
Domino's, 792 Fed. Appx. at 786 ("We generally agree with the district court that
the claims are directed to configuring and transmitting hospitality menu related
information using a system that is capable of synchronous communications and
automatic formatting. This focus is confirmed by Ameranth's characterization that
automatically configuring and synchronizing menus for multiple handheld devices
was not previously possible and the specification's emphasis that the inventions
enable automatic database updates and fast synchronization between a database and
handheld devices. '077 patent, col. 3, ll. 27–35, col. 5, ll. 3–7."); Apple, 842 F.3d at
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1240 ("[C]laims are directed to the abstract idea of generating a second menu from a
first menu and sending the second menu to another location.").
The '651 patent is a continuation-in-part patent having substantially new matter
disclosed and the Asserted Claims are directed towards that new subject matter. As
this Court held in Trading Technologies Int'l, Inc. v. IBG LLC, 921 F.3d 1084 (Fed.
Cir. 2019):
We are not bound by non-precedential decisions at all, much less ones to
different patents, different specifications, or different claims. Each panel
must evaluate the claims presented to it. Eligibility depends on what is
claimed, not all that is disclosed in the specification. See Data Engine
Techs. LLC v. Google LLC, 906 F.3d 999, 1011–12 (Fed. Cir. 2018)
(holding a claim from one patent ineligible and claims from other patents
that shared a specification eligible).
Id. at 1095 (emphasis added).
The District Court's incorrect interpretation of Domino's erroneously skewed its
view of Dr. Valerdi's expert declaration. The District Court asserted, "In Domino's,
notably, the Federal Circuit found the claims ineligible and rejected the patentee's
contentions at step 2, even though the record there contains supporting declarations for
the plaintiff, just as I have here in the form of Dr. Valerdi's declaration." Appx52 at
ll.6-10. But, in Domino's,
[t]he declarations to a large extent are directed to unclaimed features.
For instance, the declaration of Dr. Michael Shamos, Ameranth's expert,
emphasizes that maintaining screen linkages was a core feature why the
claimed inventions were not conventional. Such a feature, however, is
not recited in the claims.
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792 Fed. Appx. at 788 (emphasis added).
Here, Dr. Valerdi's declaration is directed to claimed features. For the District
Court to contend otherwise evidences the District Court failed to perform an analysis
of the Asserted Claims and the declaration. In addition, the allegations Ameranth made
in the complaint, including Dr. Valerdi's declaration, that are examined at the motion
to dismiss stage of the case were not made in the complaints in the Domino's case, and
alone should have resulted in the District Court's denying Olo's motion to dismiss. See
Personalized Media Solutions, LLC v. Netflix Inc., 1:20-cv-3708-GHW, 2020 WL
4345781, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. July 28, 2020) ("Netflix leans heavily on Personalized
Media Commc'ns, LLC v. Amazon.Com, Inc., which considered the '252 patent—a
similar, though different, PMC patent. Amazon is not persuasive. Most importantly,
that decision does not discuss the factual allegations in the complaint. Here, the
allegations in the complaint are instrumental to the Court's conclusion that the
processes claimed in the '344 patent were not well-understood, routine, and
conventional in 1981." (citation omitted).).
G. Step 2: The Asserted Claims Provide Multiple Inventive Concepts
Because the claims are not directed to the abstract idea argued by Olo and
adopted by the District Court, there is no abstract idea focus to even base an Alice
Step 2 analysis upon. Further, since the District Court's Step 2 "something more"
analysis was relative to its incorrect synchronization-based abstract idea from Step
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1, it rejected the Asserted Claims' improvements relative to the disclaimed
"synchronization" and not with respect to the claimed IAA system. Appx35-36
("But if, as here, at best for the patentee, the abstract idea supplies the inventive
concept, then the patent challenger has prevailed at step 2, no matter how
groundbreaking the advance." (emphasis added)). The District improperly ignored
the actual IAA-related inventive concepts at Alice Step 2 too and should be reversed.
Alice Step 2 assumes that the court has found the patent claims are directed to
an abstract idea at Step 1, but here that assumption is wrong. However, as to Step
1, the '651 Asserted Claims do improve computer systems, e.g., Appx165-166 at ¶
30; Appx168 at ¶ 38; Appx172-174 at ¶ 43-48; Appx95-96 at ¶¶ 13-17, 19-20;
Appx528 at ¶¶ 36-37, ¶ 45, ¶¶ 50-55; Appx446-447 at ¶¶ 13-17, 19-20, and are not
directed to the court's abstract idea, nor any abstract idea. Thus, the Court need not
even continue to Step 2 of Alice, nor should it - since it was Olo's burden to prove
the claims were directed to an abstract idea and clearly that was not met. But if the
Court were to assume that the Asserted Claims are directed to an abstract idea,
viewing the facts in the light most favorable to Ameranth confirms these claims are
directed to significantly more than any purported abstract idea and the District Court
erred. Further, the District Court extended its error by relying on Apple and
Domino's in Step 2, as discussed above.
The Step 2 inquiry considers whether the claim limitations "involve more than
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performance of well-understood, routine, [and] conventional activities previously
known to the industry," Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2018)
(quotations omitted), and this is a question of fact. Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green
Shades Software, Inc., 882 F.3d 1121, 1128 (Fed. Cir. 2018). "The inventive concept
inquiry requires more than recognizing that each claim element, by itself, was known
in the art. As is the case here, an inventive concept can be found in the nonconventional and non-generic arrangement of known, conventional pieces."
BASCOM Global Internet Services, Inc. v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 827 F.3d 1341, 1350
(Fed. Cir. 2016).
There is no record evidence establishing that the Asserted Claims' systems
including the framework and layered architecture as shown in Figure 10 and as a
POSITA would understand them, measures of performance and effectiveness, and
technical requirements as disclosed, claimed and configured were routine and
conventional activity in July 2005.

As discussed above, as claimed, the

communications control module, as shown in the center of Figure 10 and its
framework, as a layer, is a back-office software application separate from the
applications running on the handheld devices, which improves existing/core
hospitality systems and clearly confirms its non-conventional nature. See Appx168
at ¶ 38; Appx173 at ¶ 47; Appx530-531 at ¶ 41; Appx536-537 at ¶ 54.
Further, as the Federal Circuit held:
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In BASCOM, we explained that the placement of a filtering tool
"at a specific location," and configured in a particular way, evidenced
an inventive concept because the "limited record" before us did not
demonstrate that the "specific method of filtering" claimed "ha[d] been
conventional or generic." On the limited record here, and at this stage
in the case, we reach the same result with respect to the elements recited
by the asserted claims.
Cellspin, 927 F.3d at 1318. The same is true here.
Further, implementation problems existed at the relevant time, which
prevented the ordered combination inventions of the Asserted Claims from being
created. Appx166 at ¶¶ 31-33; Appx528-529 at ¶¶ 38-40.

Dr. Valerdi also

determined based on his review of prior art that the inventions of the Asserted Claims
"overcome the lack of cohesiveness between the independent parts by creating a new
system whose functionality is significantly greater than the parts individually."
Appx172 at ¶ 42; Appx535 at ¶ 49.

Thus, it does not matter if individual

programming steps were known or hardware existed, because the combination was
not known and did not exist. Notably, neither hardware was created nor source code
provided in the claims (or their respective specifications) held patent-eligible in
Finjan, 879 F.3d 1299, Core Wireless Licensing S.A.R.L. v. LG Electronics, Inc.,
880 F.3d 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2018), and BASCOM, 827 F.3d at 1341.
Olo only presented uncorroborated attorney argument to the District Court,
and even if that mere attorney argument were believed, which it should not be, just
as in Aatrix, there is still at least a genuine issue of material fact whether the claimed
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technology performs in an inventive manner that improves aspects of the disclosed
system, which should have resulted in the District Court's denying Olo's motion to
dismiss. Aatrix 882 F.3d at 1127-28 ("Viewed in favor of Aatrix, as the district court
must at the Rule 12(b)(6) stage, the complaint alleges that the claimed combination
improves the functioning and operation of the computer itself."); see also
Berkheimer, 881 F.3d at 1370 ("Whether claims 4–7 perform well-understood,
routine, and conventional activities to a skilled artisan is a genuine issue of material
fact making summary judgment inappropriate with respect to these claims.").
Like the patent owner in Cellspin, Ameranth "did more than simply label these
techniques as inventive." Cellspin, 927 F.3d at 1318. Ameranth's complaint and Dr.
Valerdi's declaration incorporated therein "pointed to evidence suggesting that these
techniques had not been implemented in a similar way." Id. For example, not only
did Dr. Valerdi confirm and explain how one of ordinary skill in the art could make
the inventions of the Asserted Claims based on the claims themselves and the
specification of the '651 patent, Appx166-172 at ¶¶ 34-41; Appx529-535 at ¶¶ 4148, Dr. Valerdi discussed – and cited to – the state of the art at the time of invention,
Appx160-163 at ¶¶ 19-26; Appx520-525 at ¶¶ 19-30, to establish that (1) no prior
art discloses or renders the specific inventive features of the Asserted Claims
conventional, Appx162-163 at ¶ 26; Appx524 at ¶ 29, and (2) "[a] POSITA would
not have been able to develop such an intelligent system prior to July 2005 without
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the disclosures of the '651 patent specification." Appx166 at ¶¶ 32-33; Appx528529 at ¶¶ 39-40. Thus, that individual programming steps were known or hardware
existed is irrelevant because the claimed combination and layered system
architecture were not known and did not previously exist.
Moreover, the Federal Circuit held "Cellspin made specific, plausible factual
allegations about why aspects of its claimed inventions were not conventional, e.g.,
its two-step, two-device structure requiring a connection before data is transmitted.
The district court erred by not accepting those allegations as true." Cellspin, 927
F.3d at 1317-18. So too here; Ameranth made plausible factual allegations regarding
why aspects of its claimed inventions were not conventional , e.g., remote computer
systems using handheld devices were able to automatically understand, convert, and
execute both structured and unstructured data, execute both free and fixed format
messaging through a variety of communication conversions, and make intelligent
decisions by accessing and applying intelligent automated assistants technology. No
record evidence rebutted Ameranth's evidence and the District Court erred.
H. The Asserted Claims Recite Significantly More Than Any Purported
Abstract Concept
In Mayo, the Supreme Court not only reaffirmed Diehr, but applied it as a
secondary check on Step 2. Specifically, after first considering the three claim steps
individually and concluding that none gave rise to an inventive concept on its own, the
Court considered the claim as a whole, inquiring whether "the three steps as an ordered
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combination adds [something more] to the laws of nature that is not already present
when the steps are considered separately." Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1298. Both Mayo and
Diehr further explain that the "claims must be considered as a whole," such that "a new
combination of steps in a process may be patentable even though all the constituents .
. . were well known and in common use before the combination was made." Diehr,
450 U.S. at 188.
Further, "[t]he abstract idea exception prevents patenting a result where 'it
matters not by what process or machinery the result is accomplished.'" McRO, 837
F.3d at 1312 (quoting O'Reilly, 56 U.S. at 113). Consequently, "courts 'must be
careful to avoid oversimplifying the claims' by looking at them generally and failing
to account for the specific requirements of the claims." Id. at 1313 (quoting In re
TLI Communications LLC Patent Litig., 823 F.3d 607, 611 (Fed. Cir. 2016), and
citing Diehr, 450 U.S. at 189 n.12.) Thus, "a court must look to the claims as an
ordered combination, without ignoring the requirements of the individual steps," id.,
and determine "whether the claims in these patents focus on a specific means or
method that improves the relevant technology or are instead directed to a result or
effect that itself is the abstract idea and merely invoke generic processes and
machinery." Id. at 1314.
Indisputably, the District Court incorrectly redrafted the claims to include Olo's
claim construction proposal of "switch[ing] the word 'synchronous' with 'real-time.'"
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Appx795, l.21-Appx796, l.2, to come to its abstract idea of the disclaimed
"synchronization." Compounding that error, the District Court also reduced the
individual components of the Asserted Claims to its own flawed view of their focus,
ignoring all the IAA system claim elements and other claimed features and redrafting
them so that the claims could be encompassed by what it believed the claims are
directed to, i.e., the earlier '077 patent claims. Indeed, the District Court stated:


"[C]laim 1 recites a system capable of real-time communication of

hospitality-related information between the system component[s], which include at
least two remote wireless handheld computing devices." Appx18.


"Claim 3 recites [a] system capable of real-time communication of

hospitality-related information between the system components which include at least
three remote wireless handheld computing devices." Id.


"Claim 6 relates to hospitality application, including food or drink

ordering integrated with customer rewards." Id.


"Claim 9 relates to a mobile application operating on a handheld device

interface with a back office." Id.


"Claim 10 talks of a frequent customer mobile application used to

interface with a back office." Id.


"Claim 11 relates to a system enabled so that its staff members can utilize

only a wireless handheld smartphone for substantially all interactions with the back
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office." Id.
The court then incorrectly concluded, "In my view, the additional limitations in
each of these claims are routine and conventional and therefore provide no inventive
concept." Id. (emphasis added.) But this very statement confirms the court's error:
the court relied on no evidence, and it is not the judge's view that is to be applied,
but rather that of a POSITA (which the judge is not). Confirming this error is the
fact that Olo presented no evidence to the court, which means the District Court
substituted its own uncorroborated beliefs for evidence. The test for destroying a
patent right should require evidence, not a gut feeling.
A review of asserted claim 1 evidences the District Court's error of
misconstruing the claim. Appx86 at 21:45-22:29. This claim is a specific, rule capable
IAA system for use with remote wireless handheld computing devices and the internet
that understands and converts both fixed format and free format messaging,
concurrently handles both free and fixed format messaging through a variety of
communication conversions, and make and execute intelligent decisions by accessing
and applying intelligent automated assistant technology. It is not merely "a system
capable of real-time communication of hospitality-related information between the
system component[s], which include at least two remote wireless handheld computing
devices." Appx18. The same is true with respect to claim 3.
Further, in addition to the additional nonconventionality and how of dependent
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claim 6 and its unique elements as a POSITA would understand them (explained
above), for those same reasons, and as is further supported by the evidence/facts in the
complaint and the expert declaration, dependent claims 9-11 also include elements that
a POSITA with their ontology knowledge would understand them to add to their
nonconventionality. See, e.g., Appx84 at 18:38-44; Appx524-525 at ¶ 30; Appx529 at
¶ 41; Appx530 at ¶ 43. These facts and evidence are unrebutted by any evidence from
Olo.
"'[D]etermin[ing] whether the claims at issue are directed to a patent ineligible
concept'" is a "meaningful one, i.e., that a substantial class of claims are not directed
to a patent-ineligible concept." Enfish, 822 F.3d at 1335 (quoting Alice, 134 S. Ct. at
2355).
The "directed to" inquiry, therefore, cannot simply ask whether the claims
involve a patent-ineligible concept, because essentially every routinely
patent-eligible claim involving physical products and actions involves a
law of nature and/or natural phenomenon—after all, they take place in
the physical world.
Id. at 1335 (quotations and citations omitted). Additionally, as is true here, "where the
claim recites specific structure or function for accomplishing the desired goal in a
particular way, the claim is more likely directed to a means than to the underlying
abstract goal." Amdocs (Israel) Limited v. Openet Telecom, Inc., 841 F.3d 1288, 1310
(Fed. Cir. 2016). The District Court violated these principles and should be reversed.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND PRAYER
The District Court's errors started with claim construction, which then led it
astray to a wrong "directed to" focus, which was not only not claimed, but
disclaimed, which then resulted in a fatally flawed Alice analysis. Rather than a
presumption of eligibility, the ruling unfairly presumed ineligibility and then backed
into its presumption. For that and the reasons stated herein, this Court should
reverse. The Court should hold that the Asserted Claims are eligible under § 101.
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IN THR UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

NATERA, INC.,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

v.

C.A. No. 20-125-LPS

ARCHERDX, fNC.,
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff.

AMERANTH, INC.,
Plaintiff,

v.

C.A. No. 20-51 8-LPS

OLOINC.,
Defendant.

VMWARE, INC.,
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant,

v.

C.A. No. 20-272-LPS

CIRBA INC. (d/b/a/ DENSIFY),
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff.
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MEMORANDUM ORDER

At Wilmington, this 13th day of October, 2020:
WHEREAS, defendants in the above-listed cases filed Ru1e 12 motions to dispose of
patent infringement claims on the bases that certain patent claims are invalid under 35 U.S.C.
§ 10 l, because they are allegedly directed to unpatentable subject matter;

WHEREAS, the above-listed cases brought by Natera, Inc. ("Natera"), Arneranth, Inc.
("Ameranth"), and VMware, Inc. ("VMware") are unrelated to each other;
WHEREAS, the Court heard oral argument in all the above-listed cases on September 30,
2020 after considering the parties' respective briefs and related filings; 1
WHEREAS, the Court continues to find that its experimental procedure of addressing
multiple Section 10 l motions from separate cases in one hearing is an efficient use of judicial
resources and a beneficial tool for resolving the merits of Section 101 motions;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, with respect to the above-

listed VMware case, Plaintiffs Rule 12 motion (C.A. No. 20-272 D.l. 79) is DENIED;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, with respect to the above-listed Natera case,

Defendant's Rule 12 motion (C.A. No. 20-125 D.I. 23) is DENIED; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, with respect to the above-listed Ameranth case,

Defendant's Rule 12 motion (C.A. No. 20-518 D.l. 8) is GRANTED.

1

Chief Judge Leonard P. Stark and Magistrate Judge Jennifer L. Hall jointly presided
throughout the argument. The Court adopts the full bench ruling and includes herein only certain
portions of it.

1
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The Court's Order is consistent with the bench ruling announced on a teleconference on
October2, 2020 (see, e.g., C.A. No. 20-125 D.I. 59 ("Tr.") at; C.A. No. 20-518 D.I. 28; C.A.
No. 20-272 D.I. 96 ("Tr.") at 4-36):
For the specifics on the legal standards that I have applietl, I
hereby adopt and incorporate by reference the legal standards as
stated in the following:
The Federal Circuit's decision in Berkheimer, 881 F.3d at 1360.[2]
The Federal Circuit's statement of the law inAatrix, 890 F.3d
1354.e] And I'm also .incorporating by reference my discussion of
the law as I recited at length at the end of the July 14th, 2020, 101
day that can be found in the transcript ruling on the docket, for
instance, in a case called PivitaliP vs. ActiveCampaign, my Civil
Action No. 19-2176-LPS at D.I. 27[4] .•.•
. . . [L jet me turn to the cases in the order that they were argued a
couple days ago.
First, the VMware vs. Cirba doing business as Dcnsify case. The
motion here is VMware's Rule 12(c) motion; and for the reasons
I'm going to explain, that motion is denied.
VMware's motion is directed to Densify's patent number
10,523,492, which I will just call the '492 patent.
On the issue of a representative claim, I do start by noting that the
parties in the VMware case have a dispute about whether claim 1
of the '492 patent is representative of all the claims put at issue in
VMware's motion.
VMware contends that claim 1 is representative. Densify disagrees
and would have me consider at least claims 1, 5, and 8.

2

Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2018).

3

Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green Shades Software, Inc., 890 F.3d 1354, 1357-59 (Fed. Cir.

4

Piviial IP LLC v. ActiveCampaign, LLC, C.A. No. 19-2176-LPS D.I. 27 at 151-55.

2018).
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In this case, the parties agreed that VMware, as the moving party,
has [the] burden to show that claim 1 is representative.
I do not actually need to decide who has the burden and whether
VMware has proven that claim l is representative. Instead, under
the circumstances here, and particularly given my merits analysis,
it is proper to assume that claim 1 is in fact representative.
As I am finding, as I will explain, that VMware has failed to meet

its burden at step 1 with respect to claim 1 and because VMware
contends that claim 1 is representative, I conclude that it is
appropriate to consider only claim 1 and to deny the motion in full
bac;ed solely on my evaluation of claim 1.
With rt:spect to clai 111 construction, both parties in this case insisted
in their briefmg and the prehearing checklist letter[s] that there is
no claim construction dispute that must be resolved before the
Court can resolve VMware's motion, but it's dear to me that the
parties actually do have a dispute on a claim term that is material
to the Section 101 analysis.
Specifically, the parties do dispute whether the claim term
"system" in claim 1 is limited to "computer system" as Densify
contends or is not so limited as VMware contends.
In this type of situation, where there is a claim construction dispute
and a 10 1 motion pending, the Federal Circuit ha.-; explained at
least at the 12(c) stage, the District Courl must either adopt the
nonmoving party's construction or resolve the dispule to whatever
extent is needed to conduct the 101 analysis. That is from the
MyMail decision of the Federal Circuit, 934 F.3d 1373.(5]

Tn its briefing, VMware repeatedly contends that, for example,
claim 1 ['s] "systems" are not even limited to "computer
system[s]." You can find that, for instance, in their opening brief
at page 9, also pages 3 and 4, and again in their reply brief at page
1.
Then . . . at the hearing this week, VMware conceded that for
purposes of evaluating the 101 motion, the Court could adopt
Densify''s implicit proposed claim construction, which is that
"systems" in claim 1 is limited to "computer system[s]." So that is
what I am doing. That is how I am, I suppose, "resolving for the

5 MyMail,

Ltd. v. ooVoo, LLC, 934 F.3d 1373, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2019) .
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purposes of the motion" the claim construction dispute that I do
think exist[s] between parties.

I am adopting for purposes of this motion the nonmoving party,
that is, Densify's construction of"system" and therefore I am
treating the representative claim as limited to "computer system."
All of that at least takes me to step l for the Alice or Mayo
analysis.[61 And at step 1, I conclude that ... , as I have j ust said I
will do for purposes of the motion, by construing "system" as
limited to "computing system," that leads me to conclude that at
step 1, claim 1 is directed to improving the functioning of
computer technology. That is, the claim is directed to
improvement of computers as tools, not to using conventional
computers as tools.
Therefore, VMware has failed to show that claim l is directed to
an abstract idea.
My conclusion[,] I believe[,] is consistent [with] Enfishe] and
Finjan[8 ] and their progeny. Namely, that claims that are focused
on an improvement in computer functionality itself, not on
economic or other tasks for which a computer is used in its
ordinary capacity, are not abstract.
In other words, the '492 patent is directed to patent-eligible subject
matter because it is directed to an improvement in computer
functionality itself. That is, designing an improved computer
environment.
The patent claim, the representative claim that is, recites specific
steps to accomplish the desired result, that being intelligent
placement of source systems on target system[s], and the claims
solve the technological problem arising in the computer context.
More specifically, the claims are diiected to an improvement in the
design of computer environment[s] through improved placement of
computer systems, including virtual machines, using compatibiUty

6

Alice Corp. Pry. Ltd. v. CLS Bank lnt'l, 573 U .S. 208 (2014); Mayo Collaboration Serv.
v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 566 U.S. 66 (2012).
7 Enji.sh,

LLCv. Microsoft Corp. , 822 F.3d 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

8 Finjan,

Inc. v. Blue Coat Systems, Inc., 2018 WL 341882 (Fed. Cir. Jan. 10, 2018).
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analyses, incorporating technical business and workload
constraints.
The patent identifies the technological problem that exists only in a
computer environment and claims solutions to it. The claims recite
specific steps and not just any result.
Now, to counter this, VMware contends the claims are actually
directed to the abstract idea of"analyzing data based on rules."
And it's true that if that is what the claims were directed to, then
VMware would meet its burden at step 1. Analyzing data based on
rules has been found to be an abstract idea in cases such as Electric
Power Group!?] and Content Extraction.[ 10] But in my view, that
is just simply not a fair characterization of the representative claim
here for reasons T have already tried to explain.
VMware also contends that the claimed method can be practiced
manually by humans using pen and paper or just their mind. Such
an inquiry is sometimes helpful to the 101 analysis, although it is
not dispositive. And here, it cannot be and is not a basis for
VMware to prevail on its motion given what I have already said.
At the hearing the other day, VMware relied heavily on the Federal
Circuit['s] BSG decision[11 ] and my subsequent opinion in Citrix v.
Avi[ 12 ] which itself relied on BSG. In my view, these comparisons
are also unavailing. In BSG, the claims were found to be abstract
at step 1 because their focus was guiding database users by
presenting summary comparison information to users before they
input data which the Federal Circuit said was not a method
"necessarily rooted in computer technology in order to overcome a
problem specifically arising in the realm of' wide access
databases.

Much, but not all of that, is a direct quote from BSG Technologies,
899 F.3d at 1286.

9

Elec. Power Grp., LLC v. Alstom S.A., 830 F.3d 1350, 1353-54 (Fed. Cir. 20 16).

°

1

Content Extraction & Transmission LLC v. Wells Fargo Bank, Nat '/ Ass'n, 776 F.3d
1343, 1347-48 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
11

BSG TechLLCv. Buyseasons, Inc., 899 F.3d 1281 (Fed. Cir. 2018).

12

Citrix Sys.. Inc. v. Avi Networks, Inc. , 363 F. Supp. 3d 511 (D. Del. 2019).
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In that case, BSG had argued that the claims['] focus was an
improvement in database functionality, pointing to the pmported
benefit of the patent.
But the Federal Circuit explained that, "those benefits were not
improvements to database functionality . Instead, they were
benefits that flowed from performing an abstract idea in
conjunction with the well-known database structure." Most of that
is a quote from page 1288 of the opinion.
The Federal Circuit added that ''an improvement to the information
stored by a database is not equivalent to an improvement in the
database's functionality."
T hereafter, in Citrix vs. A vi Networks, 363 F.Supp.3d at 511 , I
found that certain claims were abstract [atj step 1 because the
patent there addressed a solution that was also not necessarily
rooted in computer network[s].

I held there that, "While the claims aro!:le in a technical context" in that case, service availability in a computer network - "every
technical advantage identified there by the patentee ultimately
stemmed from the same generalized improved determination of
availability that the use of a dynamic response time would provide
in any other context." And much of that is from page 522 of that
Citrix opinion.
In my view, BSG and Citrix do not change the outcome here with
the '492 patent becall!:le for the reasons already explained, the
benefits of the claim at issue in this case do not flow solely from
performing an abstract idea.
Instead, as noted, claim 1 of the '492 patent is directed to an
improvement in computer technology and is necessarily rooted in
computer technology in order to overcome a problem specifically
arising in the realm of, in this instance, consolidation of computer
systems.
This conclusion puts the case before me now squarely in the realm
of Enfish, Finjan, and other cases such as SRJ.[13 ]
Finally, the Court's conclusion is supported by and consistent with
the analysis that I conducted in denying VMware' s earlier Section
101 motion directed to DensitY's ' 687 patent. . .. [A]s requested

13

SRI International, Inc. v. Cisco Systems, Inc., 930 F.3d 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
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by DensitY and I don't believe opposed by VMware ... I have
taken judicial notice of the briefing and my ruling on eligibility of
Densify's '687 patent in a related action in this court, Civil Action
No. 19-742-LPS.
Given my conclusions here on step 1, that VM failed at step 1, the
Court need not and will not proceed to step two.
So in conclusion, with respect to the VMware motion, that motion
is denied. lt is denied without prejudice to renew in a motion [for]
summary judgment if VMwarc believes in good faith at that point
in the case that it has a basis to renew its motion based on whatever
happens in claim construction and the record evidence at that
point.
So that is everything I had to say about VMware.
Let me move next to the second case that was argued, the Natera
vs. ArcherDX case.
In that case, the defendant ArchcrDX, who I may refer to as just
"Archer" or "defendant[,]" has filed a Rule 12(c) motion which
raises Section 101 as well as non-Section 101 issues.
I'm going to address all of those issues and for the reasons I'm
going to explain, ArcherDX's motion is denied and it is denied in
all respects.
With respect to 101, the 101 issues arise in connection with three
of the four patents-in-suit. Specifically, for the record, the
following three patents ofNatera's: Patent [Numbers] 10,513,814;
10,557,172, and 10,590,482.
On the representative claim issue in this case, the Court agrees
with the defendant that for purposes of the motion, and only for
purposes of the motion, and only for purposes of the Section 101
issue in the motion, claim 1 of the '814 patent can be treater.l as
representative of all claims of all three patents that are challenged
by the motion.
As the defendant wrote in its checklist letter, D.I. 49 at page 1, "the
Court need only determine the eligibility of claim 1 of the ' 814
patent as it will determine the eligibility of all claims in the '814,
'172, and '482 patents."

7
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I agree with that. All ofthe claims ofthe challenged '814, '172,
and '482 patents appear to involve the same issues ofvalidity and
are substantially materially identical.

Each of these claims claim methods for amplifying and sequencing
DNA that require.<; PCR amplification of target loci, a universal
primer, and target specific primers. Thus, again, the Court wiJl
treat claim 1 of the ' 814 patent as a representative claim.
In this case, the parties agree that there is no daim construction
dispute that needs to be considered in connection with the motion;
and I agree with that.
Turning to step l.
Archer has not shown that the claims are directed to the natural
phenomenon of cell-free DNA. In my view, the claims here, as
represented by claim 1 ofthe '814, ... are method of preparation
claims and therefore eligible for patenting. They are not method of
detection claims which would not be eligible for patenting.
They're also not methods of diagnosis claims.
As the Federal Circuit recently held in fllumina,[ 141a patent
directed to a method of preparation that exploits and does not
otherwise claim a natural phenomenon is patent eligible....
Considering the claim as a whole in light of the specification, it is,
as I have said, in my view a claim directed to a method of
preparation of cell-free DNA.
The claims here compare favorably to those that were upheld so
recently by the Federal Circuit against a 101 challenge in Jllumina.
For instance, in Illumina, the natural phenomenon of cell-free
DNA was simply sorted by size, and then the sorted DNA was
analyzed, but the cell-free DNA itself was unchanged, and yet that
claim was found to be patent eligible.
Here, the patented method includes multiple steps modifying the
cell-free DNA using a specific process.

It seems to me then that if the claim at issue in Illumina was patent
eligible, the claim being challenged here today also must be patent
eligible.

14 Illumina,

Inc. v. Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc., 967 F.3d 1319, 1325-26 (Fed. Cir. 2020).
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Further explanation of the comparison between Natera's claim and
the ones upheld in Illumina is found in Natera's briefmg; for
instance, D.I. 27 at pages 15 to 16, and in Natera's slide 17 as
shown at the hearing the other day.
Archer's motion largely turns on Archer's reading the
representative claim as being a detecting claim. A claim directed,
that is, to detecting a natural phenomenon, one that begins and
ends with a natural phenomenon.

If this were the right reading of the claim, the claim would be nonpatentable. We know that from cases like Cleveland Clinicf15 ] and
Ariosa. [16 ]
But in my view, this view of the representative claim is not an
accurate one. The word "detecting" or any form of it does not
appear in the representative claim.
As Natera writes, for instance, in its opening brief at 17, "Natera's
patent claims do not recite detecting, let alone detecting a naturally
occurring cell-free DNA."

To the extent Archer is asking me to read "detecting" into the
claim, that is at least an implicit claim construction issue and
would pre[s]ent a dispute [needing to be] resolved. Of course,
Natera insists that these are not "detecting" claims.
That implicit claim construction dispute is not a dispute that has
been briefed or one that I could resolve in favor of the defendant at
this stage. So even ifl were to view it as a claim construction
dispute, it would be just another reason to deny the defendant's
motion.

I recognize there are references to "detecting" in the specification
but, again, not in the claim. And, again, I'm not in a position today
to construe the claim over Natera's objection as having a
"detection" limitation in the claim.
Nor am I persuaded, based on what has been presented to me thus
far, to do that. Instead, my analysis of the claims in light of the
specification persuades me that the claims are directed to an
15

Cleveland Clinic Found. v. True Health Diagnostics LLC, 760 F. App'x 1013 (Fed.
Cir. 2019).
16

Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc., 788 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
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improved method of synthesizing cfDNA, cell-free DNA, that
exploits the natural phenomenon of certain primers dimerized less
frequently than others.
Unlike in Ariosa, the claims here do not begin and end with a
natural phenomena for at least the reason that in practicing the
claimed method, one does not end up with the same and only thing
that one had when one started to practice the claim.
It is true the Federal Circuit held in Genetic Tech., 818 F.3d at
1372 17 - a case that Archer also relies on- ... that a method for
detection comprising amplifying genomic DNA with a primer pair
and analyzing the amplified DNA sequence is not patent eligible.
But, again, in my view, the representative claim is not a detecting
claim, so what was at issue in Genetic Tech. is just not what [i]s at
issue here.

In sum, the representative claim does not claim cell-free DNA or
modified cell-free DNA, nor does it claim detection of cell-free
DNA or modified cell-free DNA. Instead, it claims a method of
preparation of cell-free DNA through a method involving
manipulation of a natural phenomenon and man-made steps,
including steps which create pieces of DNA that do not exist in
nature.

The claim then, like that upheld in fllumina, is directed to patent
eligible subject matter.
As I have found that the deft:ndant has not met its burden at step 1,
the Court will not proceed to step 2. Also, again because claim 1
of the '814 patent is a representative claim, my decision with
respect to this claim applies to all of the other claims ArcherDX
challenges in its motion.
That's it on the 101 issues. Let me turn to the non-l 0 l issues in
Archer's motion.
First, I'll note that there is a pending request from the plaintiff that
I take judicial notice of certain documents.

I hereby grant the judicial notice motion

17

Genetic Techs. Ltd. v. Merial L.L.C., 818 F.3d 1369, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
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Now turning to the issues pressed by the defendant.
The first relates to the safe harbor provision of [35 U.S.C. §]
271(e).
Taking the well-pled allegations of the complaint as true, as the
Court must, there are factual disputes that preclude granting this
portion of Archer's motion. In other words, Natera has plausibly
stated infringement by the two accused products at issue in this
part of the motion.

In sum, the burden was on Archer to show that the safe harbor
protects all the alleged activities with respect to these two
products, and Archer has failed.
The next issue in the motion is declaratory judgment jurisdiction.
Here, the defendant contends that the Court lacks subject matter
jurisdiction to grant a declaratory judgment with respect to
infringement of the patents-in-suit by Stratafide and PCM
products.
In my view, the defendant is not correct. Instead, the facts alleged
show a substantial controversy between parties having adverse
legal inlerest[s], .. . sufficient immediacy[, and] reality.

Finally are the disputes about the ArcherMET product.
The Court finds that Natera has adequately and plausibly alleged
that Archer has used the patented method in the U.S. at least by
conducting quality control on its ArcherMET product here in the
United States where the accused product is allegedly manufactured
before exporting these products to Japan for sale.

With that, I conclude by reiterating ArcherDX's Rule 12(c) motion
is denied in all respects.
That takes me at long last to the third case that was argued,
Ameranth vs.
This is Olo' s 12(b)(6) motion, raising only 101
1ssues.

mo.
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For the reasons I am going to explain, Olo's motion is granted.
Olo's motion is directed to Patent No. 9,747,651 (the '651 patent),
which describes an information management and synchronous
communications system for use in the hospital services industry.

With respect to which claims I have to consider, at this point there
is no dispute, the parties have agreed, including through a
stipulation (and] supplemental letters, that 1 should decide the
patent eligibility of the following claims which are the totality of
the asserted claims in the now amended complaint: claims 1, 3, 6,
9, 10, and ll.
With respect to claim construction, there is no dispute for purposes
of the motion. Ameranth has proposed certain constructions, and
Olo agrees that 1 should adopt those proposed constructions for
purposes of evaluating the motion, and I am doing so, all
consistent with what the Federal Circuit has set out is an
acceptable method for proceeding, for instance, as described in the
Two-Way Media decision, 874 F.3cl at 1338.[ 18]

I find that even applying plaintiffs proposed construction[s], the
challenged claims are not patent eligible. The claims even
construed as plaintiffs wish are result focused and directed to an
abstract idea and fail to provide an inventive concept.
Let me go through the Alice/Mayo analysis to explain how I got to
that conclllsion.
First at step 1. As defendants contend, the Court concludes that the
asserted claims are directed to· the abstract idea of "communicating
hospitality-related infonnation using a system that is capable of
synchronous communications and messaging."
That same abstract idea applies to all six claims the Court is
reviewing.
Ameranth counters instead that the claims are directed to, "rule
capable, intelligent automated assistant or IAA systems for use
with remote wireless handheld computing devices and the
Internet."

18

Two-Way Media Ltd v. Cmncast Cable Commc'ns, LLC, 874 F.3d 1329, 1338 (Fed.
Cir. 2017).
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I disagree. The IAA systems are merely one feature of the
invention claimed. The specification makes it clear that the
invention is not directed to those components. The specification
identifies the provision of an iJ.nproved information management
synchronous communication system and method as a principle
object of the invention. For !hat, I would cite to column 3 of the
patent at lines 1 to 3.
Here, and for the reasons I have already stated, the claims are
similar to those of the related patent[s] that have already been
found abstract by the Federal Circuit in two other cases: Apple Inc.
vs. Ameranth Inc., 842 FJd 1229,[ 19] including at page 1234,
which the Federal Circuit decided in 2016, as well as Ameranth
Inc. vs. Domino's Pizza LLC, 792 F. App'x 780,(2°] including at
page 786, which the Federal Circuit decided in 2019.
Like the claims at issue in those cases ..., the claims here provide
only results[-] focused and functional language without providing
any specifics as to how to carry out the desired goal.
And we know from the Apple and Domino 's Pizza decision[ s] that
that is not enough to become patent eligible. I specificaLly cite to
842 F.3d at 1241 as well as 792 F. App'x at 786.
The claims here, like those there in those other two cases, state that
they solve the problem but don't describe how.
Ameranth tries but fails to distinguish the earlier Federal Circuit
cases, Apple and Domino 's[,] by pointing to the addition[s] in the
specification. Specifically, the addition of Figure 10 which itself
points to communication conversion, and by further pointing to
text relating to Figure 10 which has been added to the
specification, such as in column 18. But Figure 10 land] the new
text of the specification about it do not in my view change the
Section 101 outcome. The new material is just more high level
results [-]focused ideas.

In the '651 patent-in-suit, just like the related patents that were
already invalidated, neither the claims, nor the specification
describe[sJ any specific programming steps for the IAA system or
the free format messaging, nor do they claim an improvement to
computer functionality.
19

Apple, Inc. v. Ameranth. Inc. , 842 F.3d 1229, 1234 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

20

Ameranth, Inc. v. Domino's Pizza, LLC, 792 F. App'x 780, 786 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
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Ameranth makes much of the claimed invention in this case being
able to purportedly concurrently handle free and fixed format
messages, but the claims don' t say anything about this or explain
how it is accomplished.
Further support for the Court' s conclusion is the patent' s
description of the problem being solved as one of computerizing
the traditional pen-and-paper ordering and reservation system
practiced in the hospital and restaurant industries, but we know
that automation of [a] business practice is not patent eligible. That
is stated in many cases, including the Customedia decision of the
Federal Circuit this year, 951 F.3d at page 1365.[21 ]
These claims are not really directed to an improvement to
computer functionality but instead automate pen-and-paper
traditional business practices, specifically the practices of ordering
and making reservations. I cite as support, among other things, the
discussion in column 1 of the patent at line[s] 38 to 46. This is not
a computer only problem .
The defendant[l ha[s] met its burden at step 1. So let me tum to
step 2.
At step 2, the Court must determine if there is an inventive concept
that is something more than the application of an abstract idea
using well-understood, routine and conventional activities
previously known to the industry. That articulation of step 2 can
be found in Cellspin, 927 F.3d at 1316,[22 ] or atAatrix, 882 F.3d at
112s.e31
The defendant has met its burden to show that there is no inventive
concept in any of the challenged claims at issue in the motion.
Ameranth contends that factual disputes preclude[l siding ¥-ith Olo
at step 2, but I disagree with that.

In making this argument, Ameranth relies heavily on the Court's
obligation to take as true the well-pled factual allegations in its
21

Customedia Techs., LLCv. Dish Network Corp., 951 F.3d 1359, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2020).

22

CellspinSoft, Inc. v. Fitbit, Inc. , 927 F.3d 1306, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2019).

23

Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green Shades Software, Inc., 882 F.3d 1121, 1128 (Fed. Cir.

2018).
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complaint, and Ameranth relies equally heavy, if not more so, on
the declaration of its expert, Dr. Valerdi, an expert rep01t that is
incorporated into the complaint. But in many material respects, the
factual allegations and analysis ofDr. Valerdi [are] contradicted by
the patent itself.
When there is a conflict between the materials prepared for
litigation, including complaints and expert report[s], and the
intrinsic evidence of the patent itself, the Court must resolve that
conflict in favor of the patent itself and is not obligated to credit
the plaintiffs contradictory allegation . . ..
Additionally, many of the factual allegations on which plaintiff
relics are merely conclusory and do not need to be credited for this
reason as well.
Ameranth contends that even if the specific claim limitations and
components with which the claim is practiced are conventional, the
ordered combination of these known components was not
conventional, routine and well Wlderstood at the patent's priority
date.
This argument is unavailing in the context of this case. The
plaintiff really has not actually pointed to any unconventional
ordered combinations, and the patent doesn' t explain how one
would perform it in any event.
There is simply here no basis to conclude that the practice of the
abstract idea ... with what the patent repeatedly describes as
"typical" - and that's a quote, "typical" computer hardware [-]
using "well-kno"Wn" software programming in the order that the
claim sets out, an order which is logical and expected ... [is]
anything other than ... conventional, well understood, and routine.
And I think it is important to understand just how repeatedly the
specification describe[s j the invention as using typical hardware
and commonly known software programming steps. You can see
this in column 6, in column 7, in column 13 ofthc patent.
In this regard, the case is analogous with what the Federal Circuit
described inAatrix, 890 F .3d at 1356: "In a situation wheie the
specification admits the additional claim elements are well
understood, routine and conventional, it will be difficult, if not
impossible, for patentee to show a genuine dispute."
The best comparisons here again are between the '65 1 patent and
the claims from the related patents that were found ineligible for

15
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patenting in Apple and Domino's, cases in which the Circuit called
out that the specification "expressly recited that the hardware
needed was typical and that the programming steps were
commonly known," and that the patent provided no disclosure of
how the invention would be technologically implemented.
That is from Apple, 842 F.3d at 1244, and I would say also see
Domino's, 792 F. App'x at 788.
In Domino's, notably, the Federal Circuit found the claims
ineligible and rejected the patentee's contentions at step 2, even
though the record there contains supporting declarations for the
plaintiff, just as I have here in the form of Dr. Valerdi's
declaration.
In this case, Dr. Valerdi's declaration contradict<; the specification
and therefore is not to be credited and does not change the outcome
here.
In this regard, the situation I confront is not like Cellspin, the case
that Ameranth compares to[, where] there was also a complaint
incorporating by reference an expert declaration.
At best, the allegations in the amended complaint [hereJ could
maybe support an inference that the technology was
groundbreaking and innovative. But if, as here, at best for the
patentee, the abstract idea supplies the invt:ntive concept, then the
patent challenger has prevailed at step 2, no matter how
groundbreaking the advance. And that is from Trading
Technologies, 921 F.3d at 1093.e4] Another 2019 decision ofthe
Federal Circuit.
Let me just briefly address each of the specific claims. They all
have, as I have said, the same abstract idea They're directed to the
same abstract idea. None ofthem add[s] an inventive concept to
that abstract idea.
Claim 1 recites a system capable of real-time communication of
hospitality-related information between the system component[s],
which include at least two remote wireless handheld computing
devices.

24

Trading Techs. lnt 'l, Inc. v. JBG LLC, 921 F.3d 1084, 1093 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
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This, in my view, is simply the abstract idea implemented with
conventional activity. The claim limitations just describe a desired
result but not how to accomplish it.
Claim 3 recites [a] system capable of real-time communication of
hospitality-related information between the system components
which include at least three remote wireless handheld computing
devices.
This is really just claim 1 all over again with one additional
handheld remote wireless computing device. This doesn't
materially affect the analysis.
Claims 6, 9, 10 and 11 are all dependent of claim 1.
Claim 6 relates to hospitality application, including food or drink
ordering integrated with customer rewards.
Claim 9 relates to a mobile application operating on a handheld
dev1ce interface with a back office.
Claim 10 talks of a frequent customer mobile application used to
interface with a back office.
Claim 11 relates to a system enabled so that its staff members can
utilize only a wireless handheld smartphone for subsumlially all
interactions with the back office.
In my view, the additional limitations in each of these claims are
routine and conventional and therefore provide no inventive
concept. They again just add more high-level ideas but no
discussion of how to implement or accomplish the goal.
So in conclusion, the Court will grant Olo's motion, and it will be
with prejudice. Ameranth has already amended its complaint. It
did so after seeing Olo's contentions, indeed [after] full briefing
under Section 101. There is no need to give Ameranth yet another
opportunity to amend. And in any event, given my conclusions
and the analysis set out at some length here, any amendment would
be futile.

L~fa~-

HONORABtE LEONA~. STARK
UNITED STATES DISTR1CT JUDGE
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P R O C E E D I N G S
(REPORTER'S NOTE:

3

The following Judge's Opinion

4

regarding Section 101 Telephonic Hearing was held remotely,

5

beginning at 4:06 p.m.)
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

6
7

This is Judge Stark with Judge Hall.
MAGISTRATE JUDGE HALL:

8
9

Good afternoon, everybody.

Good afternoon,

everyone.

10

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

I hope everybody is well.

11

Let me state, we're here on three cases.

The

12

first one VMware versus Cirba dba Densify, No. 20-272-LPS.

13

Who is there, please, for VMware?

14

MS. GAZA:

Good afternoon, Judge Stark and

15

Judge Hall.

It's Anne Gaza from Young Conaway; and I'm

16

joined today by Michael Jacob and Richard Hung of Morrison &

17

Foerster.

18

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

Thank you.

19

And who is there for Cirba, please?

20

MR. HITCH:

Good afternoon, Your Honor.

This

21

is Cortland Hitch from Morris James on behalf of Densify.

22

With me on the line, I also have co-counsel Khue Hoang from

23

Reichman Jorgensen.

24
25

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:
afternoon to you.
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The other case we're here on is Natera Inc. vs.

1
2

ArcherDX, Civil Action No. 20-125-LPS.

3

Natera, please?
MR. FAHNESTOCK:

4

Who is there for

Good afternoon, Your Honor.

5

It's Derek Fahnestock from Morris Nichols for Natera.

6

me on the line from McDermott Will & Emery are Bill Gaede

7

and Bhanu Sadasivan; and from Natera, Sean Boyle and Luke

8

Burton.
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

9
10

Okay.

Thank you.

With

Good

afternoon.

11

And who is there for ArcherDX, please?

12

MR. SILVER:

Good afternoon, Your Honors.

It's

13

Dan Silver and Alex Joyce from McCarter & English.

14

joined by Filko Prugo, Charlotte Jacobsen, Jon Tanaka, and

15

Keyna Chow from Ropes & Gray.
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

16
17

Okay.

We're

Good afternoon to all

of you.
And the third and final case we're here on is

18
19

Ameranth Inc. vs. Olo Inc., it's our Civil Action No.

20

20-518-LPS.

21
22
23

RECORDED VOICE:

-- conference service.

Please

give your access code followed by the pound sign.
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

The last set -- please put

24

us on mute other than who is there for Ameranth.

25

could identify yourself, please.
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MR. WEINBLATT:

1
2

This is Rich Weinblatt.

3

colleague, Shekhar Vyas.

Good afternoon, Your Honors.

With me on the line is my

4

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

Good afternoon to you.

5

And now whoever is there for Olo, please?

6

MS. JACOBS:

Good afternoon, Your Honors.

It's

7

Karen Jacobs from Morris Nichols; and I'm have on the line

8

about me, Heidi Keefe and Lowell Mead from Cooley LLP.
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

9
10

Okay.

Good afternoon to you

all as well.
So now you can all put me on mute because I'm

11
12

going to talk, and I'll warn you I'm going to talk for quite

13

some time.
As you all know, we met telephonically two

14
15

days ago on Wednesday, September 30th, and Judge Hall and I

16

presided over a virtual 101 Day Hearing where we heard

17

argument on the motions raising patentable subject matter

18

disputes in these three unrelated cases.
I want to start my remarks by thanking Judge

19
20

Hall who has been a tremendous help at every step of this

21

process.

Thank you.
MAGISTRATE JUDGE HALL:

22
23
24
25

participate.

It was my pleasure to

Thank you for the opportunity.
CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

And I stated, as I'm sure

you will recall, at the conclusion of the hearing --

Appx24
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1

RECORDED VOICE:

2

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

3
4

Please enter your access code.
If you please put us on

mute, that would be very helpful.
I stated at the conclusion of the hearing on

5

Friday that I expected I would be able to rule from the

6

bench such as that is in the coming days, and then I

7

scheduled today's follow-up call for today, Friday.

8
9

I am now prepared to rule on the three motions
that were argued.

Before I get to the specifics, I do want

10

to note that I have carefully reviewed all of the pertinent

11

filings in each of the three cases.

12

considered and applied the law governing Section 101 as well

13

as the legal standards governing motions for judgment on the

14

pleadings and arising under Rule 12(c) as well as the motion

15

to dismiss arising under Rule 12(b)(6).

16

I have also, of course,

For the specifics on the legal standards that I

17

have applied, I hereby adopt and incorporate by reference

18

the legal standards as stated in the following:

19
20
21
22
23

The Federal Circuit's decision in Berkheimer,
881 F.3d at 1360.
The Federal Circuit's statement of the law in
Aatrix, 890 F.3d 1354.
And I'm also incorporating by reference my

24

discussion of the law as I recited at length at the end of

25

the July 14th, 2020, 101 day that can be found in the
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1

transcript ruling on the docket, for instance, in a case

2

called Pivital IP vs. ActiveCampaign, my Civil Action No.

3

19-2176-LPS at D.I. 27.

That is all 101 standards.

The standards for Rule 12(b)(6) and 12(c)

4
5

standards are very well settled in the Third Circuit, and

6

the parties have not identified any disagreement as to those

7

legal standards.
There are some non-101 issues in one of the

8
9
10

cases, and I have certainly applied the governing law on
those issues as well as I will get to.
So with that background, let me turn to the

11
12

cases in the order that they were argued a couple days ago.
First, the VMware vs. Cirba doing business as

13
14

Densify case.

15

motion; and for the reasons I'm going to explain, that

16

motion is denied.
VMware's motion is directed to Densify's patent

17
18

The motion here is VMware's Rule 12(c)

number 10,523,492, which I will just call the '492 patent.

19

On the issue of a representative claim, I do

20

start by noting that the parties in the VMware case have

21

a dispute about whether claim 1 of the '492 patent is

22

representative of all the claims put at issue in VMware's

23

motion.

24
25

VMware contends that claim 1 is representative.
Densify disagrees and would have me consider at least claims
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1
2

1, 5, and 8.
In this case, the parties agreed that VMware,

3

as the moving party, has burden to show that claim 1 is

4

representative.

5

I do not actually need to decide who has the

6

burden and whether VMware has proven that claim 1 is

7

representative.

8

particularly given my merits analysis, it is proper to

9

assume that claim 1 is in fact representative.

10

Instead, under the circumstances here, and

As I am finding, as I will explain, that

11

VMware has failed to meet its burden at step 1 with respect

12

to claim 1 and because VMware contends that claim 1 is

13

representative, I conclude that it is appropriate to

14

consider only claim 1 and to deny the emotion in full based

15

solely on my evaluation of claim 1.

16

With respect to claim construction, both parties

17

in this case insisted in their briefing and the prehearing

18

checklist letter that there is no claim construction dispute

19

that must be resolved before the Court can resolve VMware's

20

motion, but it's clear to me that the parties actually do

21

have a dispute on a claim term that is material to the

22

Section 101 analysis.

23

Specifically, the parties do dispute whether

24

the claim term "system" in claim 1 is limited to "computer

25

system" as Densify contends or is not so limited as VMware

Appx27
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1
2

contends.
In this type of situation, where there is a

3

claim construction dispute and a 101 motion pending, the

4

Federal Circuit has explained at least at the 12(c) stage,

5

the District Court must either adopt the nonmoving party's

6

construction or resolve the dispute to whatever extent is

7

needed to conduct the 101 analysis.

8

decision of the Federal Circuit, 934 F.3d 1373.

9

That is from the MyMail

In its briefing, VMware repeatedly contends

10

that, for example, claim 1 "systems" are not even limited

11

to "computer system."

12

their opening brief at page 9, also pages 3 and 4, and again

13

in their reply brief at page 1.

14

You can find that, for instance, in

Then it is true that at the hearing this week,

15

VMware conceded that for purposes of evaluating the 101

16

motion, the Court could adopt Densify's implicit proposed

17

claim construction, which is that "systems" in claim 1 is

18

limited to "computer system."

19

That is how I am, I suppose, "resolving for the purposes of

20

the motion" the claim construction dispute that I do think

21

existed between parties.

22

So that is what I am doing.

I am adopting for purposes of this motion the

23

nonmoving party, that is, Densify's construction of "system"

24

and therefore I am treating the representative claim as

25

limited to "computer system."
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1

All of that at least takes me to step 1 for the

2

Alice or Mayo analysis.

3

as I have just said I will do for purposes of the motion, by

4

construing "system" as limited to "computing system," that

5

leads me to conclude that at step 1, claim 1 is directed to

6

improving the functioning of computer technology.

7

the claim is directed to improvement of computers as tools,

8

not to using conventional computers as tools.

9
10
11

And at step 1, I conclude that by,

That is,

Therefore, VMware has failed to show that claim
1 is directed to an abstract idea.
My conclusion I believe is consistent about

12

Enfish and Finjan and their progeny.

13

that are focused on an improvement in computer functionality

14

itself, not on economic or other tasks for which a computer

15

is used in its ordinary capacity, are not abstract.

16

Namely, that claims

In other words, the '492 patent is directed to

17

patent-eligible subject matter because it is directed to

18

an improvement in computer functionality itself.

19

designing an improved computer environment.

20

That is,

The patent claim, the representative claim that

21

is, recites specific steps to accomplish the desired result,

22

that being intelligent placement of source systems on target

23

system, and the claims solve the technological problem

24

arising in the computer context.

25

More specifically, the claims are directed to an
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1

improvement in the design of computer environment through

2

improved placement of computer systems, including virtual

3

machines, using compatibility analyses, incorporating

4

technical business and workload constraints.
The patent identifies the technological problem

5
6

that exists only in a computer environment and claims

7

solutions to it.

8

just any result.

The claims recite specific steps and not

Now, to counter this, VMware contend the claims

9
10

are actually directed to the abstract idea of "analyzing

11

data based on rules."

12

the claims were directed to, then VMware would meet its

13

burden at step 1.

14

found to be an abstract idea in cases such as Electric Power

15

Group and Content Extraction.

16

simply not a fair characterization of the representative

17

claim here for reasons I have already tried to explain.

And it's true that if that is what

Analyzing data based on rules has been

But in my view, that is just

VMware also contends that the claimed method can

18
19

be practiced manually by humans using pen and paper or just

20

their mind.

21

analysis, although it is not dispositive.

22

cannot be and is not a basis for VMware to prevail on its

23

motion given what I have already said.

24
25

Such an inquiry is sometimes helpful to the 101
And here, it

At the hearing the other day, VMware relied
heavily on the Federal Circuit BSG decision and my
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1

subsequent opinion in Citrix vs. Avi which itself relied on

2

BSG.

3

BSG, the claims were found to be abstract at step 1 because

4

their focus was guiding database users by presenting summary

5

comparison information to users before they input data

6

which the Federal Circuit said was not a method "necessarily

7

rooted in computer technology in order to overcome a problem

8

specifically arising in the realm of" wide access databases.

In my view, these comparisons are also unavailing.

Much, but not all of that, is a direct quote

9
10

In

from BSG Technologies, 899 F.3d at 1286.
In that case, BSG had argued that the claims

11
12

focus was an improvement in database functionality, pointing

13

to the purported benefit of the patent.
But the Federal Circuit explained that, "those

14
15

benefits were not improvements to database functionality.

16

Instead, they were benefits that flowed from performing an

17

abstract idea in conjunction with the well-known database

18

structure."

19

opinion.

20

Most of that is a quote from page 1288 of the

The Federal Circuit added that "an improvement

21

to the information stored by a database is not equivalent to

22

an improvement in the database's functionality."

23

Thereafter, in Citrix vs. Avi Networks, 363

24

F.Supp.3d at 511, I found that certain claims were abstract

25

in step 1 because the patent there addressed a solution that

Appx31
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1

was also not necessarily rooted in computer network.
I held there that, "While the claims arose in a

2
3

technical context -- in that case, service availability in

4

a computer network -- every technical advantage identified

5

there by the patentee ultimately stemmed from the same

6

generalized improved determination of availability that the

7

use of a dynamic response time would provide in any other

8

context."

9

opinion.

And much of that is from page 522 of that Citrix

In my view, BSG and Citrix do not change the

10
11

outcome here with the '492 patent because for the reasons

12

already explained, the benefits of the claim at issue in

13

this case do not flow solely from performing an abstract

14

idea.
Instead, as noted, claim 1 of the '492 patent

15
16

is directed to an improvement in computer technology and is

17

necessarily rooted in computer technology in order to

18

overcome a problem specifically arising in the realm of, in

19

this instance, consolidation of computer systems.
This conclusion puts the case before me now

20
21

squarely in the realm of Enfish, Finjan, and other cases

22

such as SRI.

23

Finally, the Court's conclusion is supported by

24

and consistent with the analysis that I conducted in denying

25

VMware's earlier Section 101 motion directed to Densify's

Appx32
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1

'687 patent as requested by Densify and I don't believe

2

opposed by VMware.

3

briefing and my ruling on eligibility of Densify's '687

4

patent in a related action in this court, Civil Action No.

5

19-742-LPS.

I have taken judicial notice of the

Given my conclusions here on step 1, that VM

6
7

failed at step 1, the Court need not and will not proceed to

8

step two.
So in conclusion, with respect to the VMware

9
10

motion, that motion is denied.

It is denied without

11

prejudice to renew in a motion to summary judgment if VMware

12

believes in good faith at that point in the case that it has

13

a basis to renew its motion based on whatever happens in

14

claim construction and the record evidence at that point.

15

So that is everything I had to say about VMware.

16

Let me move next to the second case that was

17

argued, the Natera vs. ArcherDX case.
In that case, the defendant ArcherDX, who I may

18
19

refer to as just "Archer" or "defendant" has filed a Rule

20

12(c) motion which raises Section 101 as well as non-Section

21

101 issues.

22

I'm going to address all of those issues and for

23

the reasons I'm going to explain, ArcherDX's motion is

24

denied and it is denied in all respects.

25

With respect to 101, the 101 issues arise in
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1

connection about three of the four patents-in-suit.

2

Specifically, for the record, the following three patents

3

of Natera's:

4

10,590,482.

Patent No. 10,513,814; 10,557,172, and

On the representative claim issue in this case,

5
6

the Court agrees with the defendant that for purposes of

7

the motion, and only for purposes of the motion, and only

8

for purposes of the Section 101 issue in the motion, claim 1

9

of the '814 patent can be treated as representative of all

10

claims of all three patents that are challenged by the

11

motion.
As the defendant wrote in its checklist letter,

12
13

D.I. 49 at page 1, "the Court need only determine the

14

eligibility of claim 1 of the '814 patent as it will

15

determine the eligibility of all claims in the '814, '172,

16

and '482 patents.
I agree with that.

17

All of the claims of the

18

challenged '814, '172, and '482 patents appear to involve

19

the same issues of validity and are substantially materially

20

identical.

21

Each of these claims claim methods for amplifying

22

and sequencing DNA that requires PCR amplification of target

23

loci, a universal primer, and target specific primers.

24

again, the Court will treat claim 1 of the '814 patent as a

25

representative claim.

Appx34
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1

In this case, the parties agree that there is no

2

claim construction dispute that needs to be considered in

3

connection with the motion; and I agree with that.

4

Turning to step 1.

5

Archer has not shown that the claims are

6

directed to the natural phenomenon of cell-free DNA.

7

view, the claims here, as represented by claim 1 of the

8

'814, these are method of preparation claims and therefore

9

eligible for patenting.

They are not method of detection

10

claims which would not be eligible for patenting.

11

also not methods of diagnosis claims.

12

In my

They're

As the Federal Circuit recently held in

13

Illumina, "a patent directed to a method of preparation that

14

exploits and does not otherwise claim a natural phenomenon

15

is patent eligible."

16

1319 from the Federal Circuit just a few months ago in 2020.

17

Considering the claim as a whole in light of the

That is again Illumina, 967 F3d at

18

specification, it is, as I have said, in my view a claim

19

directed to a method of preparation of cell-free DNA.

20

The claims here compare favorably to those that

21

were upheld so recently by the Federal Circuit against a

22

101 challenge in Illumina.

23

natural phenomenon of cell-free DNA was simply sorted by

24

size, and then the sorted DNA was analyzed, but the

25

cell-free DNA itself was unchanged, and yet that claim was

For instance, in Illumina, the
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1

found to be patent eligible.
Here, the patented method includes multiple

2
3

steps modifying the cell-free DNA using a specific process.
It seems to me then that if the claim at issue

4
5

in Illumina was patent eligible, the claim being challenged

6

here today also must be patent eligible.
Further explanation of the comparison between

7
8

Natera's claim and the ones upheld in Illumina is found in

9

Natera's briefing; for instance, D.I. 27 at pages 15 to 16,

10

and in Natera's slide 17 as shown at the hearing the other

11

day.

12

Archer's motion largely turns on Archer's reading

13

the representative claim as being a detecting claim.

14

directed, that is, to detecting a natural phenomenon, one that

15

begins and ends with a natural phenomenon.

16

If this were the right reading of the claim, the

17

claim would be non-patentable.

18

Cleveland Clinic and Ariosa.

19

A claim

We know that from cases like

But in my view, this view of the representative

20

claim is not an accurate one.

21

form of it does not appear in the representative claim.

22

The word "detecting" or any

As Natera writes, for instance, in its

23

opening brief at 17, "Natera's patent claims do not recite

24

detecting, let alone detecting a naturally occurring

25

cell-free DNA."
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To the extent Archer is asking me to read

1
2

"detecting" into the claim, that is at least an implicit

3

claim construction issue and would prevent a dispute

4

between, of course, Natera insists that these are not

5

"detecting" claims.

6

That implicit claim construction dispute is not

7

a dispute that has been briefed or one that I could resolve

8

in favor of the defendant at this stage.

9

to view it as a claim construction dispute, it would be just

10

So even if I were

another reason to deny the defendant's motion.
I recognize there are references to "detecting"

11
12

in the specification but, again, not in the claim.

And,

13

again, I'm not in a position today to construe the claim

14

over Natera's objection as having a "detection" limitation

15

in the claim.
Nor am I persuaded, based on what has been

16
17

presented to me thus far, to do that.

18

of the claims in light of the specification persuades me

19

that the claims are directed to an improved method of

20

synthesizing cfDNA, cell-free DNA, that exploits the natural

21

phenomenon of certain primers dimerized less frequently than

22

others.

23

Instead, my analysis

Unlike in Ariosa, the claims here do not begin

24

and end with a natural phenomena for at least the reason

25

that in practicing the claimed method, one does not end up
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1

with the same and only thing that one had when one started

2

to practice the claim.
It is true the Federal Circuit held in Genetic

3
4

Tech., 818 F.3d at 1372 -- a case that Archer also relies

5

on -- it's true that a method for detection comprising

6

amplifying genomic DNA with a primer pair and analyzing the

7

amplified DNA sequence is not patent eligible.

8

in my view, the representative claim is not a detecting

9

claim, so what was at issue in Genetic Tech. is just not

10

But, again,

what was at issue here.
In sum, the representative claim does not claim

11
12

cell-free DNA or modified cell-free DNA, nor does it claim

13

detection of cell-free DNA or modified cell-free DNA.

14

Instead, it claims a method of preparation of cell-free DNA

15

through a method involving manipulation of a natural

16

phenomenon and man-made steps, including steps which create

17

pieces of DNA that do not exist in nature.
The claim then, like that upheld in Illumina, is

18
19

directed to patent eligible subject matter.
As I have found that the defendant has not met

20
21

its burden at step 1, the Court will not proceed to step 2.

22

Also, again because claim 1 of the '814 patent is a

23

representative claim, my decision with respect to this claim

24

applies to all of the other claims ArcherDX challenges in

25

its motion.
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That's it on the 101 issues.

1
2

Let me turn to the

non-101 issues in Archer's motion.
First, I'll note that there is a pending request

3
4

from the plaintiff that I take judicial notice of certain

5

documents.

6

I hereby grant the judicial notice motion.

I

7

have considered the matters of which Natera has asked me to

8

take judicial notice.

9

truth of the matter stated in those documents, but I have

10

considered them as evidence that certain things have been

11

said in those documents.

12

Federal Rule of Evidence 201(c).

13

I have not considered them for the

This is all consistent with

The documents of which I'm taking judicial

14

notice consists of an ArcherDX SEC filing, two FDA guidance

15

documents, and two press releases.

16

whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned, and they are

17

among the types of documents that courts have in the Third

18

Circuit judicially noticed.

19

These are documents

I cited support for that the NAHC Securities

20

Litigation decision of the Third Circuit in 2002, 306 F.3d

21

at page 1331; the Third Circuit's 2007 decision in Defendant

22

Dicta, 492 F.3d at 214; as well as the decision from this

23

court in 2014, Scamlin, which can be found at 2014 WL

24

3737501, especially at star 7 and headnote 16.

25

Since Natera has supplied the necessary
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1

information and requests judicial notice, the Court must

2

take judicial notice of the statements contained in these

3

documents and will and may consider them in resolving the

4

Rule 12(c) motion.
Now turning to the issues pressed by the

5
6

defendant.
First, relates to the safe harbor provision of

7
8

271(e).
Taking the well-plead allegations of the

9
10

complaint as true, as the Court must, there are factual

11

disputes that preclude granting this portion of Archer's

12

motion.

13

infringement by the two accused products at issue in this

14

part of the motion.

15

products.

16

In other words, Natera has plausibly stated

That is the Stratifide and PCM

At this stage, under the applicable legal

17

standards, the Court cannot say that all of Natera's

18

allegations relate to conduct that is reasonably related to

19

obtaining FDA approval, and therefore I cannot say that all

20

of the alleged conduct is immunized from liability.

21

For Archer to prevail in this part of its

22

motion, each alleged use of the accused products would have

23

to meet the safe harbor exception, but we know that some

24

uses can come within a safe harbor exception and others can

25

be outside of it, and that is on the applicable legal
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1

standard.

At this point, that is the situation we have at

2

here at best for defendant.
This analysis is all guided by what the Federal

3
4

Circuit has explained to us in the Amgen vs. Hospira

5

decision, 944 F.3d at 1339 from last year, 2019.
Natera asserts that Stratifide -- the

6
7

Stratifide and PCM products are each used as "research use

8

only" devices and as research tools, uses which may not be

9

protected by the safe harbor.
Natera's allegations about the TRACERx or

10
11

TraceRX clinical trial using Stratifide or PCM to develop

12

other products is an allegation that, if taken as true, as

13

I must, plausibly alleges use of the research only terms

14

or research tools, which again could fall outside the safe

15

harbor exemption.

16

this stage.

17

I can't rule that possibility out at

I must take as true the well-pled factual

18

allegations including those, for instance, paragraphs 105,

19

106, and 110 of the complaint.

20

Additionally, documents in the record, including

21

Archer's SEC S-1 and press releases arguably support a

22

finding that Archer currently commercializes these products

23

on a "research sue only" basis, and further support a

24

conclusion that there is and has been commercial use of

25

these products as research tools in clinical trials for
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1
2

other products.
These uses, if ultimately proven, may not be

3

within the scope of the safe harbor.

4

plausible that Stratifide and PCM are being used and sold as

5

research use only products or as research tools, this Court

6

will not grant the Rule 12(c) motion for failure to state a

7

claim of infringement.

8
9

Because it is at least

Archer has pointed to what it contends are fact
disputes as to whether all of the alleged uses, sales,

10

offers for sale of these accused products are protected by

11

the safe harbor of Section 271(e)(1), but these fact

12

disputes simply compel the Court to deny this portion of

13

Archer's motion.

14

In sum, the burden was on Archer to show that

15

the safe harbor protects all the alleged activities with

16

respect to these two products, and Archer has failed.

17
18
19

The next issue in the motion is declaratory
judgment jurisdiction.
Here, the defendant contends that the Court

20

lacks subject matter jurisdiction to grant a declaratory

21

judgment with respect to infringement of the patents-in-suit

22

by Stratifide and PCM products.

23

In my view, the defendant is not correct.

24

Instead, the facts alleged show a substantial controversy

25

between parties having adverse legal interest, a sufficient
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1

immediacy in reality.
The Court's conclusions about the sufficiency

2
3

of the allegations on Stratifide and PCM, which I have

4

already discussed, establish that there is a live case or

5

controversy sufficient to uphold present infringement

6

declaratory judgment jurisdiction.
Further, the Archer S-1 states we expect to

7
8

launch Stratifide as a regulated device in 2021.
As a nonmedical -- I'm sorry.

9

As a nondrug

10

medical product, and in the full context of all the

11

allegations in this case, I believe that this alleged future

12

infringement, that is, the diagnostic use of the accused

13

product following FDA approval, if it is applied for and

14

obtained, further confirms the core subject matter

15

jurisdiction.

16

context of this case is sufficiently real and imminent to

17

give rise to declaratory judgment jurisdiction.

In my view, the dispute here in the overall

18

Additionally, the Court finds that it is

19

appropriate to exercise its discretion over Natera's

20

declaratory judgment claim as this will promote judicial

21

efficiency as the Court already has jurisdiction over this

22

case.

23

more efficient to deal with these competitors disputes all

24

in this single case rather than in the series of cases.

25

do not want to slice this case into multiple cases involving

There is much in dispute and much to do.
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1

the same product and the same claim.
Finally are the disputes about the ArcherMET

2
3

product.

4

The Court finds that Natera has adequately and

5

plausibly alleged that Archer has used the patented method

6

in the U.S. at least by conducting quality control on its

7

ArcherMET product here in the United States where the

8

accused product is allegedly manufactured before exporting

9

these products to Japan for sale.

10

Archer is now on sufficient notice of this

11

allegation, and Natera will have to have an opportunity to

12

and will have to develop it with more specificity and

13

discovery, for instance, by serving infringement contentions.

14

In the context of this case, between

15

competitors, with so many patents, with so many accused

16

products, and with so many issues raised in defendant's

17

motion, no useful purpose would be served by requiring

18

Natera to amend its complaint to add what would likely

19

amount to a single sentence to its already lengthy

20

complaint, to bring it into greater conformity with briefing

21

and reiterate allegations that Archer has fair notice of

22

based on the briefing and the argument at this point.

23
24
25

With that, I conclude by reiterating ArcherDX's
Rule 12(c) motion is denied in all respects.
That takes me at long last to the third case
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1

that was argued, Ameranth vs. Olo.

2

(Various beeping sounds.)

3

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

I'll just note for the

4

record, I am pausing because it appears many people are

5

fleeing the telephone hearing.

6

from the various beeps.

7

That is what I understand

So for those of you who are still with us or to

8

the Ameranth vs. Olo case, this is Olo's 12(b)(6) motion,

9

raising only 101 issues.

10
11
12

For the reasons I am going to explain, Olo's
motion is granted.
Olo's motion is directed to Patent No.

13

9,747,651 (the '651 patent), which describes an information

14

management and synchronous communications system for use in

15

the hospital services industry.

16

With respect to which claims I have to consider,

17

at this point there is no dispute, the parties have agreed,

18

including through a stipulation of supplemental letters,

19

that I should decide the patent eligibility of the following

20

claims which are the totality of the asserted claims in the

21

now amended complaint:

22

claims 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, and 11.

With respect to claim construction, there is no

23

dispute for purposes of the motion.

24

certain constructions, and Olo agrees that I should adopt

25

those proposed constructions for purposes of evaluating the
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1

motion, and I am doing so, all consistent with what the

2

Federal Circuit has set out is an acceptable method for

3

proceeding, for instance, as described in the Two-Way Media

4

decision, 874 F.3d at 1338.

5

I find that even applying plaintiff's proposed

6

construction, the challenged claims are not patent eligible.

7

The claims even construed as plaintiffs wish are result

8

focused and directed to an abstract idea and fail to provide

9

an inventive concept.

10
11
12

Let me go through the Alice/Mayo analysis to
explain how I got to that conclusion.
First at step 1.

As defendants contend, the

13

Court concludes that the asserted claims are directed to

14

the abstract idea of "communicating hospitality-related

15

information using a system that is capable of synchronous

16

communications and messaging."

17
18
19

That same abstract idea applies to all six
claims the Court is reviewing.
Ameranth counters instead that the claims are

20

directed to, "rule capable, intelligent automated assistant

21

or IAA systems for use with remote wireless handheld

22

computing devices and the Internet."

23

I disagree.

The IAA systems are merely one

24

feature of the invention claimed.

25

makes it clear that the invention is not directed to those
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1

components.

2

an improved information management synchronous communication

3

system and method as a principle object of the invention.

4

For that, I would cite to column 3 of the patent at lines 1

5

to 3.

6

The specification identifies the provision of

Here, and for the reasons I have already stated,

7

the claims are similar to those of the related patent that

8

have already been found abstract by the Federal Circuit in

9

two other cases:

Apple Inc. vs. Ameranth Inc., 842 F.3d

10

1229, including at page 1234, which the Federal Circuit

11

decided in 2016, as well as Ameranth Inc. vs. Domino's Pizza

12

LLC, 792 Fed.Appx. 780, including at page 786, which the

13

Federal Circuit decided in 2019.

14

Like the claims at issue in those cases from

15

the related patents, the claims here provide only results

16

focused and functional language without providing any

17

specifics as to how to carry out the desired goal.

18

And we know from the Apple and Domino's Pizza

19

decision that that is not enough to become patent eligible.

20

I specifically cite to 842 F.3d at 1241 as well as 792

21

Fed.Appx. at 786.

22

The claims here, like those there in those other

23

two cases, state that they solve the problem but don't

24

describe how.

25

Ameranth tries but fails to distinguish the
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1

earlier Federal Circuit cases, Apple and Domino's by pointing

2

to the addition in the specification.

3

addition of Figure 10 which itself points to communication

4

conversion, and by further pointing to text relating to Figure

5

10 which has been added to the specification, such as in

6

column 18.

7

about it do not in my view change the Section 101 outcome.

8

The new material is just more high level results focused

9

ideas.

10

Specifically, the

But Figure 10 in the new text of the specification

In the '651 patent in suit, just like the

11

related patents that were already invalidated, neither

12

the claims, nor the specification describe any specific

13

programming steps for the IAA system or the free format

14

messaging, nor do they claim an improvement to computer

15

functionality.

16

Ameranth makes much of the claimed invention

17

in this case being able to purportedly concurrently handle

18

free and fixed format messages, but the claims don't say

19

anything about this or explain how it is accomplished.

20

Further support for the Court's conclusion is

21

the patent's description of the problem being solved as one

22

of computerizing the traditional pen-and-paper ordering

23

and reservation system practiced in the hospital and

24

restaurant industries, but we know that automation of the

25

business practice is not patent eligible.
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1

many cases, including the Customedia decision of the Federal

2

Circuit this year, 951 F.3d at page 1365.
These claims are not really directed to an

3
4

improvement to computer functionality but instead automate

5

pen-and-paper traditional business practices, specifically

6

the practices of ordering and making observations.

7

as support, among other things, the discussion in column 1

8

of the patent at line 38 to 46.

9

problem.

This is not a computer only

The defendants have met its burden at step 1.

10
11

I cite

So let me turn to step 2.
At step 2, the Court must determine if there

12
13

is an inventive concept that is something more than the

14

application of an abstract idea using well-understood,

15

routine and conventional activities previously known to the

16

industry.

17

Cellspin, 927 F.3d at 1316 or at Aatrix, 882 F.3d at 1128.

That articulation of step 2 can be found in

The defendant has met its burden to show that

18
19

there is no inventive concept in any of the challenged

20

claims at issue in the motion.
Ameranth contents that factual disputes

21
22

precludes siding with Olo at step 2, but I disagree with

23

that:

24
25

In making this argument, Ameranth relies heavily
on the Court's obligation to take as true the well-pled
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1

factual obligations in its complaint, and Ameranth relies

2

equally heavy, if not more so, on the declaration of its

3

expert, Dr. Valerdi, an expert report that is incorporated

4

into the complaint.

5

factual allegation and analysis of Dr. Valerdi is

6

contradicted by the patent itself.

But in many material respects, the

When there is a conflict between the materials

7
8

prepared for litigation, including complaints and expert

9

report and the intrinsic evidence of the patent itself, the

10

Court must resolve that conflict in favor of the patent

11

itself and is not obligated to credit the plaintiff's

12

contradictory allegation.

13

among other places, Cellspin.

That principle can be found in,

14

Additionally, many of the factual allegations on

15

which plaintiff relies are merely conclusory and do not need

16

to be credited for this reason as well.
Ameranth contends that even if the specific

17
18

claim limitations and components with which the claim is

19

practiced are conventional, the ordered combination of these

20

known components was not conventional, routine and well

21

understood at the patent's priority date.
This argument is unavailing in the context of

22
23

this case.

The plaintiff really has not actually pointed

24

to any unconventional ordered combinations, and the patent

25

doesn't explain how one would perform it in any event.
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There is simply here no basis to conclude that

1
2

the practice of the abstract idea, which I have already

3

identified as practiced with what the patent repeatedly

4

describes as "typical" -- and that's a quote, "typical

5

computer hardware using well-known software programming"

6

in the order that the claim sets out, an order which is

7

logical and expected.
There is simply no basis to conclude anything

8
9

other than that is conventional, well understood, and

10

routine.

11

how repeatedly the specification described the invention

12

as using typical hardware and commonly known software

13

programming steps.

14

7, in column 13 of the patent.

15

And I think it is important to understand just

You can see this in column 6, in column

In this regard, the case is analogous with what

16

the Federal Circuit described in Aatrix, 890 F.3d at 1356:

17

"In a situation where the specification admits

18

the additional claim elements are well understood, routine

19

and conventional, it will be difficult, if not impossible,

20

for patentee to show a genuine dispute."

21

The vast comparisons here again are between the

22

'651 patent and the claims from the related patents that

23

were found ineligible for patenting in Apple and Domino's,

24

cases in which the Circuit called out that the specification

25

"expressly recited that the hardware needed was typical and
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1

that the programming steps were commonly known," and that

2

the patent provided no disclosure of how the invention would

3

be technologically implemented.
That is from Apple, 842 F.3d at 1244, and I

4
5

would say also see Domino's, 792 Fed.Appx. at 788.
In Domino's, notably, the Federal Circuit

6
7

found the claims ineligible and rejected the patentee's

8

contentions at step 2, even though the record there

9

contains supporting declarations for the plaintiff, just

10

as I have here in the form of Dr. Valerdi's declaration.
In this case, Dr. Valerdi's declaration

11
12

contradicts the specification and therefore is not to be

13

credited and does not change the outcome here.
In this regard, the situation I confront is

14
15

not like Cellspin, the case that Ameranth compares to

16

the situation here where there was also a complaint

17

incorporated by reference, an expert declaration.
At best here, the allegations in the amended

18
19

complaint could maybe support an inference.

20

A VOICE:

21

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

22

I can't!
Please put me on mute,

everyone.

23

At best, the allegations in the amended

24

complaint could maybe support an inference that the

25

technology was groundbreaking and innovative.
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1

here, at best for the patentee, the abstract idea

2

supplies the inventive concept, then the patent challenger

3

has prevailed at step 2, no matter how groundbreaking the

4

advance.

5

1093.

And that is from Trading Technologies, 921 F.3d at

Another 2019 decision of the Federal Circuit.
Let me just briefly address each of the specific

6
7

claims.

8

idea.

9

them add an inventive concept to that abstract idea.

10

They all have, as I have said, the same abstract
They're directed to the same abstract idea.

None of

Claim 1 recites "a system capable of real-time

11

communication of hospitality-related information between the

12

system component, which include at least two remote wireless

13

handheld computing devices."

14

This, in my view, is simply the abstract

15

idea implemented with conventional activity.

The claim

16

limitations just describe a desired result but not how to

17

accomplish it.

18

Claim 3 recites "system capable of real-time

19

communication of hospitality-related information between

20

the system components which include at least three remote

21

wireless handheld computing devices."

22

This is really just claim 1 all over again with

23

one additional handheld remote wireless computing device.

24

This doesn't materially affect the analysis.

25

Claims 6, 9, 10 and 11 are all dependent of
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1

claim 1.
Claim 6 relates to hospitality application,

2
3

including food or drink ordering integrated with customer

4

rewards.
Claim 9 relates to a mobile application

5
6

operating on a handheld device interface with a back office.
Claim 10 talks of a frequent customer mobile

7
8

application used to interface with a back office.
Claim 11 relates to a system enabled so that

9
10

its staff members can utilize only a wireless handheld

11

smartphone for substantially all interactions with the

12

back office.

13

In my view, the additional limitations in each

14

of these claims are routine and conventional and therefore

15

provide no inventive concept.

16

high-level ideas but no discussion of how to implement or

17

accomplish the goal.

They again just add more

So in conclusion, the Court will grant Olo's

18
19

motion, and it will be with prejudice.

Ameranth has already

20

amended its complaint.

21

contentions, indeed full briefing under Section 101.

22

is no need to give Ameranth yet another opportunity to

23

amend.

24

analysis set out at some length here, any amendment would

25

be futile.

It did so after seeing Olo's
There

And in any event, given my conclusions and the
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And that is all that I had to say.

1
2

a lot.

3

else we need to discuss.

Let me see if you have any questions or anything

I'll go and call on the parties in order of the

4
5

cases.

First from VMware?
MR. JACOBS:

6
7

Michael Jacobs, Your Honor.

Nothing here.

8

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

9

MS. HOANG:

10

Thank you.

Reichman Jorgensen on behalf of Densify.
Nothing here.

12

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

13

For Natera?

14

MR. GAEDE:

Thank you.

Your Honor, Bill Gaede on behalf of

Natera.

16

We have no questions.

17

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

18

MR. PRUGO:

19

For ArcherDX?

Your Honor, Filko Prugo on behalf of

ArcherDX.

20

We have no questions.

21

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

22

25

Okay.

And then for

Ameranth.
MR. WEINBLATT:

23
24

For Densify?

Your Honor, this is Khue Hoang from

11

15

It is quite

Your Honor, this is Rich

Weinblatt.
We have no questions.
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1

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

2

MS. KEEFE:

3

No questions.

4

CHIEF JUDGE STARK:

And for Olo?

Your Honor, Heidi Keefe.

Okay.

Well, thank you all

5

again for the helpful argument and presentations and for

6

being available again today and for listening to that long

7

recitation.

8

enjoy the weekend.

Bye-bye.

MAGISTRATE JUDGE HALL:

9

Bye-bye.

(Judge's opinion on Section 101 hearing ends at

10
11

Again, everybody stay safe; and I hope you

4:58 p.m.)

12
13
14
15
16

I hereby certify the foregoing is a true and accurate
transcript from my stenographic notes in the proceeding.
/s/ Brian P. Gaffigan
Official Court Reporter
U.S. District Court

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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APPLlCAT JO.l'i SOFTIVAR[ RASED
INFORWATION 1.'[.;\.~AGEMENT AND REAL
TIME CO~l'\ICATIO.l'iS SYSTEM
INCLUDING INTELLIGENT AUTOMATED
ASSlSTA..' HS (UOTS) IN A COMPUTING
ECOSYSTEI.'l INCLUDING DIFFERENT
TYl'ES Of Illl:l'IOTE COMPUHNG I>EVICES
WITH DIFFERENT USER L~TERFACES AND
WITH A MASTER DATABASE T HAT IS
ACCESSIBLE FROM Al"' l> STORED AT A
CENTRAL LOCATIO~

5
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The present application is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. ll / 1l2.990, filed Apr. 22. 2005, \'-'hicb is a
contmuation of application ::>er. No. JU/016,517, filed Nov. lS
I, 2001 , which is a cuntiuuatiou-in-part of application St:r.
No. 0 9/400,413, filed Sep. 2 1, 1999 (now U.S. Pat. No.
o,3X4,XSO). ·r he contents of application Ser. No. 11 1112,<JlJII,
<~ppl icat ivn Ser. No. 101016,517, aud application s~r. No.
20
09/400,4l 3 ore incorporated herei n by reference.

PJELD or TilE INVENTION

TIIis inve ntion relates to an in:fonnation management and
synchronous comuruuications systent aud urethod for gen- 2 5
eration of computerized menus for restaumuts and otl1er
apphcations with specialized display and synchronous comulllnicatiuus rc:quirt:H I~uts relat~d to, fvr ~::xa111ple, tlu:: u;e of
equipmcJJi or software with non-PC-standard graphica l lormats, display sizes and/or applications tor usc in remote data 30
entry, iu.Iunnatiou ml:ln<lgt:mt:nt ~m.l synchronous ~;ul.l1J.l1uni 
cation between host computer, digital input device or remote
p~ger vi~ SI::Jnil:lrd h::Jrdwireci COWJI:!Ction, the inlimJe!t, :>1
wireless Ji nk, smart phone or the Iike .
35

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Whi!.:: computers have dl"3matically a ltered many aspects

or modem hfe, pen and paper bave prevailed in the llospit<Jlity industry, e.g.. fur re~l<I Urdllt unlt:riug, rt:st:rvatiun~ and
wa it list management, bec:~use of tl1eir simplicity , ease of
training and ope rational speed. For example, ordering prepared foods bas historica ll y been done verbally, either
directly to a wa iter or over the telephone, whereupon tbe
pl:1ced order is recorded on paper by the recipient or
i.nsmmly filled.
Although not previously adapted for wide-scnlc use in the
hospitality industry, variOLts forms of digital wireless communication devices are in common use, e .g., digital wireless
messengers and pagers. Also in common use are portable
laptop and handheld devices. However, tlser-friendly i.n.lormation management and communication capability not
requiti ng extensive computer e.>cpenise has not heretofore
been ava ilable for use in everyday life such as for restaurant
ordering, reservations and wa it-list management. Hundreds
o f oJillions of dollars have been spent e n personal digital
assista nt (' •PDA") development seeki ng to produce a small,
lig ht-weight and ineKpensive device that cou ld be adapted to
Silch 11ses; yet none have yielded a satisfactmy solution.
O ne of the il111erent shortcomi11gs of PDA type devices is
that, as they strive for sma ll >i7..e, low weight a nd low cost,
they must compromise the s ize and clarity o f the operator,
display meditJm interfnce itself, which in most cases is one
of a variety of I ,CI) ( liqt1icl crysta l display) type devices. As
d1e size of the display shrinks, the amount of in1onnarion
that mlly be displayed at ony one point or time is commensur~tely clecre.llSed, rypic~Jly requiri ng mnltirle screens and

40
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65

to cli;;play inlonn ation ro the oper~t or. This red11ces
the overall utility of the device. Additionally, lhe smaller
display and keyboard results in a non-optimal operator
inter£~ce, whicllslows down operation and is thus un~cceptable for the time criticality of ordering, reservation a nd
wait-list management and other s imilar applications. This
necessii:Jtes many design compromises which in the :Jggregate have resulted in limited acceptance of PDA type
devices in the restaurant a nd hospitality fields.
Many of the nega tives prevalent in earlier devices have
been eliminated, bu t, to date, there is still no inlegrated
solution to the ordering!waitlist/reservatiou problem discussed above. With tl1e advent of the Palm® and other
lk'lndbe ld wireless devices, however, the efforts to make such
dt:vice~ ub iy uituus ]wvt: bt:guu to bt:<u· fn1 it a t lca~l iu svw e
area;;, e.g., personal calendars. However, substantial use of
such devices in the restamant and hospitality conte>-.1 has not
ucc urrw tu d<ltc:. As di~cuss<::~.l <~buvo::, <tt lt:<tst um: uf the:
reasons PDAs have not been quickly assimilated into the
re~t~11raur ::~nd hnspit;~J.i ry inclu~tries is r·h:lt their small clispll:ly sizc:s <lf«: not r<::<~uily amc:mtblt: to di~ple:ty uf mt:nus as
they are commonly printed on paper or displayed on, e.g. ,
large, colo r desktop COillputcr screen;;. A110lher re;~son is th::Jt
software for fully rea lizing the potential for wireless haudheld computing devices has not previously been available.
Such fe:Jtures would include Jilst and mltom:Jtic synchronization between a centra l database and multiple handheld
devices, synchronization and cornmm:Ucation between a
World Wide Web ("Web") se-rver a nd multiple bandlJeld
devices, a well-defined application program imer1ace
("APl") that enables third parties such as poi.nt of sale
("POS') companies, affinity program companies and internet content providers to f111ly inr<:grate with computerized
hospita li ty applications, real-time comnJlmicatiou over the
internet with direct connections or r~gular modem diah1p
coilllections and support for batch processing that can be
dune periudil:ally throughout tht: d<ty to ket:p m uhiplt: ~ites
i11 synch with the central database. A s ingle point of entry for
all hospi ta lity applications to communicate wiU1 one another
wirdessly h<1~ alsu prc:viuu~ly bet:n tme:tvaill:lblc:. Su~;h a
single point of entry would work to keep all wireless
handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the
backofl!ce server (central database) so that the different
compo11ents are in equilibrium nt any given time and an
overa ll consistency is achieved. For example, a reservation
made online would be automatically col.l1J.l1unica<ed to ttle
backofllceserver and then synchronill:Cd with all the wireless
handheld de\'ices wirelessly. Simil arly, change> made on
any of the wireless handheld devices would be reflected
instantaneously on the backoflice server, Web pages and the
otl1er handheld devices.
For the foregoing reasons, paper-based ordering, wairlist
and reserva tions management have persisted in the face o f
widespread computerization in practically all areas of commerce. At most computerization of theseftmctions has been
largely limited to frxed computer solutions, i.e., desJ.:top or
ma inframe, because of the problems heretofore faced in
configuring wireless handheld devices and ma inlai1ting database syucluonization for such appl ications. Specifically, the
unavailability of any simple techniqtle for creating restau
rani menus and the like for use iu a limited display area
w ireks:> handlleld device or that i:> cvmpat iblt: with vrderiug
over tl1e lnteruet has prevented widespread ndopticn of
cnmputerir.ation in the hospita lity industry. Without a via hi e
solurion for this problem. organizations have not made the
efforts or investrncnts to a>tllb lish automated i11terfoces to
h~lldheld ~nci Weh s it·e me nus 3nci orrleri ng options.
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A principal object of! he presen t inve.t!lion i~ to provide an
improved information managemem and synchronous comnmuicatious system and method which facilitates nserfi:ieudly and efficient generation of computerized mentiS for
restaurants and other applications U1at utilize equipment
with uon·PC-standard graphi~,;al foriJiats, dhplay sizt::S <Uldl
or applications.
A fi11ther ohject ofthe pre,ent invention is to provide an
improve<.! inforrn<:lliou mamtg,t:rm:nl ami syU~,;hronous cummuni<:atious system and method which provides tor entry,
man~gement and co.nUJJuoicMion of inJoro1:1t ion from the
operator as well as ro and from another computer, Web page
menu, remote digital device using a standard hardwired
con nection, the illlert\el or a wireless link.
A further object of the presenr invention is to provide an
improved information management and synchronous communications system which is small, affordable and lightweight yet incorporates a user-friendly operator interface
and rusplays menus in a rea<lily comprehensible format.
A further object of the present invention is to provide a
synchronous information management and communications
system which enables automatic updating of both wireless
and Internet menu systems when a new menu item is added,
modified or deleted from any element of the system.

av~ ilable

5

1o

1s

20

25

SUMMARY OF THE R<VENTION
TI1e foregoing ancl other objects of tlic present invention
are provided by a synchrottaus information management and
communications system and method optimized fbr simplic- 30
ity of operation which incorporates menu generation for
creation of menus to be used with wireless remote handheld
computer and PDA devices, Lhe Internet or any application
where simple and efficient generation of menus is appmpriate. The menu generation approach of the present mveution 35
includes a desktop software application that enables the
rctpid cr~tiun CUld buililing uf a menu and pruvidt::; a means
to instantly dowruoad the menu configuration onto, e.g., a
haJJdheld device or Web page and to seanllessly interface
with ~t~mdard puiut uf salt: ("POS") systems tu enable 40
automatic database up<kites and communication exchanges
when a change or input occurs in any ol' the other system
elements. To solve the above aud other related problems, an
informntion manngemcnt aud Colll.llumications system is
provided which results in a dramatic reduction in the amount 45
of time, and hence cost. TO generate and maintain computerized menus for, e.g., restoumnts and other related npplic:Jtions that uti lize non-PC-standard graphica l formats, clisplay sizes or applications.
The menu generation approach of tl1e present mveuticn 50
has many advantages over previous approaches in solving
the problem Of COnverting paper-based memtS Or Windows®
PC-bascd menu scn"enS
..
to small PDA-sizcd displays and
Web pages. In one embodiment, the present invention is a
software tool for building a menu. optimizing the process of 55
how the menu can be downloaded to e itl1er a handheld
device or Web page, and making manual or automatic
modifications to U1e menu after initial creat10n.
Manual morufications to the generated menus include
handwritten screen caprures and/or voice r~corded message 60
captures coupled with the standard menus and modifiers
generated according to >tandard choices. Sucb manualwodifications enable an extremely rapid and inruitive interface to
enhance operations and tilrther optimi7.e the overall operator
interface. This approach solves a long-standing, operational 65
issue iJl restaun:mllhotel/cosino food/drink ordering whcu
cu~tomef' wan t something tmnsu~ l ~ nd not ~nti cipat ecl aud

through nonnal cotu purerizecl selectio ns. As seco
in F!G. 8, the operator screen on the hand-held can capmre
handwritten information specific to a customers requests
directly on the touch-sensitive screen of the wireless computing device. 11Jis additional information can then be
coupled with the fixed menu and morufier infonnation
geuerated automMically from the oospitality application
software and the combined message can be sent to a restaurant point of sale (POS) system, printer or/or display
system. This unique operator interface enables uni versal
languages and an t111limited >et o f iuformatiOLl to be manually commtmicated and exchanged. The resuhant combined
message of one or more £xed indications selected from a
menu of a device such as a hand-held. and dynamic handwtin~::u mcssagt:; auJ/or data providt:s au cvo::u tnorc pvwemll tool than either modality used independently.
I:'or example a restattraJ.tt server taking a drink order could
sdect from a menu of her ham.l-held dt:v:i~;e's scn:en "ked
Toa", and then manually write in the liter~1l screen of her
h:1ncl-helri "with lemm1" ::t~ ~hown iJ1 FIG. R. The lll<JIHJ:.JilywJillen infunmttion ~;ouhl, fur example, be pJinteu ur displayed in front of a bartender preparing the drin.k order. The
i_ndication "Jcecl Te~" :1s selected from ~ meuu of !'he
hand-held would also be presented to the bartender, perhaps
by printing and/or ::;creen display. The server can also select
any printer from within the hospitality est~blishrnent directly
from the operator imertace on the screen of the hand-held
and have either the order or the receipt printed out where it
is most convenient and efficient.
Similarly, a server taking a drink order could select from
a mem1 of her hand-held device's screen "Iced Tea", and
then record the voice message "with lemon" using her
band-beld device integra lmicropboue. 111e recorded information could, f01· example, be played on a speaker attached
to a computer, POS system, or the like located near the
bartender or chef preparing the order. The indication "Iced
Te<t" a~ sdt:<.:tt:U from a menu of the h~md-held woul<.l alsu
be presented to the bart<,odcr/chef, perhaps by printing
and/or screen display. Hoth U1e literal screen ca ptllfe method
aud the voi~;e n:curded rne~sage method cumbiue the puwt:r
of automatic fixed menu generation with the expanded
tle><ibility to resolve operational issues that exist throughout
the hospitality market without this innovative solmion.
Additionally, in certain embodiments, hand-writing nnd
voice recognition technologies can be utilized to couvert the
manual operator inputs into appropriaTe text messages which
cnn be combined with the computer gcnernt<:d menu options
to convey the combined infom1ation to, for example, a
bartender or chef.
Similarly, hand-held devices can link the above irulOvations to iuruvidua1 customers at specific tables through a
graphica l user interface o n the hand-held screen that assigns
each customer a number within a table. Por example, table
20 might have 6 customers ( 1-6) and each customer has a
different order, By enabling the linka<Je of the orders to
specific customer positions with.in the table and accessible
from the hand-he ld screen, the servers can easily track and
link the specific orders to the s pecific customers.
The use of wireless handheld devices in the restaurant and
hospitality industry is becoming increasingly pervasive as
restaLu·ant owners and managers b(.'COme more aware of the
bt:ncfits. With the proper wireless handheld system in place,
restm1rants can experience increased table turns from
improved server pmductivity ancl s horter order taking a nd
check paying tinles. Restaurants and POS companies seekiJlg to provide a wirl!less bondl1eld intcrfoce to their desktopbased PO~ systems o.r a Weh page equivalet\l r~ce SCV(~ral
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ch21Jenges. Tl1ese ch<~llenges include building a menu using
!heir existing database and transferring the menu onto baud held devices OJ Web pages that will inte.tface with servers
wirelessly or to restaurants/customer;; over the internet. The
menu generation approach of the present invention is U1e
fir~! <.:uhercnt sulutiuu avail<~blt: tu <J<;l;umplish ilt~a;e o bjectives easily and allows one development eftort to produce
hoth the handheld and Weh page formats, lin k them with the
existing POS :;ystems, and lhus pruvides <t w<~y to turn <t
complicated, ri me-consuming task into a simple process.
T11e inlonnation olaMg(>JJl~UI ~nd synchronous conunnnications system of !he present invention feamres include
fast synchronization bctwccna central database and multiple
h.~nnheld devices, synchroniz~t ion <~nil com.mutliCM ion
berweeu a Web server and multiple hand11eld devices, a
well-defined API that enables third parties such as POS
companies, affinity progrnm companies and internet content
providers to fully imeo,;rate with computerized hospitality
applications, real-time communication over the internet with
direct con.nectious or regu lar modem dialup connections and
support for batch processing that can be done periodically
illroughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the
central database.
TI1e conummication module also provides a s ingle po int
u l' entry for all hospita lity applications, e.g., r.:::;crvations,
frequent customer ticketing, wait lists. etc. to communicate
with one another wirelessly and over the Web. "ibis comulllnicariuu tuodule is a layc::r tlmt sits o u top uf auy ..:vu•munic:a tion protocol and acts as an interface between hospitality applications and the communication protocol and
t:<lll bt: t:a~ily updato;:d to wurk with <t m:w ~;onuuun.il:<ltiun
protocol without modifying the core hospitality applications.
Au exempl llry sy~tem ni~gr~ m of Sitch a eOilllllllni<~1 io ns
systemic relationship is shown in PIG. 9 a nd serves as an
example of the power of the synchronization element of the
invention through a cotrunon, linked solution. A single poillt
of entry works to keep all wireless handheld devices and
lioked web sites in synch with the backoll.i ce server applicat ions so lbat th~ different compone nts are in equilibrimu at
any given time and an overa ll consistency is achieved. For
exan1ple, a reservation made online can be automatically
communicated to the backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly.
Similarly, c hanges n]adc on any of the wi reless hand11eld
devices are reflected instantaneously on the backoflice
server. Web pages and the o ther handheld devices.

FIG . 5 i::: a ~chcmatic representation ora display customization dialog box in confonnity with a preferred embodiment of the pJesent invention.
FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications
5 contro l window in conformity with a preferred embodiment
uf 1he prt:~cut i.twentivu.
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale
intertaceon a wireless handheld devtceforuse in displaying
p<tgt: m<:nus <.:re<ttt:tl in umfunuity with <t prt:fe::m:d erubodi1o mcnt o f the prese t)! invention.
FIG . 8 is an e.xHJnple of a liternl, h~nd -written screen
according to embodiments of the presenr invenrion.
FIG. 9 is an exemplary system diagram relating to
en1bod imenrs of 1he present io.ven1iou.
PIO.lO is a furrher exemplary system diagram re lating 10
1s
embodiments of the present inveu1ion .
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BRIEF OESCRJPTJON OF THE OIU.WNGS
The foregoing feat11res and advantages of the present
invention can be apprecia ted more fully from the following
descript ion, with references to the accompa nying drawings
in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a window dis played on a computer display screen which shows a hierarchical tree menu, modifier window and sub-ruodifier wiud,)w in confom1ity with a p referred embodi me nt o f the
present invention.
FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a modifier d ialog
box in conformity witl1 a preferred embodiment of the
present inven tion.
FIG. 3 is a schematic represcutatiun of a weuu category
dialog box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of a menu item dialog
box i.n conformity with a preferred embodiment of the
prf~eut iJwention.
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Mvst persotllil ~.:ompute::rs tuility run untl<:r <Ul uperdting,
system thllt provides a graphical user interface ("GUI") for
accessing 11ser applic::tlions. A GUI is used in 1he preiimcd
embodiment of the present inventio n. Through an imerface
of windows, pull-down menus, a nd tool bars, GUl operating
systems h~ve simplified PCs and have rendered computer
technology more user friendly by eliminating the need to
mctlJorize keyboaJ-d cntty seque nces. In addition, OUls
allow users to manipu late their data a> they would physical
entities. For example. a window can represent a file and the
contents of tbe window can represent the records of the file.
The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop
as if it were an actua l object. The records of the ftle can be
created, deleted, modi fied and ananged in a drag-and-drop
fashion as if they also were physica l objects. The most
common GUI operating systems that provide this "objecturie::ute::d" envirowno;:nt fur ptnumu ~.:umpuit:rs Me Microsoft
Windows® systems, including Windov,.s CE® for bandl1eld
wireless devices and t11e like. lienerally, a particular appli~.:arion program presents iulurmatiun tu <t user lltrough <t
window of 3 GUI by drawing images, graphics or text within
the window region. 1he user, in turn. <.-ommunicates with the
applica tion by ·'pointing'" at p;rdphical o bjects in the wiudow
witl1 a pointer that is controlled by n hnnd-opcrnted pointing
device, such as~ mouse. or by pressing keys on a keyboard .
The use of mem1s is conventional in GUis for software
opp licotions. Menus ore typicolly utilized to provide e nd
us<m of app lications with available choict'S or processius
options while using the applications. For example, in a
typical desktop or interactive application, selection of a
"file" from a menu bar may cause display of a context menu
which provides ··file " options. File options can have additional subord inate or child options associated with them. If
a file option havins subordinate options is selected, lhe child
options are displayed in context in a child menu or submenu
proximate to the selected parent option. One or mo re of the
chi ld options provided in the c hild me nu may have fur1her
subordinate options. Thus. such a menu syste m compnses
cascading sets of menus which are displayable in context to
show the parent!cllild relationships between options of the
conte xt menu..A. menu system of Utis type is incorporated
into the pref~rred embotlim...-nt of the invention.
The preferred embodiment of the present invention ttses
typical hardware elements in the form of a computer workstation, operating system and application software elements
which configure il1c ha rdware elements for o peration iu
<lccord~ ncc with the presen1 inventio n.A 1ypiC<'t l work:::tation
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p!:WJi1nn includes h:lrdw~re sncb as ::1 central processing unir
("CPU"), e.g., a Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM,

usi ng the menu options; ns itJg the con text meDtJ (rigbt
mouse click); using tb.e keyboard or using t:be toolbar icons.
hard drive storage in which arc stored various system and
For example, if it is desired to add a category to the menu.
the following four options are available: (1) clicking on Edit,
application programs and data used within the workstation,
modem, di splay screen, keyboard, mouse and optional 5 Add Category; (2) right mouse clicking on Menu, then
clicking on Add Category; (3) highlighting Menu, then
removable stordge devices such as Aoppy drive or a CD
ROM drive The workstation hardware is configured by
iyping Ctrl+T or (4) clicking on the Add Category icon on
the toolbar. To add an item to a category, the following
software including an operating system, e.g.. Windows® 95,
98, NT or CE, networking software (including intemct
opt ions arc available: (1) highlighting the category to which
browsing software) and applica tion software components. 10 it is desired to add au item and then clicking on Edit>Add
llem; (2) right mouse clicking on the desired category a nd
TI1e preferred embodiment also encompasses a typical file
server platfotm including baJdware such as a CPU, e.g.,
then clicking on Add Item; (3) h.igblightjng the desired
Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM, hard drive,
category. then typing Ctrl+N or ( 4) clicking on the Add icon
modem. a11doptional removable storage devices, e.g., fioppy
on the teolbar.
Wb<:u building a meuu. it should bt: kt:pt iu tuiud that the
ur CO ROM drive. Tite s.:rver hardw<Jrc is cuufig,umj by l S
menu items are stored using a tree metaphor similar to bow
software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 95,
files are stored on a PC with 1olders and subfolders. The
98, NT or Cb, networking software (mcluding Web server
soflwmi::) and d<~l<:ilxtst: sollw<~re.
menu structure is similar to the Window~® Pilt: E.l\plurt:r in
the way Lhe items are organized hierarchically. Below is an
A computer •.vorkstation for use in the preferred embodiment ~lso inclurles ::t Gll l. As i~ conventional , rbe ntn is 20 exn01ple of how :lll it em m:1y he coniigun!d:
~.:onfigurt:d to present a graphica l ilisphty on tlte dhplay
Mt:nu
screen arranged to resemble a single desktop. Execution of
>>Entrees
an appl ication program involvc!s one or more n::er it1terJilce
>>Red Meat
:.>:.> NY Strip
objects represented by windows and icons. Typically. there
>> Ve.getablcs
may be several windows and i<:ons simultaneously present 25
on the deshop and displaying information that is generated
>>Tomato
by difterent applications.
>> Lemtce
TI1e window environment is genera ll y pa.rt of the operatMeat Tempcrarure
ing system so ftware that includes a collec.tiou of uti lity
>> Mediun1 Rare
programs for controlling tbe operation of the computer 30 In dte above example, Menu is the root. Entrees is a menu
system. The computer system, in n1rn, interacts with appli category. Red Meat is an Entree category. ~ Strip is a
modifier. Vegetable is a modifier. Meat Temperanue is a
cation programs to provide higher level functionality,
including a d irect interface with the user. Specifically, U1e
modifier. M~<.'dium Rare is a sub-modifier of Meat Temperature.
application programs make use of operating system f1.mcThe ;;teps taken in building a menu are as follows:
tions by issuing task commands to tbe operating system 35
which then performs the requested task. For example, an
I. Add Modifiers;
2. Add Sub-Mudi1it:rs and link them to the Mudifit:r~;
appli~.;atiou program m11y n:x1uest that tbt: upt:rdling, system
display certain infom1atio n on a window for presentation to
3. Create Menu ca tegories;
4. Add menu items to the categories;
lbe user.
An aspect of the prt:Ierre<.l embodim.:nl of the inlorm<llion 40
5. Assign Modifiers lu the meuu items;
manngemeut and communications sy;;tem of the invention is
6. Preview the menu on lbe POS emulator on the desktop
shown in FIG. 1. FJG. 1 shows an ex;unple of the GUl
PC;
provided by the o perating system of the preferred embodi7. Dow11load tl1e menu database to the ba11dheld device.
ment of the prcseut invention. WiLh reference to !"!G. 1, the
To odd modifiers, a user clicks o n the inside o f the
preferred embodiment includes an intuitive Gill 1 from 45 Modifiers window, then (1) clicks on Edit>Add Modifier;
which to build a menu on a desktop or mher compmer. A
(2) Presses Crrl+N: (3) right mouse clicks in the Modi:fiers
hiernrchicnl tree structure 2 is used to show the di f!'ercnt
w indow, then cl icks on Add Modifiers or (4) clicks on the
relationsltips between Lhe me nu categories 3 (e .g., soups,
Add icon fro m Ll1e toolbar. If a menu is being built from
salads. appetizers, emrees, deserts, etc.). menu items 4 (e.g.,
scrmch, the procedure is ro enter tile Long Name, Shorr
green salad. chicken caesar salad. etc), menu modifiers 5 50 Name. Code and Price in the Modifier dialog box 10 shown
(e.g., dressing, meat temperature, condiment>, etc.) and
in FIG. 2. The Lona Name is the full descriptive nrune of the
item. ll1e Shorr Name is the abbreviated name that will be
menu sub-modifiers 6 (e.g .. Italian, French, ranch, bleu
cheese, etc.).
displayed o n the handJJcld device. TI1c Code is the numeric
or alphanumeric, code for the item. If there is an existing
The procedure followed in confi!l,lltin!! a menu on the
desktop PC and then downloading the menu con.figuration 55 database. the existing database can be browsed and menu
on to the POS interface o n the handheld device in conJoritems retrieved from the database. Clicking ou the Browse
mance with the preferred embodiment is as follows.
button will bring up the existing database of menu items.
'l11e menu configuration applica!Jon is launched by clickThe item to be added 1s then selected and 'UK" is clicked.
Tbe :fields will then be filled with the iuf01mation fi·om the
ing on tbe appropriate icon on tl1e des.l.."'top display screen.
FIG. 1 will then be displayed. There are three windows on 60 database. Clicking on OK again wi!J add tbe item us a
the screen shown in FlU. 1. The left window 1S lbe menu tree
modifier. To delete a modifier, Lhe modi fier i; selected and
7, abo ca lled tlte tree view. 'l1te top right window is th<:
the Oel<:te key pr<:ssed on the keyboard. To etlit a modifier,
either the modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is
Modifiers window 8 and the bottom right window is the
Sub-Modifiers window 9. ·111e Suh-Modiliers window lists
pres::ed.
d1e sub-modifiers that correspond to the modifier that is 65
Sub-modifiers represent tbe last level of modifiers rhat can
selected.
views on Lhe right ore referred to as list views.
be assigned to a n;cnu tree. lo add s ub-modifiers, the
111ere ::~re ::everal ways of invoking ::1 commanci, including
modifier to which Sl.lh-mollifiers are ro hi>- ~ssigned is

·n,c
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selected. Then, the 1ocn~ i~ set on the snh-modilier window
by c licking inside the Sub- Modifier window as follows:(!)
clicking on Edit>Add Sub-Modifier; (2) pressing Ctri+N;
(3) right mouse clicking in the Sub-Modifiers window. then
clicking on Add Sub-Modifiers or (4) clicking on the Add
icon from the toolbar. lfa menu is being built from scratch,
the prv~edure is tu t:uter tlte Loug Nawe, Short ~au te. Code
and Price in a Sub-Modifier dialog box similar to the
Modifier dialog box shown in FIG. 2. As with modifiers, the
Long f\ame is the full descriptive name of the item. The
Short Name is ll1e abbreviated name that will be displayed
on the handheld device. 'D1e Code is 1hc numeric o r alphanumeric code for the item. As before, if there is an existing
datahase, the existing database can he hrowse.i and menu
items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse
button will bring up the existing database of menu items.
111e item to be added is tlten selected and OK cl icked. The
field:; will then h€! fi lled w.i th th~ iufonuMion rrom the
database. Clicking on O K again will add the item as a
sub-modifier. To delete a sub -modifier, the sub -modifier is
selected and the Delete key depressed on the keyboard. To
ed it~ sub-moc!if·ier, either tbesnb-m.o dilier is doubleclicl:.ed
or the Enter key is pressed.
Menu categories a rc created ·trom the root. Some
examples of categories are Appetizers, Soups, Salllds,
Entrees, Desserts, etc. The first step is to click on Menu in
the menu tree window. Categories are added by (1} clicking
on the Add Category icon from tbe tool bar; (2) clicking ou
Edit > Add Category or (3) pressing Ctri+T. As shown in
PIG. 3, Menu Category dialog box lltben appears in which
to enter the Long and Short names for the menu category.
To add menu items to categories, the menu caregory
which is being built is c licked. For example, if items are
being added to Appetizers. the Appetizers branch is clicked
on. Then the Edi t>Add llem is clicked on or Ctri+N pressed.
As bdurt:, if a menu is bt:ing built from scrdtch, the
proc<-'<lure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code,
Prep Time. Recipe and Price into the Menu Item dJalog box
12 shuwn in FIG. 4. The Lung N<~mt: i~ !he fu ll descriptive
name of 1be item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name
that will be displayed on the handheld device. The Code is
the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. Prep Time is
t11c li me it takes to prepare tl1e meal and Recipe would
include prep.-'ll'lltionmethods and ingredients thllt are used in
tbe preparation of the item. If tbere is an existing database,
the existing datnbasc can be browsed and menu items
retrieved f rom the database. Clicki ng on the Browse bul1on
will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item
to be added is then selected and OK is clicked. The fields
will then be filled with the information from the database.
Clicking on OK again will add the item to tbe category.
Once the menu items have been entered, it may be desired
to assign some modifiers to the memt items. For example, it
may be desired to assign meat temperattue to a steak order.
To accomplish this, firs! rhe modifier to be assigned is
selected, tben the menu item on the tree view thlll is to be
assigned the modifier is clicked on and then Edit> Assign
Modifier is clicked on. Or, the modifier can simply be
dragged and dropped onto the mem1 item to link them. A
dJalog box is then displayed asking if this modifier is a
requin:d wouifter. If it is a required modifier, the ui,play
icon will be red but if it is o non required modifier the
d1splay icon wi ll he green. As many modifiers as are
applicable can be assigned. If any changes are made ro the
modifiers, those changes will be automtrtically reflected
throughout the men11 t·ree.

Once the mod.itiers have been en rereci, ilm8y be desired
to assign sub-modifiers to tbe modifiers items. For example,
it may be desired to add Honey Mustard as a sub-modifier
to Dressing. To ac.complisb this, first the modifier to be
assigned a sub-modifier is selected, then the sub-modifier
window is clicked on, t11en Edit>Add Sub Modifier is
clicked on, Ctr i+N entered or the Add icon 1rom the toolbar
is clicked on. Or. tbe sub-modifier can simply be dra<Jged
and dropped onto tl1c modifier to litlk them.
When the meuu bas been completely configured, it can be
previewed on a POS emulator on the desktop to veri!)' thaL
the mem1 is conectly cou:figm·ed before downloading it to
the handheld device. To preview, File>Preview Database is
clicked on or the Prev.iew Database icon from the tool bar is
di..:hd OI L Tltc lmudhdd POS cmularur uu the deskto p l;all
then be run. If tlle configuration is deemed acceptable, tne
handheld device is connected to the desktop PC to ensure
thllt a <.;ullJlectiun has beeu est<1blished; tht: POS applic<~liuo
ou tho h:tndhcld device is exited and F'ilc>Down load Datab;tse is clicked on or the Downlo~cl D::tt llh~~e icon ·trotJ1 rhe
toulbar is L:lickeJ un. If there is llll <!Xisting rueuu database
on the handheld device, the system will ask if the existing
dl:llabase shou ld be replaced. Yes is cl ickcrl if existi ug
darabase replacement is desired.
A database funct ion Cllablcs the creation of, e.g., a break·
fast menu, lunch menu and dinner menu and downloading
them to a handheld device. Ftmctious available are (1)
creating a new database; (2) opening au existing database;
(3) sav ing a database under a di:O''erent nam<?. To access these
fimctions. File is clicked on tbe menu bar.
The preferred embodiment encompasses customized Jayout, views and fonts. To set the focus on the view it is desired
to change. click ins ide the desired window. Tile main
customizing dialog bo)( is accessed by c licking on
View:>Customize View. A dialog box 13, as shown in FIG.
5, will be displayed including tabs that allow the following
options: selel:tiunufCuluruns tu dbplay iulhe list view by
choosing and arranging t11e fields to display in the Modifiers
and Sub-Modifiers windows: formatting ColtUJillS by speci1ying the L:olwnn wiuilis <mu just iflc<~lioo; st:lecti11g Filtt:r
allows restricting the list to display only the items that meet
certain criteria. For example. display or modifiers wit11 codes
berween 500 and 550. SelecLinJ!, Son allows sorLing the
modifiers or sub-modifiers according to £my of the avnilablc
fields such as ~ame, Code or Price. SelectiiJg Style faci litates choice offom type, style, size, etc. To change the 1om
in a particular window, cl ick on View>Ponts or right mouse
click in Ll1e desired window and then click on i?OJltS. To
change the size of the windows, drag rhe borders of the
windows to expand or contract the size of the windows. To
change the coltUllll widths, simply drllg the edge of the
column headers to increase or decrease the column widths.
A conuJHUlications conlTOl program mooitors and routes
all communicatiollS to the appropriate devices. 1t continuously monitors the wireless network access point and all
othe~· dev ices connected to the network such as pagers,
remote devices, internet Web links and POS so·ftware. Any
message received is decoded by the software, and then
routed to the appropriate device. No user action is needed
during operation of the software onc.e the applic-ation has
been launched. To launch the COllllll!UtiCations courrol module, a Wireless Traffic icon is c licked un the desktop PC.
When the program loads, the screen shown in FIG. 6
appears. Messages received are logged in the window 14
shown in FIG. 6 with a rime stamp. The messages are also
logged ton file on tl1e hard drive. This provides n mechrulism
to monitor alltra:ffic acmss tl\o t\etwnrk (possibly usefiJ I for
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rmubleshooring, or ma ior·cnance, b nl not nP.cessary lor normal operation). The program may be minimized so the
scr~co is not displayed on the desktop, but it mu st b~ rlll1lling
for proper communications to exist between all devices on
the network .
As stated, the preferred embodimenl of the present invention include> the use of and compatibility with Gill iechuology.A drag-and-drop approach is used for organizing the
tree structure 2 in the generated menu. Drag-and-drop is also
used for assigning modifiers (modifiers can be dragged from
the modifiers window 5 and dropped onto tlte menu item 4
for assigomeot). ln-cell editing resuJts in fast editing of
items in buildins the menus. Custoroizable Joms enable
users 10 change font types, style and size. Customizable
l<:~yuuts t:tiable u:;crs to rc~izc wiudows cbaugt: i~.:on~ aud
display preferences. The inventive app~ach -provides for
fully persistent storage between sessions, even if a session is
improperly or abruptly tcnnioolt:t.l. Foul ctnJ the tn:e state;:
(i.e., which nodes arc exp:mded/collapsed) are stored
helween se!';Sions. L:1yout Ji'lr moclifiers r~ ncl suh-morlil"iers
list views (1Jlte;:r, w lumns, form<IIliug,, funl , e;:t<.:.) are stored
between sessions. The last database used is likewise stored
helwet~Il sessious. Splincr vie ws allow lh.e user lo see
diiTerent views at the same time. Each view is displayed oo
its own :;ection o f the screen. Views can be resi~ed via the
keyboard or a mouse by simply dragging the s plitter in the
middle.
An automated function is provided to import existing POS
databas.::-s into the inventi ve menu generation syslem and, as
discussed above with respect to the deta iled example ofhow
to use the preferred embodiment, an automated downJoad
procedure is provided to trrulSfer the desbop data bas.- onto
a handheld device andior Web page. A L~o a s discussed. U1e
prefcn·ed embodiment faci lilates preview of the handJ1eld
device or Web page version of the POS menu ou the desktop
before downloading and coufig111-ation. Customizable desklop menu gweration is <.:onu::mplait:t.l, ~s uis<.:usse;:d above;:, in
the form of customizable fonts, co lum.ns, layouts, etc. 111e
inventive approach also includes te mplates lo r c:ommon
modifiers that can be;: assigued to similar me;:nu it.::ms. The;:
preferred embodiment abo supports muJtiple dambases, thu s
providing lor !he creation and storing of dillerent menu
databases on handJ1eld devices such as breakfast , lunch or
di1met menus. 111e user con then select the approprime
database to reflect the time of day.
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale
interface 15 for use in displaying n pnge-type menu 16
created usinB the inventive menu generation approach. As
can be seen from FIG. 7. the page menu is displayed in a
cataloglle- like point-and-click Jormat whereas the master
meuu, FIG. 1, is displayed as a hierarchical tr.-e structur.-.
111us, a person with little experti se can "page through" 10
com plete a ITansactioo with the POS interface and avo id
having to review the entire menu of FIG. 1 to place an order.
A PDA or Web page format could appear like FIG. 7 or the
display could be configmed for particular reqttiremculs since
fully cus tomiz.able menu generalion and d isplay are contemplated.
The POS intedace on the handheld device supports pricing in the database or qt1erying prices f rom the POS server.
ll1e PUS device also can be cuslomized with respect lo
" look a nd ft:el" fo r !he part ictLia r version. As can be seen in
FIG. 7, the POS interface provides for billing, status and
payment wilh respect to orders. A myriad of options can he
provided depending on the application.
Advanced database f unctions nrc provi ded in the preferred emhotl imenl of the invenl ion, includ ing ::m a utoma led

ciown lood process onro hanciheld devices and/or Web :;jles .
In the preferred embodimem, the menu generation system of
the present invention uses an APT called AclivcX Data
Objects ("ADO") for database access. ADO is m efhl in~
variety o f settings. It is bu ilt ou top o [OLE DB a nd can be
used to talk to databases an.d, in the future, any data source
with any OLE DB driver. Advanced querying is supported .
The database can be queried on virtually all fields. Queries
can be built us ing SQL syntax for experienced users or can
be created using a query builder which g11ides users th.rougb
the creating process. Advanced erro r handling is supported.
Enors occurring at mn time can be u·apped. A descriptive
message is displayed to alert dte user and provide e rror
informat ion. IJo wever, the application does not tem1inate
wht:ll th~ crr~Jrs lwpp(;ll. TI•c ~ourcc welt: i~ ~y to lll~illlaiu
and modifY, thus allowing for on time delivery of customized versions of the software. The advanced database fi.mctious prouu<.:e well-designed dltabast:s that a~;commodate
growth and scalability
Tb e invettlive menu gener~li<)n :lppm::Jch provicles ~ solution for the pe;:rvasiv.:: conueciivity and computtriwtion
needs of the restaurnni and related markets. The inventive
~olut ion inch1des autom:ltic clataba~e rnl'loagemen t ancl syncltroniz.a tion, PDA and bandbeld w ireless opcmting system
integration and opt imi~:ation, wireless conuJHHJications and
internet collllectivity, user interface design, and graphics
desig.n.
In the pre ferred embodiment, the menu generation
approach of the present inv~ntion u~cs Windows CB@ as th<:>
operating system for the handheld devices. Windows CEl9
provides the benefits of a familiar Windows 95/98~
look and feel, built-in synchronization between handheld
devices, in temel a nd desktop infrastructure. compatibility
witl1 Microsoft Exchange®, Microsoft O l:lice 9® and TCP/
IP quick access to iufonnation with instaut-on feature.
Windows CE® provides a basic se t of database and
<.:ummuni<;ation tuols 1ur develope;:r ust:. Howe;:ver, intt:rl1n;ing with these tools to provide application specific results
can be a complex task. Jn addition to tbe menu generation
ue;:scribt:d above;:. ~ St:[ uf soJ1ware libraries dcscribt:t.l ht:rt:in
in conformance with. the present invention not only enhances
the basic Windows CE® functionality by adding new tealures but also max imil es the full pote ntial of wireless
h..'lndheld computing devices . Such fenlt1res include fnst
synchronization between a central database and multiple
handheld devices, synchronizmion and communication
between a Web server und multiple hnndJ1eld devices, o
we ll-defined API that e11ables th ird pa rties s uch as POS
companies, affinity program companies and internet content
providers to fi.1l ly integrate with computerized hospitality
applications, reaJ-time communication over the internet with
direct c:onnections or regular modem dialup connections a nd
supp011 for balch processing th at can be dooe pet;odically
throughout the day to k.-ep mu ltiple sites in synch with the
central database.
TI1e synchronous communications control module discussed abcve provides a single point o f entry fo r a ll hospitality appl ications 10 conununicate with one another wirelessly or over the Web. This communications module is a
layer that sits ou top of ony communication protocol ood acts
as an mterrace between hospital ity applications and the
cornnmnication pl()lC'c oL TI1is layer ca n be eas ily upJate d to
work with o new communication protoc:ol withotlt having to
modil)r the core ho~pitality app lications. The single point of
eutry works ro keep all wireless handheld devices and linked
Web s ites in s yuch with tbe bnckoffiee server (central
d:11ab;1se) so rhM rhe differenr componenls are i1.1 equilihriullJ
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al any given ri11. 1e<1nd an overa ll consis tency is ::.cbieved. For
example, a reservation made onl ine is aUiomarically communicated to the backoffiec server which then synchronizes
with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. Similarly,
changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices w ill
be reflected instantaneously on the baekoffice server and tl1e
other handheJd devices. In vatious embodiments, the reservation might be converted into one or more messages (e.g.,
text messages audior instant messages), and/or text-to-voice
func tionality might be employed to allow direct interaction
via any telephone.
The software applications for performing the functions
falling within t he described invention can be written in any
common ly used computer language. The discrete programlniug, s l,.;ps a r,.; W ltulll.liJly kuuwn a111l thus prograu uuiug
details are not necessary 10 a full description of the invention.
A simple;: puinHo·point wireless l.:etpabilily is cuntemplatcd wh ich permi ts simple digita l messages to be sent from
the wireless haucih<!ld cievice~ to1 ~ reeeive r in a beeper
i:UJU/ur vetlt:l p<Uking betse-st<tliun. The POS intt:rfaoo off!G.
7 is representative of the display on o typica l wireless device
used in con-ti:mnily with tbe irwcttl ion A simple prorocol is
used to aclmowledge rec.-eipt of the message a nd lbus simul taneous conuJmnication is not necessary, which reduces the
cost of the wireless link. The range of the wirele;;s link is
determined by the characteristics of the radio transceiver.
Adding a wireless link a llows paging o f beeper equipped
customers d irectly from the operator interface on Lhe wireless handheld devices and communication to and from
various input/output transmitters and receivers to update the
status of the order, reservation or other information and thus
furtbcr reduce the workload on the operator and enable
operations to proceed much faster. This link could also be
hardwired or other.vise implemented using any two-way
messaging tranSPort. According to various embodiments of
lhe;: prest:ni iuve;:uliun, rnessoging (t:.g., wirde;:ss te;:xt messagi llg a nd/or wireless im;tan t messaging) and/or text-tovoice li.mct iona lity may be employed, for instance. in
appuintme;:nt, w<titlist, etndlor res<::r vatiun oper ll tiuns. Sud!
functionality might, in various embodiments, involve roes
saging (e.g .. wireless messaging), tex1-to-voice. and!or twoway ioteractivity, and/or may involve communic.-ation via
lnndliuc telepho nes, ccllulm telephones, ond!or wireless
devices.
Such functionality may be implemented in a number of
wnys. Sons to illustrnte by wny of cxrun ple, employing s uch
functionality in the making of appointments and/or reservations will be discussed. It is noted that, in various embodi meats, reservations functionality might include the use of
wa itlists. It is further noted that, in various embodiments,
wa itlist requests (e.g., in restaurants and/or c.-asioos) might
be viewed as short·tcrru and/or on·the·spot reservation
requests.
A user (e.g .. a customer or staff member) desiring to make
an o nline appointment and/or reservation for an entity (e.g.,
a restaurant, a plumber or other repair service, a hair salon,
a heal lhcare establishment (e.g., a doctor's office. dentist's
o!fice, or hospital). or a pet groomer) might, for example,
employ a web page (e.g., of a web portal) to specifY the
desired e ntity. As anotl1er examp le. Lhe user might employ a
web page (e.g. , of a web portal) aS a means o f remvte access .
The user might, ior example, choose the entity from
entities Ji<;ted by the weh pag,e. Such li~ted entities rmght, tor
instance, be ones matching criteria specified by the user.
Such c rilerio migh1, for e xample, include locntion, type,
and/or price ra nge. Having ::pecifiecl tl1e enlity for which he

wisherl to make a n appoinlmenl andlor rese rvaliOJl, lhe user
might be able to s pecifY relevant information suclt as, for
insl!UJcc, name lllldcr which the appointment and/or rcscr·
vation should be made, munber of people, desired appointmem a nd/or reservation date . and/or desired appo intment
and/or reservalion time. h1 various embodiments, the user
might be a ble to specifY alternatives for various of such
in:tormation (e.g., specifications of second and/or third
cho ices for des ired appointment and/or reservation ti me).
Specifications might, for ins1ancc, be via <me or more link s
and/or o ther GUI elements provided by the web page.
It is noted that, in various embodiments, the user might be
able to specifY multiple desired entities. For example. the
user might be able to specifY t11at he desi res to make an
<tppoinllueHt ;mU/ur r~tXV<ttiuu with each u f llllllliploc spc~.;i 
fied entities. As another example, the user might be able to
specifY that be desires that an appointment and/or reservation bt: rnetLk with only unt: of mul tiple sp;;:cifioo t:ntili;;:~. For
insta nce, in various embodiments the user might be able to
ra nk spec ifie<l enri lie~, aud ~o ~ppoi nlmenl :tnd/nr reserv~
tiun ~.:oulu be made on behall. oJ tht: user with the;: highest
ranking entity tor which an appointment and/or reservation
eonld be successh1lly ma(le.
To illustrate by way of example, th e user mjght specifY
three restaurant~, ra1i ked "1 ", " 2", and " 3", with •'] " being
the lll.O>I desirable. ln the case where appointment and/or
reservation with restaurant " l~ was not possible, bur
appointment and/or reservation wi th each of restau.r<l nts " 2"
and " 3" was possible, appointmE.'nt andlor reservation could
be made on behalf of the user with restaurant " 2".
With the user having provided such inlonuation, one or
more operations could be performed to coll1lllunicate with
the enti ty in a manner employing automated messagi ng
(e.g., a utomated wireless messaging). Such automated mes·
saging might. for example. involve an automated telephone
call wherein some or all of the information provided by the
user is etulumettically cunvo::rteu to ~poken wurus (<::.g., vi(j
text-to-voice) and conveyed to the entity. As another
exam ple. such automated messaging might involve auto·
Ul(j teu tt:xt mes~etging (e;:.g .. clutumated wire;:Jes~ text mes·
saging) audior automated instant messaging (e.g., automated
the
w irek-s;; instant messaging) wherei n some or all
iJtformation provided by the user is automatically conven ed
to text ondlor dnta and conveyed to the appropriate entity.
For example, a computer (e.g., a server) might act to
contact the entity in an automated manner. The computer
might, for e xam ple, dctcm1inc the phone number of the
entity (e.g., via database lookup) and place an auton1ated
telephone call to the emiry. As another example, the computer might, a lternately or additionally, detem1ine a rues·
saging address andior telephone number of the entity (e.g.,
via database lookup) and send a message (e.g., of the sort
discussed above) in an a utomated mmu1er to the entity. In
placing such a telephone call andior sending such a message
the computer might. for example, use integrated and/or
peripheraltclephoue access hardware a11dlor voice synthesis
ha rdware. It is noted that, in various embodiments, the
computer m ight act to provide ll1e wcbpage to the user.
Alternately or additionally, in various embodiments the
webpage might be provided by other than the computer. In
various embodiments, a:; U1is process continues, synchronization (e.g., database syuchrouizettion throughout the systeuJ
network) may be maintained (e.g., os s hown in FIG. 10). It
is noted that, in va rious embodiments, ~uch synchrol117alion
may occur at al l times.
Witl1 the messugc m1dlor call being answered ut Lhe entity,
tl1e compu le r mighl pe r:fi1rn1 one or more o pern1ions. For
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ex.2n1ple, the computer migl1t' convey (e.g., subsequent to
automatic conversion of infoonation provided by the user)
d1e desired appointment and/or reservation to the entity. The
computer might, in Vllrious embodiments, further convey dle
source o f lbe emity (e.g., the name of a web page and/or
company employed by the user in making the appointment
and/or reservation). To illustrate by way of e.xample, the
computer might speak:
"Hello, this is your automated rescrvatiOI\S assistant. 1
have a new reservation for you. The reservation is for
l\1r. Smith, party of 6, for .May 1"".
ln vaJ·ious embodiments, similar infonuation might be
conveyed by the computer via messaging (e.g .. via automated w ireless messagi ng).
HaviH)Il;VIIVt:ycd the d~a;in:d appuillluu:m t <:~udfor rc~~vation, the computer misJtt, for instance, seek one or more
responses from the entity. The computer might, for example,
seek n;:~punse::s e::nte::rt:U vi~ tvu<,;h tone keypad vi<J the <;alL
Such entered response might, for instance, be automatically
convcmt>_cl vi::. toHch tone recognition tedJJJolozy. A~ ::.onther
t:x~ple, Lilt: computer might ~et:k spoken response~ via tht:
cal l. Stich spoken Iespomes might, for instnnce, be auto
mlltic;~lly converted via voice recogniliOI1 technology (e.g.,
o f tlle sort discussed above). As auotbe r example , sucb
S)l<lkco rt:sponses might be automatically couvertcd, capmred, lind/or ;;tored, and be presented to the user (e.g., vill
the web page. telephone call, andior messaging). Ill seeking
responses, the computer might perform one o r more operations.
For example, the computer might speak to indicate that
" L'' should be spoken ancL'or pressed by an individual
affiliated with the entity wbo answers the phone in the case
where the appointment and/or reservation is acceptable, that
"2" should be spoken and/or pressed in the case whe•-e the
appointment and!or reservation is denied, dlat "3" should be
spoken and/or pressed in the case where it is desired that the
user se.:king the: <~ppuintrne::rll imdlor reserva tion c<lll the::
entity to make other arrangements, and tha t "4" should be
spoken and/or pressed to relay a voice message instruction
to the:: ust:r. The <,;umputt:r might, in variuu~ t:mbvdiments,
seek similar information via messaging (e.g., au tomnted
wireless messaging). Such a relayed voice message might,
for instauce, be preseuted to the user in a manner analogous
to that discussed above {e .g., vin web page, t.:llepltone ca ll,
and/ or messaging). The releyed voice message might. in
various embodiments, be automatically convened jbr such
presentation to the user. With the iudividunl atliliated with
the enti ty spc•cif)ring one of t11e choices, the computer might,
for example, make note of dle selection, and/or p rocess
and/or store the selection for integr<Jtion with one or more
operations discussed herein (e.g., synchronization). Synchronization might, in various embodimeuts, be performed
as shown in FIG. 10.
It is noted that, in various embodiments, in the case where
the computer was not able to successful ly reach the entity
and/or receive a val id response frolll the entity, the computer
might keep trying and/or try alternate contact modes. Altet·nately or additionally the computer might m various
embodiments, if appropriate, attempt to contact one or more
other entities. As noted above. in various embodiments of
the present invention the user might be able to specify that
he desires that a n appointmeut aud/vr reservation be 111ade
widl only one of multiple specified entities (e.g., with the
user ranking the speci fied enti ti es)_T he computer might, in
various embodiments, attempt to reach (e.g.. in a manner
discussed obovc) each o f such multiple spec ified entities
set~king appnintment ~melior reserWJt·iou. For example, the

cnmpnter m_ight attempt to reach each or snch mul tipl e
specified entities in one or more orders corresponding to
user ranking (e.g., attempting to reach dJc highest-ranking
entity first). The computer might, in variom embodiments ,
slop anemptiog 10 reach such multiple specified emities in
the case where aa appo inun ent and/or reservation was
successfully made. It is noted that such function~lity could,
in various embodiments. occur without htunan action on the
part of the user and/or a provider o f the web page.
The computer might, in various embodiments, act to
pursue multiple entities in parallel. l u so pursuing eJllities in
parallel the compt1ter might, tor example, present to the user
results and/or progress of its work (e.g. , as appointment
and/or reservation availabi li ty results). and!or a llow the user
to scl..:.:t f N w prt:~..:utcd pvssibil ities a desir~-d choic..:. The
multiple entities so pursued might, in va~ious embodiments,
be automatically chosen by the computer. For example, the
<,;omputer might <;house the multiple t:nt ities iu ~cwnlCIIlce
witl1 matc hes to search c riteria (e.g., rea l-time search critcri::.). As ~nnrher example, the computer might. :1ltem::.rely or
m.lilitiuually, chouse the multiple eutitie::s in a<,;<,;orUCIU<;e with
previously estoblished (e.g .• stored) user unique lists (e.g. , a
list of the user's 15 l.avori le resta urants).
To illustrate by way of example, the user might leam of
restaurant$ for which appointment and/or n.oscrvation cculd
be secured (e.g., tor ll pllrticul& date ~nd time), and select
from those a desired restamant. Sucb colllJllunication with
the user might, for example, be implemented in a manner
analogous to that discussed above.
[t is additionally noted that. in various embodiments ,
multiple modes of contact might be available to the computer for COlll1ll1Uticat'ing widl the entity. For example, the
computer might be able to employ one or more telepho ne
calls, web pages, emails, pages, f.1csimiles, instan t me:s·
sages. and/or text messages conveying (e.g., subsequent to
atnomatic conversion of infonnation provided by tile user)
t.ht: desin::d <~ppuintmt:nl and/or rese::rv<Jtiun, <wd!ur seeking
responses from dle entity. As another example, t.be computer
ntight be able to rccetve and/or inte rpret (e.g.. with autonulli<.: <,;uuvc:rsiuu uf inferiDC~tiun provided by the entity) une
or more telephone cnlls, web p:1ges, emnils, pages, tilcsimi
Jes. instant messages. and/or text messages conveying the
emity's responses. ]n various embodiments, in the case
where one mode of contact was ne t successfu l, nnother
mode might then be tried .
[n various embodiments, tile entity mighT be able To offer
one or more nite mote appointments nndJor reservations (e.g.,
in the case where a desired appointmeut andJ'or reservation
could not be provided). Suclt functiOllahty might be implemented in a number of ways. The o::ntity might. in various
embodiments, be able to specify that such an suggested
alternate appointment and/or reservation would be held until
a particular date andior time, and/or that such an suggested
alternate appointment and/or reservation would not be held,
and dlat the user was advised to provide a decision regarding
the acceptability of the suggested altet·nate appointment
and/or reservation by a s pecified time and/or date. Accordingly, in various embodiment~, in the case where the user did
not indicate such an suggested alternate appointment and/or
reservation to be acceptable by the termination of the hold,
tile corresponding inventory (e.g., availability inventoryj
might be fret.>d up for use by others. 11.e provision uf one or
more nltemate oppointment and/or reservntion times, dates,
and/or other information hy an entity might, for examp le. be
via TOuch tone keypad, voice, preset availability, and/or
JJlCSsoging. In various e mbodiments, one or more datnboses
and/or con1pn ters rn.ight come to know o r tl1e resnlts of
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with the enrity, one or more s tat·istics mighr
be stored, updated. and/or genermed, and/or one or more
reports might be stored, updated, ancllor generated (e.g., as
shown in FIG. 10). Accordingly, for instance, one or more
records of appoinuucnrs ancl/or reservations ancllor availabilities for the entity might be updated. Some or all of such
results, smti::tics, ancllor reports might, in various embodi ments, be accessible (e.g.. via web page ancl/or via text-tovoice) by, for instance, entities ancl/or system administrators.
In various embodiments, a password audlor identifier (e.g.,
an access code) might need to be provided. Additionally, in
various embodiments, management aleJts to variotJS criteria
(e.g. , preset criteria) might be generated. Such alerts (e.g.,
late appointments ancl/or a patent being late for a requi red
<J<:t ivu iu a hospital) might, fvr ~;;xalupl.:, be i:lUIOUJa tical ly
communicated to the appropriate management staff of the
appropriate entity when corresponding criteria were met.
CoiDUJunil:atiuu of sm;h <llerts wight, fur instam;e, be pt:rfom.led in a manJJCr analogous to that discuss~'<.! above (e.g.,
vi:'! ::tutomMerltelepbone C::lll employing text-tn-voic:e. ~ntomi:lted text messaging, ;md/or i:lLJtoruatt:d instant messe1ging).
The user seeking the appointment and/or reservation
could, in various embodiments, come to kl1ow oJI'be results
o f communicating with the entity (e .g., subsequent to automatic conversion ofiuformation provided by the entity). For
example, the user might be informed by w:1y of web p:1ge,
email, page, telephone caU (e.g., employing texHo-voice),
facsimile, instant message, ancl/or text message. )n various
E'n1bodiments, a passwo rd ancVor identifier (e.g .. an access
code) might need to be provided. In embodiments where one
or mere alternate appointments and/or reservations were
suggested by the entity, the user might be able to indicate the
acceptability of those alternate appointments and/or reset··
vat ions. Tlte entity could then, in various e111bodimeuts, be
made aware of the user's response. Such fimctionality for
communicating with the user and/or entity might, for
instano;e, be iruplementetl in a ma1wer analogous tu th~t
discussed above (e.g., automatic conversion might be
emp loyed).
A l:omputer operating to \:UJTIIIttUli(;(l te witlt tht: entity as
discussed her.aiu might, for ex:~mple, be dedicated to per
lom1ing such operations. As another example, such a computer might be one perfom1ing other tasks (e.g., acting as a
web scJVer). It is noted that, in vnrious embodiments, one or
more mles may be followed in coiDUJtmicating with the
entity ancl/or the user. For example, a m le might specifY that
the entity nndlor the user is not to be telephoned nncVor be
scot messages before and!or after certa in hours oft he day. As
another example, a mle might specifY that one mode of
contact (e.g., telephone call) is to be employed as a means
of contact for certain hours of the day, while a second mode
or contact (e.g., insranr messaging) is to be employed as a
means of contact fo1· other homs of the day.
It is noted that, according to various embodiments of the
present invention. an entity might be able to update inventory (e.g. , available tables andior seats). Accordingly, for
instance, the entity might be able to indicate an increase
ancl/or decrease in inventory. Jn various embodiments, a
password and!or identifier (e.g. , an access code) might need
to be provided.
Such functionality might be implemented in a muuber of
we1ys. For example. telepllone cal l, w~;;b page, email, facsimile, instant message, an<ifor teKt messoge might be
employed. ·to illmtrate hy way of example, an individual
affiliated with tile entity might call a telephone number and
be greet<.'<.! with text-to-voice speech prompting for code and
p~sswnrcl to be e Jl terecl vi~ I<H.J<:h lone keypad and!or he

spoken. ·n e texr-tn-voice speech might theo prompt· I be user
to employ ranch tone keypad ancl/or voice in increasing or
decreasing inventory (e.g. , availability inventory), and/or
employ touch tone keypad and/or voice in ;;peci:f)ring one or
more new inventory values. Such functionality migltt, in
various embodiments, be implemented by a computer such
as one, for instanc.e, operating in a m:J1lller analogous to that
discussed above.
It is noted that, in various embodiments, an entity might
be able 10 indicate t hat one or more portions o r inventory
(e.g., availability inventory) be set aside for one or more
particular pmposes. Fer example, an entity might be able to
speciJY that a portion of inventory be set aside for walk-ins.
and/or tiJat a portion of inventory be set aside for conventional tel~phl!J~t; <1ppoiuttueuts aHdior res~rvatiuu~.
lt is additionally noted that, in various embodiments, a
computer interacting with a user desiring to make an online
i:lppointruent <lndlor reso;:rvatiou (e.g .. ~~ discussed abuvt:}
might take into account such inventory iuformatiou in
inte r:lctiug with tbe user. For ex:lmple, the us<~ might he
prevented from spt:eifying <l dt:sirell i:lppviutment and/or
reservation cklte and/or time known by the computer to
c:Orri!Spond 1r. inve utory th~l w~s J\01 availllble.
In various etJJbodiments, synchronization might be performed. Such synchronization might, for instance, be ofthe
sort discussed herein (e.g. , :JS sb.own in FIG. 10). For
example. synchronization might occur between one or more
computers that operate to conummicate with the entity, one
or more computers tha t operate to communicate with t.h<:'
user, one or more web servers. one or more web sites. one
or more cell phones (e.g., smartphones) and!or PDAs, and!or
one or more backo:fl:ice seJVers (central databases). To illustrate by way of example, appo intments and/or reservations
data, ancl/o r inventory data might be synclu·onized. H is
noted that Stich computers. servers. and/or web sites may, for
example, employ software programmed to employ one or
mun:: of lhe opt:rations discussetl above.
It is noted that via various of the operations discussed
above. the need for personal computer> and/or tem1inals
(e.g., network-wrutt:eted ~;vmputen; <md/or termiu~ls) a t
entity loc{ltions (e.g., restaumnts) may be e liminated. For
example. in various embodiments a telephone (e.g.. a landline or cellular telephone) may be the only equ ipmem
needed by an entity (e.g .. n rcstaurnnt or solon).
[tis 1i.1rther noted that. in various embodiments, various of
the operations discussed above may be implemented in a
mllnner tbat enha nces existing systems (e.g., web-boscd.
systems) such as, for instance, exist ing systems for reserVation, appoimmenr, orders, ancllor waitlisting.
The functionality discussed above may be employed in a
nttlllber of ways. For example, in •;arious embodiments the
functionality discussed above might be employed in ways
including reservations. appointments, and/or wa itlisting for
entities such as, for example, restaurants. hotels, casinos,
hair salons. pet groomers. ancl/or repair services (e.g..
plumbers).
Shown in f.! G. 10 is an exemplary system d i:1gram
relating to embodiments or the present invention wherein.
for example, varim1s of the 1i.mctionality discussed above
(e.g., messaging. text to-voice, and communications with
landline telephones. cellular telephone>, and wireless
devices) is depi~;ted.
A further aspect of the invention is the use of the menus
generated in accordance with the described techniqlte to
place orders from wireless remme handheld devices or from
remote locations through the internet. 111e World Wide Web
is a clist ri lHJted hypem1ed ia computer system that uses 1h.e
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iureroer t·o l~cilil::l te g lobal hypermedia com.mu t1icMion
using specified protocols. One such promcol is tbe Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"), which facilitates communication of hypertext. Hypertext is the combination of information a nd Iinks to orher infom1arion. ln the context of the
Web, hypertext is defined by tl1e flypertext Mark-up Language ("HTJI.1L"). The links or hyperlinks in a HTML
document reference tile locations of resources on the Web,
such as otlter 1-llML documents. Another language used in
crearing documents for usc on the Worldwide Web, to
display on compute r screens, or to create speech style sheers
for use in, e.g., telephones, is the Extensible Mark-Up
Language ("XML"). XML is a "metalang·uage", i.e., a
language for describing languages which was developed to
t:l imiuale tltc rc~rrictivus vf HTML.
The Web is a client-server system. The HTML documents
are stored on Web server computers, typically in a hierart.:hi~.:al f<tshion with the root Jo~.:urueul being reft:rre<.l to as
tl1e home page. The client s pecifics a HTML document or
nrher source oo the server by lrimsmilling a 1Jnili1m1
Rt:soufl.:t: Lo(.;(ltor ("URL") whi~:h spe~.:iOes the protuwl lo
use, e.g., HTTP, the path to the server director; in which the
resource is locmai, and lilcnl'lme oJ the resource. Users
retrieve the documents via client computers. The so l1:ware
running on the user's cli~:nl computer that enables the user
to view HTMLdocuments on tlle computer's video monitor
and enter selections using !he computer's keyboa.rd and
mouse is known as a browser. The browser typically
includes a window in which the user may type a URL. A user
may cause a URL to be transmitted by typing it i11 the
designated window on the browser or by manettvering the
cursor to a position on the displayed document that corresponds ro a hyperlink to a resource and actuating the mouse
button. The latter method i~ commonly refened to simply as
"clicking on tbe hot-spot" or "clicking on the hyperlink''.
The hyperlink methodology is contemplated tor use in
i:l(.;(.;Or<lant;e with the prefo:rred t:mbotiintent tu lrausmit
orders v ia the interne!.
Web server application software exists U1al enables a user
tu shop ior <tuu order merchCIUdise. Sut.:h systems ~ro: sometimes referred to :1s electronic merch::tUdising systems or
virma l storefronts. Systems that enab le a LL~er to choose
among several reta ilers' goods are sometimes referred to as
e lectronic molls. An e lectronic rclftiler's or e lectronic mall
operator';; Web server provides HTML form;; thm include
images and descriptions of merchandise. The user may
convcnlionolly search for lln item by entering a key word
search query in a box on a form. Whm a user selects an item,
!he server may provide a linked 1orm that describes !hat item
in further detail. The user may also conventionally enter
ordering information into boxes on the form, snclt as the
type and q uanti ty of the item desired. The inlonnation
entered by the user is transmitted to the serve!'. The user may
select multiple items in this manner and then enter a credit
card number to pay for the purchases. The retailer processes
the transaction and ships the order to tlte customer. As can
be appreciated, ordering merchandi;e can also be done from
menus. The generation of menus of items or merchandise for
sale over the intemet is readily accomplished by the mem1
generation approach of the present invention.
Searching for items that the user is interested in purchasing is insufficient iu prior merchandis ing system~. Oalaba~e
ru:-~nogement programs use index searching to facilitate rapid
searching of large amounts of data . The creator of the
database may instrucr the program to use specified fields in
the dotobose ns indexed or key fields. The progrom locntcs
a ll lenns in rhe dat~hasc that appe~ar in the indexed fields at1d

stores rhem in a n iJ1dcx. rable. Each en lry io the imiex. table
includes a term and corresponding poimer to the location in
the database where the term is fmmd. If a ttscr initiates a
search for a term that is present in 1he index table, the
program can locate the instances of that tenn in the database
with exceptional speed. Users who are familiar witl1 the
particular database they are searching will generally know
which fields are indexed and wiJJ know the fonnat of the
data in those fields . For example, a user of a database
containing the inve ntory of a bookstore may know tltm users
can search for rhe names of authors of books and that a user
who wishes to do sc should enter the author's last name fu·st.
A user having st1ch knowledge wiiJ therefore be able to
search etlicienlly. Users o r electronic merchandi sing systcws ltvwevcr ;ue gutcrallv eud-~:ousutllt::rs who have uu
kno~ledge of~ merchant's.database. If, as is very likely,
such a user initiates a search for a term that is not present in
the index t<tblt:, the prugrc~m w usl so;:qu~::urially search
through all records in the database. Sequential records are
typi<::llly linked hy poi nters. I Ising pniolers in tbi:; nJan_ner is
very dem<tnding on seiVt::r n::suur~.:t:s, ro:sulting not unly in au
exceptionally slow srorch, but also creating a bottleneck for
otll€1' processes that the setv(~r rnay he executing Tl1e rnellu
generd tion approach of tbe present invention can be used to
create customized menus from a darabase 1ha1 includes
every item of merchandise the vendor has for sale. In this
manner, customers can scan !he generated menu much more
readily than they cou ld view the entire database and the
necess ity o f havi ng familiarity w ith the database is el imi nated as well, reducing the need for resource intensive
pointers.
While tlle preferred embodiment of the inventioo is for
the gener<ttion of restaurant menus and the like, ll1e broad
scope of the invention is far g realer. For example, men us
generated in accordance witl1 the mvention can be used in
tlle desktop computing environment in association witll the
opo:r<l tin); system or <tpplicalion pru);r<tlllS. One such us<: is
to facilitate tlte creation of user personaliu 'CI fi le structures
for genera l desktop usc. ,<\nother use rs to fac ilitate the
lo~.:<1tiun of cuslontize<.l menus from ma~ter menu~ for us.: in
association with :-tpplic:-~tion software to make the execution
ofthe application so1tware more e llicient by. e.g., eliminating I be necessity of querying or checking every rree branch
in the nutsler menu file stntcture in response to user input or
otlt€1' criteria and to create h:mdheld/PDA compatible vers ions of !he software.
While the preferred embodiment o f the invention includes
the selection of items from a master menu wherein the
masrer menu is displayed using a graphical user interface, it
is to be appreciated that any means for displaying the master
menu to the user and generating another menu in response
to and comprised o f !he se lections made is encompassed by
the contemplated invention. The invention encompasses the
selection of nontextual symbols, characters, icons and the
like. in addition to text, from a hierarchical tree menu or the
like for generation ofanother menu coruprised of such items.
It is also within the scope o f the invention to generate
menus a utomatically in response to prcdelenuined crileria .
For example, in the Iestatuant mem1 generation embodiment. a modified menu can be generated to comply with a
particuJar spocillcation or group of c riteria s uch as, e.g..
Hdinner", "Io·w chulesterol", "lu~ fatn, afish", "cltlckeH", or
"vegetruian". In this embodiment, only items from the
master menu that satisfy specified parameters wi II be
included in the generated menu. The selection process could
iJJvolve selection of master meuu items based on tags or
icle nt ifi<~rs associated wit h the items or by checking every
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ruasrer menu irern 2{!flinsf ~ rl iclioMry or il<!nH acceptable
for inclusion in the modified menu. It shouJd also be
appreciated that the invention encompasses any combination
of autolll:lfic and manual user selection of the items com
prising, the generated menu. For example, a ttser t:uight
specify criteria which would fttrtber control automatic selectiou or tlw u~cr could rmruually ~cl.x;t :,unJ<; items witlt
automaric selection of others. The menu geucration aspect of
the invention is equally applicable to table-based, drive-thnt,
interne. lelepllone, wireless or other modes of customer
order enrry, as is tlte l>ynchrouous commtmicatious a;; peer of
the invention.
1ltc inv(mtive concept encompasses the generation of a
menu in any con1ex1 known to those skilled in the art where
an objective is to facilirate display of rile menu so as ro
enable selection of items fi-om that menu. The restamant
menu g<meratiou embodiment is but Cnl:lexample o f a uoofor
tbe inventive concept. Likewise. displaying menus generared in accunlarn;.,: with lh: iuventiuu 011 PDAs and Web
pages to facilitate remote ordering are b11t a few examples of
ways in which such a menu might he used in practice. Any
display and transmission means known to those skilled in
the nrt is equclly usoble with respect to menus generoted in
accordance with the claimed invention.
In the more general sin1mion, menus can be generated in
accordance with the present invention in a variety of s ituarions. For example, the L~~able file stmcture for a parricular
data processing application can be dictated by the user or au
application program prior to or during the execution of the
applicafion program. Efficiencies with respect to computational speed and equipment, e.g .. storage and processor.
usage can thus be achieved along with the facil itation of
display of the generated menu.
While the best mode for carrying out the preferred
embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and
described in detail, those familiar with the art to which tl1e
invention relates will recognize various alternative designs
and embodiments which fall within the spirit of practicing
the invention. The appended cbin1s are intended 10 cover all
those changes and modifications falling within the true spirit
and scope o f the present invention.
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What is cloimed is:
1. A rule capable intelligent automared assistants (IAA) 45
system for use with remote wireless handheld compming
devices ond the intemct. comprising:
a) at least one hospitality software back-office application
with at leas! one IA.!\ -based interface and enabled ro
e)(ecute one or more rules while communicating via 50
free fonnat messaging and at le3st one interface with
fixed fom1at messaging commttnications with web
browsers for communicating bi-directionally with two
or more different remote wireless handheld computing
devices:
55
b) a master databa~e coutain ing da Ia and parameters of the
at least one hospitality software application pursuant to
a master database file stmcture with predefUJed forn1ats
and specific fields and which is accessible through a
database application progm=ing interface (API);
60
c) at least one computer server, with associated data
StLJrage capabilities fi1r the at least ()ne lt()spitality
software application, and the master database;
d) at least one application software based communications
control module (CCM) integrated with the hospitaliry 65
opplicotion softwan:: ntld enabled to interface with ot
lea~! nne conlrntiiJ.ical ions pmtocol;

e) a t lea~t one web server eJiabled by rbe CCM ro
concurrently commtlllicme via the internet with rwo or
more different remote wireless handheld compuring
devices;
f) at leasronc wireless handheld remote computing device
with at lcasr o ne 1AA mobile application and user
inrerface with free format messaging that ena bles
access to and communications with the back office
hospitality software application and its lAA-based
interface:
g) at least one other wireless handheld remote <-'Ompuriug
device which uses a web browser based t1ser imedace
with fixed formal messaging to access and communicate with the back office hospitality application soJlwa.r~;

h) at least one e)(ternal applicntioo programming imedace
tor fully integrating via the internet the hospitality back
ullice ~oflvvare <rpp]it;at iuu witlt one or mure non hospitality sofhvare applications;
wherein the ~ysrem e lemeurs fire en1thled to comrnnnic::tl e
bi-tlire~.:tiunally in rt"dl lime via lhe b<tt.:k ollk:.,: huspitality application software nnd the database APl and the
commlmic::~tions CnJllrol moclnle whi le utilizing rhe
parameters and data of U1e master database file ~truc
ture in interfac ing the back office hospilality software
application between 11nd wilh the two or more remote
wireless handheld computing, devices with their different user interfaces while maintaining COtnistency witl1
the master database.
Z. Antle capable imelligent automated assistants (JAA)
system for use with remote wireless handheld compuring
devices and the internet, comprising:
a) at least one hospitality software back-ollice applicarion
with a1 least one l AA-based inte1face and enab.led to
execute one or more n1les while communicating via
free toru1at messaging and at least one mobile software
llpplication based into:rfau: with wmbined free <tlld
fixed fonnat messaging communications for communicating bi-dire::tionally with two or more different
remote wirele~s haudhdd computing uevico;:s;
b} a master database containing data and parameters of tne
at lea:;t one hospitaliry software application pursuant to
a master database file structure with predefined fomtats
ond specific fields ond which is accessible through n
dat<1base application programming interfilce (API);
c) at least one compmer server, with associated data
storage capobilities for the at leasr o tJC hospitality
software application, and the master database;
d) at least one applicmion software based communicarions
control module (CCM) integrated with tbe hospitality
application software and enabled to inter£,ce with a t
least one communications protocol;
e) at least oue web se1ver eoabled by the CCM to
concurrently communicate via the internet with two or
more different remote wireless handheld computing
devices;
[)at least one wireless handheld remote computing device
with at least o ne L<\A mob1lc application and user
in1e1face with free format messaging that enables
access to and coJUUlunications with the back office
hospitality software application and its IA.A.-based
lmerf<tce:
g) at least one other wireless handheld remote computing
device which uses a mobile hospita lity solhvare applicarion based user imer:G1ce with combined free and
fixed formnt messaging to occess ond conununicotc
wirh r·he hack ol.lice hospitali1y application software;
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h) at II'~St ooe cxH~n1n I A P I lor lirlly inregrn tine vi~ the
inrernet the hospita li ty back oflice software application
with one or more non hospitality software applications;
wherein the system clements are enabled to corrummicmc
bi-<lir<:'ctionally in real time vra thi:' back office ilospitality applica ti on sonware a nd the database API and the
CUII,IUIWtil:<ltiutt~ COlllruJ lltUduJc "uiJc uti Ji/..iug tJtc
parameters and data of the master database file stnlcture in interfacing th:? back office hospitality software
applicatron bel\\ecn and with the two or more remme
wircles> handheld comput in~ot devices wi!b !heir dilfercm user mtcrfaccs wh ile maintaiuing consistency with
the master d~tabasc.
J. A n1le cap::~hle mte lhgcn t automated assistants ( IAA)
system for use with remote wireless handheld computing
devices and the intemct. com p1ising:
a) at least one hospita lity soil ware back-o Oicc applicati0n
with at least one IAi\-bascd interface and enabled ro
execute one or more rules while communicating via
free format messaging and at least one interface with
web browsers with fixed fonnat messa~inl!: conununications and with at least one mobile softw'lu-e application interface w ith fixed fonnm messaging communications for bi-directional collUilunications with three or
mo~e different remote "ireless handheld computi11g
devtces;
b) a master databas..: eontai nrn&data and parameters o f the
at lt:Ctst une hu~pi ta lity sofiwarc<tppli<.:atiou pursuant to
a master database file structure with predefined formats
and specific fields and which is accessih le thmug h ::1
database application prugrJmming imerfuce (API);
c) ol least one com puter server. ~~vith assoc iated doto
storage ca~hilirics for the a t least one hospitality
software application, and the ma>ter database:
d) at least one application software based conlDlunieotions
control module (CCM) integrated with the hospitality
appli cation software and mabloo to interface witb at
least one communicatiom protoool:
e) at least one web server enab led by the CCM to
concurrently conununicat() via the imernet with three or
mo1:e dilfcr..:nt remote wireless handheld computing
devtces:
1) at least one w ireless haodheld remote computing device
with at least one IAA mobile application and user
interface via free fonnat messaging that enab les access
to aud comumntcations w 1U1 the back office hospttahty
softwc11e applicat ion and it> lAo\-based intetface,
g) at lea;;t one other \Vire lcss handheld remote computing
device which USc!S a v.eh hmwrer hased mer interlace

with liKeci lOml::ll mcss:1p,ing tn nccess :mel connnuni~alt: with tile: ba~:k office hospitality <.lpplicatiun
ware;
h) at least one other wireless handheld remote <:omputiug
device which uses a mobile hos pita lity sofhva re application hased user intertilc<! w ith fixed ionnat mes.~agi ng
tu a~;~.:t:ss and culUJllunic.;<Hc with tLc b(t(,;k uJiicc huspitality applicauon software;
i) at least one external API for fully integrating via the
in!cmct the hospitality back olli~ software application
w1th one or more non hospitality ~ofhvare application.;;
whcrciu the >ystelll dcuu::nt:.arc cuubk.-d tu <.; ommuuicatc
bi-directionally in real time via the back office hospillllity application software and tbe database API and the
eonununications control module while utilizing the
p:rramch! rs ::~ncl dm::~ 0f the lllll'tcr clmah::~sc file stnlcture in imerfacing the back o nicc I"K>spi tali ry soft\\are
appli cation between and with the three or more remote
wireless b3lldheld computins devices w ith their differem user interfaces while maintaioin& consistency with
the master database.
4. The system o f claim I , wherein the system funb~r
includes functionality for m·o or more conununications
~ooversiollS. one of which includes automated text ruesl'agmg convers1ons.
S. I he system of claim 2. wherctn the system tnc!udes
l'um;tiuttahty fur t\vU or 111un: w uumuti..:atiuus cunvcrsiuu~
one of which i11cludes automntcd tex t messaging oonverStClm.
G. The system of claittt I , wher..:iu the hu~pita l ity application includes food/drink ordering. integrated wi th a customer l'rl':qucncy/rew::trds llpplicatinn.
7. TILt: sys tem of claim 1, wben:iu rue lto~piti:llity application includes event ticket in g.
R ThP S)Slem of cl:rim 2, whet1'in the ho~pitality :~ppl i
cation includes hotel reservations.
9. The S)Stcm of claim 1. whcrcm a mobile application
operntinp, on a wireles:; handheld computing device is used
to ~nterface with the back office hospitality software application.
I 0. 'TI1c sy>tem of claim 1, w lwrein a frequent customer
mobile application operating on a wireless baodlteld computing device is used to interface with the back office
hospi tality so ftware application.
I I. 111C system of c laim I, wherein the system is configu~J tu cn<tblt: oue ur wurc stalT IIH.aullcrs tu uti li;.;e uJLly a
wuelcs> handheld smarr phone for substantially all of their
iut:ractions w ith the back office hospitality software applicalluLJ.
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